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GENERAL SUMMAR Y

Introduction: Objectives of Research and Approach Used
l. This is a study of the social organisation of schooling- of the way
curricula and instructional units are organised within schools. It deals with the
method by which the curriculum is allocated to different categories of pupils,
the underlying reasons why schools vary in this respect, and some of the
effects of that variation on pupil attainments.

2. Most school effectiveness studies assume that schools allocate their
teaching resources relatively homogeneously to all pupils. In fact, within
most Irish schools, the total stock of curricular and instructional resources is
quite differentially allocated to distinct categories of pupils.

3. This research into that differential allocation process, has 3 objectives:
(i) It describes the main characteristics of schooling practice in a sample of
Irish post-primary schools. If possible its aim is to derive a typology of school-
ing practice, or of the form and ways in which instruction is provided. (ii) It
attempts to account for, or explain why, schools differ so widely in these
practices. (iii) It examines some of the main effects of such schooling differen-
tiation on pupil attainment levels. Schooling practice, as used here, refers to
the following 5 characteristics of the way instruction is organised within
schools: (a) pupil categorisation- mainly whether pupils are assigned to
classes on the basis of perceived "ability" or not; (b) whether the curriculum is
differentiated by such pupil class characteristics or not; (c) extent of curricular
choice left at the individual pupil-teacher level; (d) extent of subject-teacher
and parental involvement in subject]level choices; and (e) extent to which
pupils are constrained or restricted in their social interaction with their
classmates.

4. The word "streaming" is usually used to refer to the organisation of
classes on the basis of the assessed "ability" or performance of pupils: a
hierarchy of homogeneous ability classes. But such rigid streaming of pupils
may or may not be accompanied by rigid curricular differentiation - assigning
Honours levels and a highly academic curriculum to the upper streams and a
Pass level curricuh|m and vocational subjects to the lower streams. Equally,
subject/level choices by pupils may be minimised or maximised in such
schools, and subject teachers may or may not be involved in any subject/level

choicemaking that occurs. Pupils’ may also be h!g~.’~_.~i’i~stricted in their school
interactions to their assigned classmates or not.
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5. Greater flexibility in resource use and more sophisticated timetabling is
required in schools with less rigidly differentiated instructional processes.
However, the presence of such management expertise does not guarantee
effective mixed-ability teaching or more flexible curricular and instructional
processes; nor indeed does its absence guarantee rigid streaming. The reasons
for wn’iation ill curricular and instructionM practices by schools are much
more complicated and deep-seated.

6. Schools stream, it is usually asserted, because they believe strongly that
it is in the interests of the majority of their students to do so; particularly so
in schools which are perceived to have wide variances in the ability levels of
their pupil intake. Many school decisionmakers in these circumstances believe
that the less able pupils would suffer in mixed ability classes because of their
constant performance comparisons to higher performing pupils to which
they would be subject. It is also asserted that high ability pupils would be
held back by being put in with slow learners, with the pace of instruction
and difficulty of topic having to be tailored to the average, or even the
slowest, learner in the class. In other words, grouping by ability occurs because
of the belief that it leads to better learning outcomes for most students,
particularly those at the extremes.

7. Given this belief in the beneficial effects of streaming, one would expect
that the tendency to so differentiate the schooling process would depend
mainly on the degree of actual ability and social variation amongst pupils.
These are what one could call "technical-rational" reasons for streaming and
curricular differentiation: greater pupil numbers, greater actual differentiation
in the social statuses and ability levels of intake pupils, as well as greater
variation in the expected or phmned output of schools-from aspiring
apprentices leaving at Group Certificate level to University entrants from
Leaving Certificate Honours levels. Generally these are some of the ustually
accepted reasons for its occurrence. However, we will argue strongly that
these are not the main reasons wby it occurs, nor indeed are the expected
effects of "streaming" as bcneficiaI as its proponents often argue.

8. It is, on tile contrary, argued here that the main underlying reasons for
greater differentiation in the schooling process are institutional or volitional

rather than technical, in tbe sense discussed above; being chosen by school
decisionmakers rather than being determined or imposed by circumstances.
h is proposed that these "choices" have more to do with the original "charters"

or acquired social functions of schools - primarily their choice of clientele
{sex and social class) and their choice of, or priority placed on, type of out-
put; the guiding philosophy of the authority running the school being of
central importance in these respects.
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9. From a review of the research literature, it is also proposed that contrary
to some of the commonsense rationales for streaming, the main outcome of
more rigid pupil and curricular differentiation is much greater polarisation in
education~d attainments than occurs in less rigidly differentiated or more
mixed ability schools, without any compensating average attainment advan-
tage. There is also the related viewpoint that much of the deleterious effects
of rigid schooling differentiation occurs as an organisational side effect of
increased schooling differentiation and stratification of classes, obviously not

one that is intended but one, however, which is very difficult to avoid-
even when its dangers are fully appreciated.

Methods
10. The study is based on the extensive records of school characteristics
gathered in the course of our previous study - Schooling and Sex Roles (1983)
- in a sample of 95 post-primary schools. Interviews with Principals, Guidance
Cotmsellors, as well as with a small sample of highly knowledgeable infor-
mants who had played central roles in the Irish second-level system, provide
the main source~ of information about the operation of Irish schools in this
study. In addition, interviews with over 3,500 Leaving Certificate pupils and
axound 5,000 Intermediate Certificate pupils provide the basic information
about pupil achievement.

Results
1 l. There is wide institutional diversity in Irish second-level schools, and
this has substantial effects on the nature of schooling provided. Besides the
threefold distinction between Secondary, Vocational and Community/

Comprehensive schools there is considerable variation in the originating
ch~ters, as well as acquired educational and social roles, of Secondary schools.
These result in large differences in the social class, sex and ability intake of
different schools as well as differences in both the chosen and acquired social
placement or social mobility functions of schools. These variations are
described in detail in Chapter 2.

12. There is equal diversity in the manner in which schools within our
sample organise their instruction and differentiate their curriculum. Only
arotmd 1 in 5 of these schools at Intermediate Certificate level had purely
mixed ability classes. The great majority streamed or "banded" their pupil
intake. The extent of streaming, however, declines substantially at the senior
cycle level. Curricular differentiation- in the level and type of subject
allocated to classes- is equally pronounced. Higher (streamed) classes are
allocated Honours levels and more academic subjects, while lower ability
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classes are allocated Pass levels and vocational type subjects. Coinciding with
this higher pupil and curricular differentiation is equally restricted choice
making by pupils and limitations on teacher and parental involvement in any
schooling choices that do occur. In highly streamed schools where the
curriculum is highly differentiated, schooling decisions tend to be very cen-
tralised and schooling processes routinised. In mixed ability schools, on the
other hand, with little or no curricular differentiation, there tends to be a
wider diversity and greater flexibility in decisionmaking.

13. The 5 different dimensions of schooling differentiation, therefore, are
highly interrelated and, in fact, form a single unidimensional scale or ordered
typology - from most to least differentiated. This scale varies from the 7
schools - out of 80 with 2 or more classes - which are very highly streamed and
have very rigid curricular differentiation to 11 schools at the other extreme
which are completely mixed ability with no curricular differentiation. In
addition to the top 7 highly streamed schools there are also 25 schools which
are highly "banded" or loosely streamed and which have less rigid curricular
di fferen tiation. These leave more subject/level choice making to the individual
pupil, and have somewhat less centralisation of decisionmaking than in the
former case. Together this makes for a total of 40 per cent of all larger schools
which have highly differentiated schooling provision. Almost half the schools
then fall between the two extremes of rigid differentiation or mixed ability
provision. These mostly have loose banding, some, but not very rigid, curricular
differentiation, some centralisation and limitation on subject/level choice
making by pupils, and moderate segregation and ranking of pupil ctasses.
Although, therefore, the great majority of schools do "stream" in some sense,
there is great variation in the stringency with which they do so. These vari-
ations in schooling practices, as well as the consistency with which they are
related, are analysed in detail in Chapter 3.

14. "Environmental" and "technical" factors- the usual rationales given

for streaming- have very low correlations with the rigidity of streaming
and cut’ricular differentiation. Institutional, social and cultural factors have a
much greater influence. The most rigid schooling differentiation is most
characteristic of ’boys’ Secondary schools, particularly those which have
acquired a sponsoring social mobility, role for lower middle or upper working
class boys with ability andambition. Rigid and loose banding is characteristic

of large Vocational and Community/Comprehensive schools. In both cases
the relationships :ire clearly the result of value priorities and policy decisions.
At the other extreme the most "mixed ability" schools, with least curricular

differentiation and most widespread choice making, is most characteristic of
girls’ middle class Secondary schools; and to a lesser extent of upper middle
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class boys’ Secondary schools also. The relationships to these social and
institutional variables are too clear-cut not to reflect clear differences in
ideology and policy; outcomes of "choice", not imposed by environmental
constraints. Chapter 4 deals with this in detail.

15. Increasing levels of rigidity and differentiation in the schooling pro-

cess have no discernible positive effects on average attainment levels, as
judged from the experiences of the total entry cohort to a school. The
evidence indeed suggests a slight negative effect: on increased dropout rates,
on the average attainment levels of the entry cohort and on the percentage
going on to University. These negative effects are minor, however. Increasing
differentiation, however, has a very pronounced polarisation effect on pupil
attainment levels -judged by all measures of attainment which characterise

the total entry cohort, and even of the proportion that survives to the Inter-
mediate Certificate examination. We do not have the necessary data to test
the hypothesis, but it appears as if increased attainments by highly placed
classes are being bought at the cost of lower attainments by lower streams or
bands in most streamed or highly "banded" schools. On average, therefore,
the overall effect is negative.

However, the increased variance in highly streamed schools can occur in
different ways. And it appears that in a small minority of schools that higher
attainments in higher streams are not being purchased at the cost of lower
attainments in the bottom streams; both the average attainment level and the
variance in attainment are increased. The opposite syndrome of effects,
however, is equally likely to occur - though equally as infrequent; increased
proportions of pupils with lower attainments without any compensating
growth in higher attainments. The study, however, was not designed to provide
the necessary evidence to test for or explain why these discrepant outcomes
occur. These results are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

16. Since this is a long and, at times technically complex study, interested
readers who may find the conceptual and methodological discussions too off-
putting hut who wish to get a more complete picture of the study than is
given in this General Summary may need some guidance. There are summaries
provided at the end of each chapter which, when combined with the first
few introductory pages of each chapter, provide a more detailed overview of
the study. In addition, Chapter 6 provides a much more detailed overall

summary of the orientation and results of the study than is given here, as
well as detailed conclusions drawn from these results. Chapter 1 is essential
reading for all those who wish to get a clear view of the conceptual and
methodological approach adopted in this study and Chapter 2, as a whole, is
recommended to all readers.
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Chapter 1

TIlE ORGANISA TION OF POST-PRIMAR Y SCHOOLh\rG hV IRELAND:
A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH

In trodu ction
In our previous publication, Schooling and Sex Roles, (1983), we analysed

the main "schooling differences" that distinguished boys’ from girls’ second-
level education. There it became apparent that these differences were long
established and were highly institutionalised- i.e., that different kinds of
schools were being systematically organised for different kinds of pupils
and to achieve different educational and social goals. Second-level schooling
occurs within around 800 separate organisations which vary, in size from less
than 50 pupils to over 1,200. Despite a simihtrly constraining environment
within which they work -- a central source of anad similar levels of funding, a
relatively common cun’iculum and individual subject syllabi, a common regime
of public examinatious - schools vary widely in their individual curricula, in
the way their subject offerings and teaching resources are organised and
zdlocated, as well as in the effectiveness with which this is done (Hannan,
Brecn, and Murray, Watson, Hardiman and O’Higgins, 1983; Madaus, Kellaghan
et al., 1979).

What was most striking about these results was that this organisational and
cun’icular variation appeared to be to a large extent under the control of
individual school decisionmakers, or to be functions of the founding charters

of specific school types (Hmlnan, Breen etal., 1983, pp. 156-197). Thus in our
ana!y, sis of the curricuht provided in second-level schools a clearly "chartered"
Vocational and Comprehensive curriculum was characteristic of both these
school types; but within Secondary schools the curricula provided, although
highly correlated with school size and the pupils’ sex and social class characteris-
tics, were obviously also highly influenced by the "chartering objectives" (e.g.,
the origimd or fonnding educational objectives of the religions order running
the school) as well as to the management policies of individual schools. This
wtriation was not due to extenlal constraints such as school size or resource
availability (ibid., pp. 156-197). In addition it was also very, clear that curricular
ch,’mge over time - both in the structure and size of the curriculum provided
- was only marginally related to changes in a school’s resources, being deter-



2 SCHOOLING DECISIONS

mined more by the actual use made by school managements of their resources
(ibid., pp. 198-224). Moreover, our results clearly indicated that, within
broad constraints set by the Department of Education (Rules and Programmes
for Secondary Schools, and for the Day Vocational Certificate Examinations),
which indicate the minimtun number and identity of subjects that have to be
taugh t, Secondary school principals have wide autonomy in curricular decision
making. The cun’icula of Vocational and Community/Comprehensive schools
are much more determined by central policy (ibid., pp. 82-88). Thcrc was
wide variation, therefore, in the nature of the curricula provided by schools.
And that variation appeared to be largely responsive both to a school’s found-
ing charter and to school decisionmakers’ views of the needs and demands
of the clientele being served and the educational objectives being sought or
achieved.

Such discretionary differences amongst schools in their curricula is not the
only. even the main, distinction in schooling practice. They appcar to differ
even more markedly in the way they sort or categorise their pupil intake. At
one extreme are schools where there is an tmquestioning and unproblematic
acceptance of highly differentiated "streaming" or "tracking" arrangements
- where pupils are assessed on their educational ability or performance on,

or previous to, entry, and allocated to hierarchically ordered classes on this
basis. Schools then distinguish amongst thcse classes in terms of the type and
level of subject allocated to them on the basis of a belief in the beneficial
effects of maximising the "fit" between "type of pupil" and type of curri-
culum: "fitting" pupils into prcset curricular-pedagogical boxes. At the other
extreme are a small number of schools which have almost no classes at all;
where there is very wide choice of subjects/levels left to individual pupil choice,
on thc basis of a philosophy or view of edncation which treats individual
differences amongst pupils in a more individually developmental way: fitting
the curriculum and pcdagogy to variable pupil compctencies and nceds.

Although privately lcgitimised or rationaliscd, no doubt, within the school
or group of associated schools, these varying schooling practices and their
associated philosophies or ideologies of education have not been publicly
debated in Irish education. Such streaming, "tracking" and associated curri-
cular diffcrentiation practices, have been the subject of grcat debate and
controversy in the US, Great Britain and most European countries, at least

since the early 1960s. (See Yates, 1966;Dahllof, 1971;Jencks etal., 1972;
Newbold, 1977; Kelly, 1978.)

"Streaming" had become almost universal in the Britain of the early
1960s, having developed mainly after thc Hadow Report of 1926 which
adviscd the establishment of second-level education for all (Yates, 1966;
Kelly. 1978). Previously thc "standards" system was used in primary schools
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-- a system of grouping based on equal performance, not age. This had meant
that children moved from grade (or standard) to grade on the basis of attaining
a certain perforrnance level, being kept back until they reached the necessary
standard. The growing popularity of grouping by year of age or entry age -
following criticism of grouping by standard, with too much age variation
within classes- coincided with the growing use of "intelligence tests" to
group pupils of similar ages by their level of "general ability". This increasing
development of streaming practices in both primarT and second-level schools
was officially advocated in a number of British reports in the 1920s and
1930s. (See review by Kelly, 1978; and Yates, 1966.) In the United States

such "streaming" or "tracking" practices were eqtmlly widespread in both
grade schools and second-level schools in the 1950s and 1960s - the practice
being favoured by an overwhelming majority of teachers (NEA, 1968;Jencks
et al., 1972, pp. 33-34).

From the early 1960s onwards, however, this practice of "streaming" or
"tracking" came under sustained attack because of its socially divisive and
education’,ally unequal effects. First, no clear evidence existed to support the

posited intellectual or cognitive development advantages of teaching homo-
geneous ability groupings over heterogeneous ones. The evidence here was
highly inconclusive (see reviews by Yates, 1966; Barker-Lunn, 1970;Jencks
et al., 1972; Kelly, 1978). As Jeneks et aL (1972, p. 108) summarised their
review of the rescarcb literature at that time: "ability grouping sometimes
helps disadvantaged students, sometimes hurts them, and sometimes has no
effcct. The same appears to be true of advantaged students. Nobody knows
when tracking will produce one effect or another". So, in terms of cognitivc
development or achievement gains, there is no consistent evidence that
"strcaming" or "tracking", combined with differential instructional processes,
has an overall advantagc for a school’s pupils. Indeed reviews of the recent
research literature generally conclude that "ability grouping" or "tracking"
has no "main effect" - or overall average advantage (Hallinan, 1987, p. 42;
Good and Marshall, 1984; Pcrsell, 1977).

There is, however, clear evidence of the polarising effects of curricular
differcntiation or "track placement" (i.e., in a college or university preparatory
course, a vocational-technical course, or a "general" academic course, etc.),
on levels of educational or academic aspiration and achievement. (Jencks et
al., 1972, p. 1.57; Heynes, 1974; Yuchtmann and Samuel, 1975; Pcrsell,
1977; Alexander and McDill, 1976; Kerckhoff, et al., 1982; Shavitt, 1984;
Good and Marshall, 1984; l-lallinan, 1984 and Hallinan and Sorenson, 1985:)
These differential effects on edtlcational/occupational achievement appear
to be most marked where ~fficial institutional differences in educational pro-
vision exist :is in Israel (Yuchtmann and Samuel, 197,5) or Britain (Kcrekhoff
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et al., 1982) or presumably Ireland. Here, where there are clear institutionM
differences between Secondary/Grammar and Vocational/Technical schools,

~ts well as cun’icnlar and certification differences, starting social background
and ability inequalities - which are important in allocating pupils to schools,
or streams or tracks within schools - become considerably exaggereated or re-
in forced in their effects. The differential chartering, labelling and socialisation
effects of the different school or "track" types, reinforces originating status
differences (see Heynes, 1974; Ynchtmann and Samuel, 1975; Alexander
and McDill, 1976; Kerckhoff et al., 1982; Shavitt, 1984; Hallinan, 1984 and
1985). Such categorical distinctions operate as "important institutionalised
mechanisms for social selection and channelling as well as allocation of
rewards" (Heynes, 1974, p. 449).

In addition, the segregation and differential ranking of "ability groups"
within schools has clear social and social psychological effects. As Simpson
(1981) argues, where school systems contain many different avenues of
unrestricted achievement for pupils, pupils do not tend to cumulate consis-
tent judgements of self worth across the different subject areas to form a
single general evaluation - since individuals may excel in one area and fail or
do badly, in others. So, in mixed ability schools/classes, where there is con-
sidcrable "setting" of optional subjects and levels, with attendant wide choice
of sub.iects/levels, and where individual pupils are encouraged to maximally
develop their individual capabil’ities, the various areas of individual achieve-
ment will be much less correlated than in schools organised differently.

To the extent that classroom instruction is organised so as to create

muhiple performance dimensions, multiple bases for evaluating
:rod comparing performances will exist, and global comparisons of
the type providing a singular, dispersed stratification order will be
inhibited (Simpson, 1981, p. 122).

(See also Blau, 1977.) Since individual pupil differences are valued and their
expression facilitated in such "mixed-ability" schooling a single formalised
basis of evaluating or ranking pupils does not exist.

In most su’eamed schools, on the other hand, the personal achievement
model assumed is one of "general ability" - with pupils’ different intellectual
abilities seen as ordered along a single dimension. Pupils are assigned to ranked
(streamed) classes on thai basis, with curricula and classroom instruction
allocated accordingly. Student performance in the different areas of the cur-
riculum are constrained to coalesce, and a singular stratification order will be
encouraged. Besides the administratively determined consistencies in achieve-
menI across different curricular areas, which are maximised in highly streamed
schools, such schools also encourage the formation of closed class groupings
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of peers who take the maximum number of subjects together. As a result,
reference group judgements are much more consistent and cumulative within
any streamed class, and the associated peer group, than within "mixed-ability"
classes or schools. In "mixed-ability" schools considerable variation exists
even in the identity, of peers taking the various optional subjects or levels
together-- and as a result neither interpcrsonal ranking nor individual self
judgements cumulate in the same consistent way as in highly streamed schools.

The rigid strcaming of classes has been shown, therefore, to have the
potential for substantial differentiation or polarisation effects on pupils’
achievements as well as aspiration levels, as well as on the cultural and social
life and development of pupils (see Hargreaves, 1967; Lacey, 1970; Rosen-
baum, 1976; Campbell, 1981; Shavitt, 1984; Oakes, 1985). The cffects on
lower ability classes appear to be particularly marked, especially, on pupils’
educational aspiration levels, on the development of differential peer group
structures and culture and on levcls of self confidence and educational self
competence. At its most extreme many studies show that such streaming
practices concentrate and constantly reinforce negative feedback for the
lower streams, and senses of graded achievement and succcss for the upper
streams, along a set of con’esponding dimensions of educational achievement.
Such streaming practices appear to generate in some settings highly con-
sensual and constantly reinforcing hierarchies of achievement and educational
status within the pupil population, and create cultural and social bouladarics
or barriers between differentially ranked classes of pupils. (Sce especially,
Simpson, 1981; Rosenbaum, 1976.) As Kerckhoff (1986, p. 856)summarises
his recent study :

Students in remedial classes losc a great deal of ground (at least in
reading), students in low ability groups lose ground and students in
high ability groups increase their average pcrformancc level beyond
that exhibited by comparable students in ungrouped schools set-
tings. The losses by students in low ability groups, combined with
gains by students in high ability groups, make the ovcrall effcct of
ability grouping vcry striking.

However, not all studies come to the same conclusion asJencks etal., (1972)
have pointed out.

Study Objectives
Our main objective in this study, then, is to describe some of the central

dimensions of such "schooling practices" in our sample of Irish second-level
schools - if possible to derive a typology of "schooling-practice" processes:
the different ways in which schools organlse the process of "schooling" their
pupils. We are particularly interested in the way pupil categorisation/allocation
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practices are related to curricular allocation practices, as well as to pupil-
teacher interaction over subject and level choices, etc. A second objective is
to attempt to account for that variation; why some schools stream rigidly
while others adopt a mixed-ability approach. Do environmental pressures or,
what we could call "technical" factors - like increasing school size, particular
levels of educational disadvantage in their clientele or much wider ability
variances in their pupil intake - account for this school variation? Or to what
extent do basically institutional factors-related essentially to the basic
organisational charters of schools, or the underlying educational/mobiIity
objectives these schools seek to achieve - determine a school’s "processing"
characteristics? A third objective is to evaluate some of the main edncational
achievement consequences of such variations in the schooling process.

The primary objective of this study, therefore, is to develop a valid and
reliable typology of "schooling practices" in our sample of schools; and to
do so in ways which help both to illuminate our understanding of them, as
well as provide an effective conceptual tool for analytical and policy evaluation
puq~oses. By "schooling practices" we mean: (a) those pupil categorisation
and pupil-to-class allocation procedures employed by schools; (b) the dif-

ferential way the curriculum is allocated to these classes of pupils; (c) the
breadth and choice in the curriculum on offer and the extent to which the
"choice" of schooling applied to pupils is imposed by the school or negotiated
by interaction between pupils, teachers, and parents; and (d) the extent to

which pupils form into "closed" class groupings. It is, therefore, a much
wider and more complex process than that indicated by whether the school
"streams" its pupil intake by their assessed ability levels or not. Having done
so, such schools may or may not rigidly differentiate their curricula, or may
or may not leave a high level of subject/level choice at the individual pupil and
subject-teacher level, and may or may not "construct" classes of pupils which
maximise the formation of wlthin-class interpersonal relations and minimise
interaction between different classes of pupils. As we shall see, these various
dimensions of schooling practice are intimately intercorrelated, and these
inter-relationships may have quite unintended consquences which may well
override original intentions.

Treating Schools as Work Organisations: What Conceptual Approach to Use

Schools and schooling have been so much a part of our lives in modern
society that we take both concepts ("schools" and "education"), and the
organisations and processes they describe, so much for granted that our use
and understanding of both words is so infused with our presumptions and
values that the words themselves almost impede insight and understanding.

To speak about schools as work organisations akin to factories, state
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bureaucracies or business organisations might seem, therefore, to many
people to be both a far-fetched and a distasteful analogy. Surely one cannot

speak about "processing" human beings as one might process raw materials
within a factor5’ without seeming to deny the humanity of pupils and teachers
and the special and intimate socially interactive nature of the schooling pro-
cess? Obviously it is not our wish to do either. In fact, quite the contrary.
Our intention is to seek additional insight into the ways in which schools as
organised work systems come to decisions which in large part shape and
form the humanity of their pupils. These "decisions" often emerge as the
result of long chains of minor, apparently unconnected, choices; the eventual
outcome never being directly envisaged or intended. The current "schooling
process" may often, in fact, be the result of decisions made decades in the
past, being kept in place more by inertia and the implicit administrative and
sectional interests served rather than by the result of any conscious plan or
strategy.

Even where the schooling process has been consciously organised to achieve
specific objectives- like "ability grouping" to maximise achievement in
examinations by the top performers -- the consequences of what may appear

to be minor subsidiary decision (like the rules governing the takeup of
honours and pass levels, or restrictive time tabling) might well result in
unintended and unwelcome student achievement or behaviour outcomes that
negate the original intention.

We need, therefore, a conceptual approach which allows us both to be
able to escape from the presumptions underlying our taken-for-granted views
about current schooling practice, as well as provide us with the conceptual
tools to explicate the underlying organisational bases of schooling decisions.
Given, therefore, the wide variation in "schooling process" that we have
observed we take it that the decision in favour of one particular method of
"processing" or "schooling" rather than another has many features in common
with analogous "processing" decisions in other kh~ds of organisatlons. We
hope the reader will bear with us while we trs, to lay out what seems to us
the most useful approach to both describing the essential common features
of the process itself as well as the basic considerations that might lead organi-
satlons to choose one particular processing arrangement rather than another.
We feel strongly that, used intelligently and sensitively, such a conceptual
approach can be extremely useful in analysing what goes on vAthin schools

as organisations.
One of the most illuminating and influential studies of schools which

treated them as very complex social systems was that by Colin Lacey (1970),

in which many of the most important schooling processes emerged as unin-
tended organisational consequences rather than as ones resulting from design.
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A study of a modern British boys’ grammar school, he defined it as a "pro-
fessionalising" school -- one acting :is a community’s or society’s agent of
socialisation and social placement, providing channcls of mobility for and
socialisation into the national professional and managcrial class for highly
selective groups of students. The grammar school itself selected its own
intake and provided a very complex and differentiated socialisation experience
for its intake - which, as Lacey points out, predated the school itsclf, in that
a considcrablc amottnt of anticipatory socialisation had already occurred
before entry: "the process of selection for tbe grammar school, from a hier-
archy of junior schools, ensures that the intake to the grammar school consists
of boys who have been used to playing thc "best pupil" role in the junior
school and who havc thought of themsclvcs as grammar school pupils" (op.
cir.. p. xv). Once selected, however, the grammar sclmol rigidly differentiated
its pupil intakc, allocating the categorised pupils to hierarchically organiscd
classes whicia were assigned different curricuh~ and instructional programmes
of varying difficulty and status.

This differentiation of pupils by thcir prestnncd learning capabilities, as
well as cxpccted adult roles, is arranged tlarongh hierarchically organiscd
classes of pupils whosc relative status is mainly a function of the school’s
dominant acadcmic goals and values. This differentiation of the stndcnt body
almost inevitably leads to an eqtdvalent development of a student stratifica-
tion order. Students’ ~)~la peer groups gradually become almost exclusively
limited to school friends and gradually, within the school, to friends within
each class boundary - as these boundaries rigidify and become stratified. A
pnlarisation of student peer cuhtn’cs develops, the top elass’s highly attached
to the school’s core values, the bottom class’s position developing out of its
failure and alienation from the school’s core values: and, therefore, tending
to be quite antischool. Most of these outcomes are unintended effects of the
way the school is organised. In this particular case these consequences arc
highly responsive to the quite severely differentiated schooling arrangements
imposed by school management and supported by the teachers. An extremely
complex process of peer group formation, of teacher student interaction, of
attachment to and alienation from the core values and the central objectives

of the school then develops in ways that were clearly unintended but were
organisationally predictable (Lacey, 1.970, pp. 49-94).

This very schematic outline of Lacey’s modcl of organisational differen-
tition and student achievement polarisation will guide much of what follows.
It is, however, too restricted in scope to fit our purposes. He was dealing
with a case study of an individual school. We are dealing with a national
sample of all types of Irish schools - only some of which are very selective
secondary schools with characteristics close to Lacey’s formulation, but with
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,almost as malay, which suffcr badly from the "cream off" effects of such
selective academic schools. Secondly, our intcrcst is in dcscribing and explain-
ing the ~4dc variety of differentiation practices that occur within h’ish schools,
only, a small proportion of which would fit Lacey’s model. Finally, we are
interested in explaining why, schools va~3’ so much in their differentiation
practices, as well as evaluating the consequences of such wide variation for

student achievement. For this purpose we need a nauch more generalised
organisational model than that provided by Lacey-although the insights
provided by Laccy’s study will inform much of the analysis, as it has so much
of recent sociological work in this area. The most useful organisational model
for our puqgoses is that proposed by Perrow ( 1967, 1970).

In describing the organisation of schooling we wish to focus attention on
the work that organisations do - the way in which pupils arc "proccssed"
within the school - i.e., what Perrow (1967, 1970) calls the "technology" of
the school. Although Pcrrow’s model was mainly, developed for materials
processing or manufacturing conccrns it has bcen adapted for "people pro-
cessing" organisations like hospitals, schools or administrative organisations
and it is, of all organisational modcls, thc most useful and illuminating one
for our purposes; i.e., for dcveloping a critical understanding of the underlying
structure of the wide range of schooling practices employed in Irish second-
levcl schools. Since the main objective of this research is to describe and
bring order to, (i.e., to "dimension") thc relatively, wide variancc in schooling
provision and practice present in h’ish second-level schools the emphasis in
the conceptual approach is being put on the nature of the work process
employed as well as on the underlying reasons why, school organisations
might choose one strategy rather than another.

The Technological Perspective: Schools as Organisations

For Perrow, "ol’ganisations arc viewed as systems which utilisc energy in a
patterned, directed effort to alter the condition of basic materials in a pre-
determined manner" (Perrow, 1965, p. 913). As applied to schools, viewed
as "processing" organisations, pupils (the "raw matcrial") are taken in and a
series of instructional processes are applied to them so as to bring about
desired learning outcomcs- thc "go:ds" of the schools as an organisation.
The technique or complex of techniques employcd to alter the basic "raw
materials" (pupils) to achievc anticipated goals--"how work is done"--is
the main defining characteristic of organisations/iccording to Pcrrow (1965,
p. 916).

Two aspects of this work process are of critical importance.

(1) the numbcr of "exccptional cases" encountered in the work, or the
degree to which thcse do not allow the creation of routiniscd work
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solutions. Such "exceptions" may be due to the nature of the raw
material itself -- the objective degree of variation in it; but more fre-
quently it is due to tile nature of tbe concepts and values applied to
the "measurement" of that variation. As to organisations dealing
with buman bcings-like schools-the extent to which individual
pupils are treated as fitting within a small set of edttcable categories,
or considered as unique individual personalities, is more a function of
educational philosophy or ideology than any "objective" variation
involved. At one extreme there are schools, for hrstance, where classi-
fying their "raw material" into a small number of types, each of wbich
is "schooled" differently, is a totally unproblematic process. The
validity of the procedure is completely taken for granted. But at the
other extreme are a small number of schools where the tmiquc per-
sonality of each child is paid attention to, and such ways of "typing"
i)upils and assigning such pupil types to selected curricula are rejected
as ahnost immoral.

(2) The nature of the "search process" which is undertaken by the
individual "worker" in deciding what process is applied to what type
of material. (a) At one extreme such work process decisions are not
left to the individual worker, the process being decided upon centrally
and its application has become highly routinised. At this extreme the
"search process" is conductcd on a logical analytical basis, using
"well understood" and widely accepted models of analysis agreed
within the organisation. Here an unquestioned routinisation of the
schooling process often occurs. (b) But at the other extreme, where
each individual pupil is treated as a "special case", tile "search pro-
cess" is one which draws on the residue of unanalysed experience,
intuition or professional competence of workers (teachers), and
decisions are negotiated at an interpersonal pupil-teacher level.

Treating schools as organisations, therefore, two aspects of their "tech-
m:~logy" are important: tile degree to which individual pupils are perceived
as -exccptional cases", or as belonging to one of a small number of educable
categories using widely accepted typologies; and the nature of the "search
process" itself, particularly the degree to which processing exceptions when
they occur can be analysed or dealt with in an administratively centralised
and routinised manner. Generally, tile greater the extent to which pupils are
catcg.rised rigidly using familiar and widely accepted categories, the more
likelv it is that there will be a routinised or centrally organised "search pro-
cess". The greater the use of streaming/tracking procedures within schools,
for instance, the lower the choice of subjects/levels left at the individual
pupil-teacher-parent level.
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Most organisations- and schools are no exception- seek to minimise
"work effort" and, therefore, tend to routinise or norma/ise: to reduce the
number of "exceptional cases" and the complexity and difficulty of the

"search process". There will be a tendency,, therefore, to order and categorise
pupils, mid to simplify and routinise the whole work process applied to

them. Increasing experience and knowledge will be used to improve efficiency,
and reduce the tension, worries and work effort invoh,ed in the whole work
process; i.e., to reduce the extent of individuality, perceived in the "raw
material" and to simplify the complexity of the "search process" applied.
The reduction of uncertainty, ambiguity and unpredictability in the work
process becomes an aim or interest to most workers involved. Schools are
subject to those pressures like any other organisation, and their inchoate
and hidden effects can often be as important as conscious plans in shaping
an organisation.

There is a clear relationship between the nature of the "work process" or
task-structure of organisations like schools and the nature and structure of
interpersonal relationships within them, as well as the co-ordination and
control of work activities. In cases where many, "exceptional eases" occur, or
are allowed to occur, in the basic "raw materials" (pupils); and where the
nature of the individual case is not %veil understood", so presenting many
occasions for exceptional handling; the search process cannot be conducted
using centralised and formal methods. The discretion of those who do thc
work in this case must be high. And the co-ordination of work in such cases
can only be through consultation, feedback, discussion, etc. In schools, for

example, where pupil ability categories are not employed and each pupil is
treated as a special case to be catered for individually, it is not possible to
routinise or centralise decisions. Here high teacher/pupil/parent involvement
and autonomy is necessar),. On the other hand, in cases where there is per-
ceived to be a uniform, stable pupil intake ("raw materials"), whose relevant
nature is perceived as well understood, thus enabling pupils to be handled
with few exceptions occurring (and the few exceptions which do occur can

bc handled centrally and formally), one might expect to find lower discretion
among teachers, a well programmed production process with a very clearcut
division of labour and co-ordination of work effort through formal planning
and a centrally controlled and programmed structure of tasks and roles. For
example, in schools which stream lheir pupil intake rigidly and treat the
resultant ability categories as non-i)roblematic, schooling options are to a
large extent centrally controlled or determined with little discretion left at
a pupil-teacher level.

Where the "task structure" on the other hand is flexible and polycentric -
e.g., mixed-ability classes with considerable subject/level choices at pupil/
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teacher level - this has obvious implications for both the division of labour
and hierarchical structure of the school: it is looser and more flexible. But
also in this kind of school one would expect to find substantial discussion
about the values, goals and direction of development of the organisation -
i.e., an "open system" perspective. The basis of interaction in a more rigid,
controlled and task structured school on the other hand, would be more
likely to bc focused on work or task identification and implementation, with
highly routiniscd proccdures and a more hierarchical structure. Going in a
"streaming" or "mixed-ability" direction is likely, therefore, to have very
complex, emergent, organisational effects.

To conclude, therefore, what Perrow’s perspective suggests is that par-
ticular school organisation decisions about its "work process" have clear
implications for other aspects of its operation-which may not only be
unforeseen but may cven bc unwelcome when the original clccisions were
being taken, particularly implications for the nature of social relations within
tile school. In addition it cmphasiscs the role of "choicc" in establishing a
school’s working process. The importancc of choice is brought out much
more clearly by Chihl (t972), however.

Strategic Choice
Pcrrow’s emphasis on thc nature of the "transforming" work process

within organisations also implicitly cmphasises tile role of choice and power
witbh~ organisatious in determining the work princess outcc~mes. The modeI
of "str~negic choice" pr¢gposcd by Chihl (1972), complements Pcrrow’s
analysis in many respects. Child suggests that a major factor which had been
ignored hy earlier theories about organisations, including tile technology
model, is "the essentially political process, whereby power holders within
organisations decide upon courses of strategic action" (1972, p. I). Child
takes his concept of "strategy" from Chandler, who defines it as "the deter-
ruination of the basic long-term goals and objectives of an enterl)rise, and
the adoption of courscs of action and the allocation of resources necess~ry
for carrying out these goals" (Chandler, 1962, p. 13). Thus, changes in tile
size, environment and technology of an organisation can stem from an
unplanned adaptation to environmental pressures or from conscious modifi-
cations of such long-term goals to changing environments, as well as from
strategic choices abont how to achieve these changing goals. According to
Child, the conditions of environment, size and technology - previously secn
as some of the main determinants of organisational function - can be seen

as muhiple points of reference or constraint in the process of strategic decision-
making - not, in themselves, determining tile c~rganisational outcomes. And
in many respects, in :my case, size, environment and technology arc them-
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selves open to choice. For example, schools chose ,lot to grow beyond a
particular size or, ahernatively, c/lose an aggressive expansionist policy as tile

total number of pupils seeking post-primary education expanded rapidly over
the 1970s. Many schools also clearly planned what kind of teachers to
cmploy and what kind of subjects to add to thc curriculum as pupil numbers
increased; others, however, showed no evidence whatsoever of planning in
this expansionist period (see Hannan, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 198-218).

Arguments placing primary, importance on environmental factors in
organisational functioning, for instance, according to Child, fail to take
account of decisionmakers’ ability, to take positivc steps to define and
rnanipulate their own corners of the cnvlronment. For example, schools can
often carve out thcir own particular environments with respect to clientele:
i.e., fec paying or selective but "free" Secondary schools. Furthermore,
depending upon their goMs, dccisionmakers may choose either to ignore or

restrain certain developments within the environment. Aldrich and Pfeffer
(1976), in what they tcrm thc "Resource Dependence ModcI", point out the

importance of envil’onmenta] contingencies and constraints, but ernphasise
the importance of the exercise of stratcgie choice between various courses of
action..,X’ladaus, et al., (1979, 1980), also point out that what schools choose

to do with their rcsourecs and facilities is as critical as the presence or
amount of such resources and facilities.

Thus, to an important extent, the "choices" made by an organisation’s
dccisionmakers are extremely important "as to where the organisation’s
operations shall be located, the clientele it shall sen’e, or the typcs of employee
it shall recruit determine the limits of its environment-that is, to the
environment significant for the functions which tile organisation performs"
(Child, 1972, p. 10). Boundaries betwccn an organisation and its environment
are further defined hy the kinds of relationships which dccisionmakers choosc
to crater with equivalents in other organisations. Child suggests that in view
of all these essentially strategic and political factors, environmental con-
ditions cannot be regardcd as a direct source of variation in organisation
structure. Child similarly sccs size and technology as bcing a function of
choiec, rather than being primarily constraints on choice. Taking Perrow’s
modcl, for example, the definition of thc nature of the raw rnaterial (and
the subscqnent technological implications of such a definition) often lies in
the hands of certain decisionmakers within the organisation. Strategic choice,
then, must be incoqloratcd into any theo~T of organisations, according to
Child, if one is to rccognise "the esscntially political process in which con-
straints and opportunities are functions of power exercised by decisionmakers
in tile light of ideological values" (I 972, p. 16).

An important criticism of Child’s model is that it assumes that decision-
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makers are easily identifiable, and that goals are easily deterntined, and not
conflicting. With regard to the latter, and particularly in relation to educational
organisations, the determination of clear goals is likely to be a problematic
task. "The education policy formation system deals with complex multi-
dimensional problems. Its goals are instrumental and expressive, some of
them are tangible and some intangible and difficult to define in operational
terms. Some of the goals lack general consensus and conflicting views prevail
about what goals to pursue and in which priority" (Elbaim-Prior, 1973).

Perrow’s distinction between "official goals" and "operative goals" (1961,
p. 885) provides a useful framework for dealing with this problem. Official
go’As are often purposel), vague and general. They do not generally closely
reflect actual ongoing work and bchaviour within the organisation. They do
not specify with any clarity the way in which choices among alternative ways
of achieving even official goals are to be made; not to mention priority
amongst multiple go,’ds, whether official or unofficial, pursued by different
groups within the organisation (i.e., the "operative goals" of different groups).
And characteristics of the chosen "technology" or work process, according
to Perrow will itself have a determining influence on the identit), of the con-
trolling group in the organisation; who, in turn, will have a substantial
influence on any proposed changes in operative goals. Thus, in organisations
where the production of goods or services cammt be carried out in a routinised
manner, the dominant group is likely to be the relevant professionals -- for
example in acute hospitals. Where the production process is routinisable,
control will most probabl), be in the hands of the more experienced and
senior administrators - as in most administrative organisations, for instance.

In the case of schools, therefore, some of the main characteristics of the
work process are chosen, not determined. But, once a particular model of
schooling has been adopted - for example, rigid streaming - that solution
has a substantial influence on who the main influential groups or important
actors in the school will be, as well as the nature of social relations, and of
authorits; or power relationships within the school.

In the discussion thns far a nunaber of separate dimensions of the schooling
(work) process have beendealt with:

(i) The way the pupil intake, the school’s "raw material", is understood,
dcscribed and catcgoriscd. Schools obviously vary widcly in the cxtcnt to
which they "select" their pupil intake, as well as the way they categorise
them. The), also vary widely in thc criteria the), use in allocating pul~ils lO
different categories/classes, as well as how permcable or open class boundaries
are. Thc nature and extent of such category differentiation is one of the main
variablcs we are intercsted in in this study. (ii) Secondly is the extent to
which, having crcated explicit pupil categories with clear boundaries between
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classes of pupils, the school also makes rigid and clearcut distinction between
the types of subjects or levels it applies to each category of pupils. (iii) Thirdly,
schools vary widely in the cxtent to which school decisionmakers, like the

principal, vice principal or career guidance teacher, etc., monopolise the
decisions as to which pupil or which category of pupils is assigned each teach-
ing process or curricular package. In some schools this decision is centralised;
in others this decision is left at the individual pupil or subject teacher levcl,
or based on interaction between pupils, teachers and parents. At one extreme
are schools which centrally imposc a quite differcnt type and level of curri-
culum to the top and bottom streams, while at the other extreme are schools
which leave ahnost all such decisions to be negotiated between tile individual
pupil, her/his parents and individual subject teachers, etc.

Theoretically thcsc three scts of variables are necessarily closely con’elated.
Rigid pupil categorisation makes little sense without subject/level distinctions
being applied to diffcrcnt catcgorics. If both of these distinctions hold for a
school this entails both centralisation of decisionmaking and a considerable
reduction of individual pupil’s and individual teacher’s autonomy in deter-
mining which schooling process (subject type and level, etc.) will be applied

to cach pupil. Such a centralisation of decisionmaking is bound to have sig-
nificant effects on other areas of pupil/teacher interaction and relationships,
as well, of course, as influencing the interaction of teachers with each other
and with school administrators, etc. If, for instance, pupils are rigidly catc-
goriscd by their perceived "ability" levels, and if tile school has a widely
agreed upon and well understood and standardised teaching process applied
to these different "ability" groupings, very little discretion is left at the
individual pupil, tcaehcr or parent level. Such decisions as to what kind of
treatment to apply to what category of pupils arc made at central level by
tile principal, vice principal or career guidance teacher usually. The co-
ordination or integration of all work activities here is made possiblc by a
highly differentiated division of labour and by a control system which is quite
hicrarchical. If, on the othcr hand, pupils arc treated as unique individuals,

for whom the school trlcs to maximisc quality and "choicc of treatment", a
lot of discretion has to be left to the individual pupil and the individual
teacher. In this situation tile co-ordination of work efforts to reach agreed
goals across all tcachers can only bc by "feedback" or consultation: i.e., by
negotiatcd mutual adjtlstment between a relatively large number of actors.
The overall nature of the decisiomnaking and social organisation of the
school will, thercfo~’e, bc highly influcnced hy tile nature of the work proccss
employed (Perrow, 1972). There is, then, a substantial clement of choice
as to which schooling strategy to employ hut once chosen and put into
operation, many consecluent "decisions" are largely i)re-empted.
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The conceptual approach adopted here, therefore, views schools as organi-
sations for getting schooling or educational work done - for mobilising, and
combining rcsources (teachers, rooms, teaching materials, etc.) in a particular
work process with tile objective of bringing dcsircd change to their intake
pupils. The actual social arrangements entered into amongst people to
achieve these objectives are - for analytical puqsoses only -secn as dependent
on the work process or "technology" chosen. To a variable extent these
emergent social arrangcments may have educational consequences which are
not intcndcd. Child’s (1972) papcr combincd with Perrow’s (1967, 1972)
conceptualisation of the work practices of an organisation allow us to examine
schooling arrangements, therefore, its partly resulting from decisions taken
by power holders in the light of thcir objectives and values, and their percep-
tion of the nature and extent of environmental constraints and resources;
but partly also as determined or highly influenced by purely organisational
constraints, which may not be foresccn when initial decisions arc being taken.

Such central organisational "decisions", howevcr, may havc been taken a
long time in the p;tst, the school continuing in present channcls with objcctives
and working practices which have remained unchanged, unchallenged and
unproblematic for quite some time. The extent to which it school is so
characterised in cil’ctlmst~lnccs where tile externzl] cn’,’ironnlcnt~ its o’~vn
"market", and "educational technology", has changed considerably, indicates
tile dimcnsions of organisational adaptability and cffectiveness-oncs,
however, not covered in this study.

Organisations generally seek to minimisc uncertainty and work effort.
There is a general tendcncy, therefore, to "make normal" the work of the
school -- to simplify and order, to catcgorise and standlu’disc: i.e., to define
a "normal" studcnt, and a range of acceptability around the norm, to stan-

dardisc and to make unproblematic the whole tcaching process, routinisation
being an almost inevitable tendency as organis:ttions nlatnre. Personnel in
schools which stream their pupil intake ztnd which diffcrcntiatc tile curricular
offerings according to widely accepted rationales, obviously have a much
easier life (with accepted "solutions" to most "problems" that arise) than
those in schools which seek to treat each individual pupil its a unique pcr-
sonality. These have a much more elaborate and difficult "search process" to
go through each time a unique schooling solution has to be found to the
problem poscd by the "cducation" of each individual pupil.

To draw this discussion to a close we nlz~y crudely categorise schools
according to the two following dimensions of their basic working processes
(or "technology"). Figure 1.1 provides a simplified "ideal type"classification
of schools’ working process or arrangements. The two diagonal cells of the
table (cell A and D) provide idcalised solutions.
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Figure 1.1 : Basis of Categorising Schooling Arrangements

Degree of
standardisation

of pupil "raw
material" inputs:

Degree of standardisation and differentiation o/techniques
performed on the pupil "raw material".

(The "Search Process" (Perrow, 1972))

(i) LOW:
A B

or Montessori or many
Upper Middle Glass
Grammar Schools

(ii) HIGH:

C D
Highly streamed schools with
highly differentiated and stlm-
dardised curricula

Tyl)e A schools arc at one extreme: where each individual pupil is treated
as a unique personality, and a unique solution to her/his schooling is sought

so ;is to maximise the achievement of the individnal pupil’s abilities, aptitudes
and unique personal qualities. In some cases clearcut educational philosophies
and teaching-learning procedures have been developed and implemented in
particular schools - as in Froebel or Montessori schools, or in some uppcr
middle class grammar schools. In these kinds of schools individual pupil and
teacher choice is maximised and a considerable autonomy is left at the i)upil-

parent-teacher interaction level.
At the other extreme arc the Type D schools -- with highly standardised

(streamed) categories of pupils and highly differentiated curricula applied to
each class of pupils. In these kinds of schools very little leeway is left at the
individual pupil-teacher level: who teaches what class, and which pupil takes
what subject or teacher is, by’ and large, determined by central dccisionmakers.

These are obviously two extreme examples. It is also possiblc to get a
moderate to high degree of pupil categorisation by ability and yet to allow
a moderate degree of choice to each streamed class or categoFy of pupil -
i.e., Type C schools; ahhongh Type B schools cannot logically occur. The
two extreme types are emphasised only to illustrate the intrinsic interrelation-
ships amongst different dimensions of schooling practice. In Chapter 3 we
will explore this in greater detail.

As we shall see below there are likely to be quite distinct social and
institutional reasons why different schools make different schooling choices.
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Why Do Schools Vary b* Their Work Process?
In examining the choices actually made by schools about the curriculum

and the type of schooling offered, it became quite clear in our earlier study
(Hannah, Breen et al., 1983, Chs. 4 to 7) that wide divergences occur amongst
school-owning attthorities in those respects- whether VECs or religious
orders, or Comprehensive/Community schools. Different educational goals
may be articulated in the institutional charters of the v,’u’ious school organi-
sations: e.g., the Vocational Education Act of 1930 or the original charter of
a religious order, etc. In addition there is variation in the regulations governing
the different school types. In other words different school-ownlng authorities
have quite different objectives or reasons for being in education in the first
pIace, and different formal/informal constraints influence their actions. In
addition the social class orientation of a school-owning attthority (or the con-
sequence of having a particular social class mix in the school intake) will
also have almost inevitable consequences for the type of education provided
- both in terms of the objectives being pursued, the resources available, and
the outcomes expected. Sex of pupil is likely to have even more determinative
effects in these respects, as was made clcar in our previous report.

Some other major sources of variation are obvious: the extent of turnover
in a school’s management, such that schools with frequent turnover are more
likely to have both more opportunities to innovate and change both the
goals and means of education, but are also more likely to have closet" monitor-
ing of their work by higher authorities (the head of the religious order, for
instance). Changes in the external environment of schools -- by changing
from being a single sex to a coed school, for instance; or changes in the
intake mix of schools; or changes in the number and kind of the inflow of
pupils, and so on, force constant reconsideration of curricular/institutional
go~s and objectives. As a result openness to innovations or new ideas in
education - such as the critiques of streaming and movement toward mixed
ability teaching-- are more likely to be characteristic of schools which face
such constant external change, or benefit by more frequent changes in senior
management personnel.

We can summarise the discussion about the underlying reasons for variation
in the schooling process applied within schools in terms of two contrasting
sets of hypotheses: (1) "Technical-rational" reasons, where it is hypothcsised
that the underlying work process applied is "well understood" and widely
accepted. Here the main reason for variation in the work process is, there-
fore, technical: i.e., concomitant variation in the intake "raw matcrlal"-
the "ability" or aptitude ranges of pupils, with an al:~propriate and widely
agreed upon work process applied to each defined ability/aptitude category.
Here, therefore, the wider the ability/aptitude and social class range in the
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pupil intake the greater the differentiation made amongst pupils and the
greater the associated differentiation in the curricula applied. So, larger
schools and schools ~4th wider ability and social class intakes will force
schools toward differentiation and standardisation of their work processes

and operating procedures. If we assume that the schooling process applied is
an outcome of rational-technical decisionmaking, the underlying rationalities
for which are widely accepted amongst school decisionmakers, then the
different "techniques" or work processes used by schools will be applied in
the same way and for the same set of "technical" reasons across all/most
schools. These "technical-rational" reasons are usually the main reasons
given by school authorities for streaming or curricular differentiation.

Tbe educational process, however, is not based on such a scientifically or
technically validated methodology in this sense at all. So to universally apply
such a view - given its objective invalidity - would require a very high degree
of value and belief consensus on a particular set of educational/pedagogical
theories amongst school decisionmakers. This, in fact, does not exist. Such a
consistent set of beliefs may, however, exist within particular organised
groups of schools, particularly those which have a central organising authority.

(2) The alternative view is that the "schooling process" is not well under-
stood or universally "rational" in the above sense. To be valid, such a "tech-

nology" would have to be based on an explicitly, articulated and scientifically
validated theory about the schooling process which had been shown to have
cle,’u’ly predictable outcomes with different types of inputs and wo~’k pro-
cesscs, etc. This is not so. On the contrary, it is mainly social or institutional
forces which determine which "schooling process" is applicd to what types
of pupil intake. Whereas medicine and hospital practice, for instance, to a
large degree fits the former model -- or through the power and influence of
organised professional bodies has been made to fit that model - schooling
practice is not of the same order. The relevant collectivity, usually the State,
lays downa the broad framework of rules and procedures which govern educa-
tion and which enforce compulsory adherence to these standards both by
the general public- through compulsol’y attendance laws, for instance-
and through school regulations. "~.qthin this broad framework of provisions
and regulations, however, individual schools have wide freedom of choice.
Within these degrees of freedom it is mainly, structured differences in the
philosophical and ideological approaches to education, and the roles that the
relevant school or schools play in social and occupational placement for their
pupils, that mainly determine "technological" choice. What school decision-
makers conceive to bc the basic social categories into which their pupil
intake are sorted (by gender, social class, "ability"/"aptitude", etc.), as well
as the, tlsually implicit, social destinations toward which these pupil categories
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are assumed to be moving (Leaving Cert./University, or early dropout and
unemployment), are the main factors determining the degree of standardisa-
tion of the schooling process.

Within this latter perspective, schools are seen as organisations with unclear

and varying goals, conflicting demands, a "technology" or work process whose
characteristics and outcomes are unclear, and neither fully predictable nor

can they be sclendfically vaLidated. Within this perspective the pursuit o f a clear
set of underlying goals for the organlsation is not its central defining charac-
teristic or the driving force behind the work performed. Besides the unintended
organisatim~al consequences of explicit school organisation (Lacey, I970)
that emerge over time school organisational behaviour is in large part institu-
tionally determined, first by conformity to State determined regulations and
provisions (about the curriculum, the qualifications of the teachers employed,
the timetable, the nature of school facilities, etc., as well as a minimum set
of regulations for grading and categorising pupils); secondly, within the wide
range of possibilities allowed, by the founding and historically acquired
"charters" or "missions" of the different school-owning authorities and the
communal or societally agreed upon definitions of what it is they are sup-
posed to be doing (see Meyer, 1970; Kamens, 1977). These "definitions"
arc sometimes formally or evcn legally defined (as in the 1930 Vocational
Education Act and Memo V40), but more often than not the)’ are the
"social residues" or "implicit charters" rcsuhing from the historically
acquired roles which different schools or different school-owning authorities
have carved out for themselvcs. In Chapter 2 we examine these diffcrent
institutiomd charters and historically acquired roles in detail but here we
want to indicate their main characteristics and implications.

Meyer and Rowan (1977, 1980) proposed, rather radically, that schools

have their grcatest effect not through the socialisation effects they havc on
the content of knowledge, attitudes and skills transmitted to their pupils but

by the school’s ]egitimising role in bestowing a ncw educational and social
status on graduating pupils, or by oversight ~m early school lcavers. Schools
have agreed "chartering rights"-roles in sorting and categorising each
generation of new adult emrants to thc society- which the}, have been
given by, or have acquired within, their society. And, over the past century
particularly, different types of second-level schools have heen publicly
assigned, or have aequircd, d[fferent roles in these respects which are publicly
recognised within the society.

The educational process is not, therefore, determined by "rational-
technical" responses to market demands or even to Slate regulation. Such
State regulations as exist leave wide degrees of freedom to individual schools.
Nor is the schooling process applied a necessary technical response to the
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variance in the educable characteristics of pupil input, nor even the technical
requirements of desired "outputs". Education, unlike medicine, is not based
on scientifically or technically validated and rationalised procedures and
bodies of knowledge which are mediated through a powerful professionally
organised body. Such a "technically" based consensus on "processing" is
not present in education and, even if it was, the teaching "profession" is not
sufficiently powerfully organised to impose such a unified practice.

In the h’ish case three different school types exist with quite different
"chartering rights" and educational and social objectives: Secondat3, (grammar)
schools, Vocational schools and Comprehensive/Community Schools.

In 1980]81 around 56 per cent of boys and 74 per cent of girls went on
from Primary to Secondary schools. Although privately owned and managed,
these schools are mainly financed and considerably regulated by the State.
Their origins - for a minority of upper middle class fee-paying schools, but
also a number of diocesan schools -go back as far as the eighteenth century:
as either Elite upper class or upper middle class "prep" schools or as Catholic
junior religious seminaries. Almost universally they provide an academic type
education suitable for third-level (University) entx3, or for direct entry to
intermediate level non-manual occupations which do not require third-level
qualifications for entry: i.e., "professionalising" schools in Laeey’s (1970)
sense.

:dmost half the boys going to Secondary schools attend ones run by the
Christian Brothers. Their founding charter and historically acquired educa-
tional function is now directed mainly to educating either upper working
class (the education of the poor being one of their founding goals) or lower
middle class pupils, using primarily an academic curriculum. They provide an
important channel for upward social mobility for able working class boys or

boys from small farming backgrounds. Similarly nearly half of Secondary
school girls attend schools run by the Mercy order - whose founding charter
and acquired educational role is, in many respects, similar to that of the
Christian Brothers. But both of these teaching orders have over time acquired
particular social class clienteles and orientations, and social mobility functions,
which are not always in keeping with their charters but which nevertheless
are quite distinct from other religious orders. The Jesuits, for instance, or the
minority of Protestant schools, have founding charters, class orientations
and acquired social mobility or class maintenance roles which are quite
different from the former two religious orders.

Vocational schools cater for around a third of the entry cohort of boys
but only 17 pet" cent of girls. As their original founding charter (the Vocational
Education Act, 1930 and Memorandum V40, 1942) intended and as their
gradually acquired role clearly manifested, Vocational schools provided
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"continuation education" and vocational preparation courses for boys
entering mainly skilled manual anad technical occupations and for girls enter-
ing clerical and service employcnent in the age group 14-16. Prior to 1967
they were, in fact, precluded from providing the sort of academic education
characteristic of the Secondary school sector. However, from 1967 onwards,
but gathering momentum from the mid-1970s, Vocational schools have
come increasingly to acquire a much more comprehensive curriculum and
educational function - teaching the full set of academic coturses up to the
Leaving Certificate where the size of school is sufficient to provide the

necessary resources (see Hannan, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 84-92;Coolahan, 1981 ;
Atkinson, 1969).

The newer "Comprehensive" and "Community" schools are fully publicly-
owned like Vocational schools, except that they are not under the control of

local educational authorities. In design and function they approximate closely
the Comprehensive school systems of Britian and the Continent (see Yates,
1966; Kelly, 1978). They are usually situated in "greenfield sites"on the
edges of gro~dng urban areas, or result from amalgamations of Secondary
and Vocational schools in small towns throughout the country. They cater
for roughly 10 per cent of all second-level pupils -- though the proportion is
gro~dng rapidly. They apper to have a clear comprehensive curricular and
instructional philosophy which is shared amongst nearly all the Community/
Comprehensive schools. Only the Vocational schools, when they get equally
large, approach the same type of curricular comprehensiveness (see Hannah,
Breen et al., 1983).

Amongst our second-level schools, therefore, there are three separate
institutional types with different historical roots. These have quite distinct
initiating charters and different social and educational objectives. They also
tend to have different governing structures ancl relationships with the State’s
Department of Education; and, to a large extent, different outcomes. What is
most relevant- from the point of view of the "work process" carried out
within them-is that they have historically oriented themselves toward
different social groups and play different social placement or social mobility
roles. In other words these different school types, either through their initial
explicit "charters", or arising from thcir historically acquired roles within
their local communities, serve quite distinct educational and social mobility
ftmctions: expediting the mobility of able working or lower middle class
youth in some cases, consolidating the position of the upper middle class in
other situations, or ensuring access to skilled manual apprenticeships or
clerical jobs for pupils from working class or small farm origins in other cases.
As a result it is very likely that the internal working arrangements of these
schools- their "technology"--will closely reflect, or be predicated upon
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these different "charters" or "missions". Within this framework, therefore,
internal work practices will reflect these differential institutional forces and
the larger social role of the school, rather than be the result of straightforward
"technical" determinations.

To conclude, then, we assume that under "technical-rational" assumptions
the degree of standardisation of pupils/curricula, and the associated degree

of centralisation of schooling process decisionmaking, would be a function of:

(i) Size of school: the larger the school, or the number of pupils accepted
in any one )’ear, the greater the differentiation.

(ii) Extent of variance in the ability levels of pupils, or in the social class
of the pupil intake: the greater the variance the greater the differen-
tiation.

(iii) Extent to which the school serves all pupils in the area or community,
or occupies only one niche for itself amongst a number of schools
competing for pupils in the same catchment area: the greater the
specialisation the lesser the differentiation.

Under institutional assumptions on the other hand, we would expect that

such variation in the degree of standardisation of the schooling process is a
function of:

(a) The explicit "charter" of the governing authority of the school.
(b) The main social placement (mobility) function of the school: i.e., the

"mission", or social objectives served by the school, and the associ-
ated need to segregate pupils on the basis of the different educational
channels or socialisation processes perceived as being required to
serve a number of different objectives.

(c) The existence of an organised consensus on the philosophical or con-

ceptual approaches to instructing/learning within an organised set
of schools - for example, Christian Brothers, Comntunity schools,
Vocational schools. We would expect, therefore, much greater con-
sensus amongst such an organiscd grouping of schools on the schooling
process, than across a similar set of schools o~ed by different
authorities, but with the same pupil intake characteristics.

(d) The sex of thc pupil body and the predominant sex of the teaching

body. Boys’ education, for instance, is generally treated in h’eland
in a much more instrumental, purposeful and in a more technically
directed way than is girls’ education. Thc latter is perceived by school
authorities, parents and teachers to serve much wider andless directly

occupation,-dly relevant functions (Hannan, Breen et al., 1983). So,
even given the same ability and social class ranges, one would predict
much less standardisation of, and variance in, the sciaooling process
in girls’ than in boys’ schools.
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Data and Methods

The data used to test the falsity or validity of these hypotheses come from
the detailed national survey of post-primary schools carried out for the
Schooling and Sex Roles study in 1981. Detailed information was obtained
from a national sample of 95 post-primary schools which were randomly
selected to be representative of all Irish post-primary schools. (See Hannan,
Breen etal., 1983, pp. 26-29.)

Ninety, five principals and 68 career guidance teachers were intensively
interviewed about the provision and organisation of their schools, and almost
10,000 pupils in these schools were interviewed about their perceptions and
experience of schooling in all of these schools. The coverage and accuracy of
the information provided was cross-checked and this information was sup-
plemented where necessary from other sources.

The interviews with principals and career guidance teachers were extremely
detailed, the interviews varying in length from 1½ to 2½ hours for the more
detailed interviews with principals. It is mainly this information given by
principals- cross-checked where possible against information provided by
career guidance teachers- that provides the main data for this study. The
principal’s questionnaire is provided in Appendix 1. It provided information
on 8 main areas of school functioning: (a) the guiding philosophies and goals
of the organisation operating the school (Qs 6-12); (b) the organisation and
decisionmaking structure of the school (Qs 13-19); (c) the teaching and
other resources of the school and their organisation (Qs 20-30); (d) curricular
provision and its allocation rules (Qs 31-39, 48-52, 55, 61-62, 69); (e) pupil
selection and allocation criteria (Qs 40-47, 53, 54-60); (f) pupil organisation
and control (Qs 64-70); (g) pupil intake characteristics (Qs 71-75); (h) parental
involvement in schools (Qs 76-77); and (i) principal’s own educational
career, etc. (Qs 78-87). The quality of the information provided appeared to
be very high, but its validity was assessed by extensive cross-checking. In
many cases, however, in the following analyses we use indices or scales con-
structed from these responses rather than raw responses - so that only data
that are consistent and reliable, and have high cross validity are used. We are
then highly, confident of the reliability and validity of the data available.
These interviews with principals provide most of the detailed resuhs for
Chapters 3 and 4 and much of Chapter 5.

For the detailed analyses of the effects of streaming and curricnlar dif-
ferentiation in Chapter 5 we use, in addition, data provided by the national
sample of Intermediate and Leaving Certificate pupils interviewed in 1981: a
total of 5,166 Intermediate Certificate and 3,967 Leaving Certificate pupils
(see Hannan, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 27-29. for details of samples and copy
of interview schedule, pp. 332-351).



Chapter 2

PART l

THE hVSTITUTIONAL BASES OF THE SECOND-LEVEL SYSTEM

Our main objective in this chapter is to explicate the institutional bases
of second-level schooling in Ireland which underlie the varying tendencies of
schools to differentiate their schooling processes. We first deal with the
different founding "charters" which Secondary, Vocational and Comprehen-
sive/Cmmnunity schools have: the explicit goals or objectives they were set
up to achieve; and the different curricular, instructional and pupil categori-
sation processes implied by these charters. Secondly, we examine the distinct
roles or "missions" which different Secondary schools have acquired over
time as they adjusted or adapted to emerging environmental "niches": e.g.,
changes in their pupil conrposition, changes in parental demand or expec-
tations, and changes in the wider economic and institutional "demands"
about the nature of their outputs. These different emergent roles, or functions,
that schools acquire are likely to be just as important as explicit charters in
influencing the type of education they provide.

The main sources of information used will be previously published work

on the history and structure of tire second-level system (mainly Atkinson,
1969; McElligott, 1966; Coolahan, 1981), and new information gathered in
the course of ottr previous study (Hannah, Breen et al., 1983) from school
Principals and Career Guidance teachers. In addition, we carried out extensive
interviews with a large number of key informants and influential persons in the
educational sector on the nature and characteristics of the educational system.
And finally, data on the social composition, educational and occupational
characteristics and achievements of pupils in a national sample of second-
level schools will be used. Part II of this chapter reports the results of detailed
interviews and surveys about these issues carried out with a national sample
of school dccisionmakers and pupils in 1980.

This informatim~al base will bc interpreted primarily using a conceptual
framework which views schools and schooling not as technically determined
organisational responses to "market forces", but rather as institutions with
varying "charters" adapting or fitting their behaviour to societal or institu-
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tional expectations, regulatory demands and certification rules. It is ottr
hypothesis, therefore, that it is mainly because different types of second-
level schools have different charters, vary systematically in their "choice" of
pupil intake, and have chosen or acquired different educational and social
placement functions in the societ.x, that they differ so widely in their schooling
processes. Such variations in "charters" and functions is highly predictive of
the extent to which schools differentiate their pupil intake and their curricular
offerings, and ahn to bestow quite different types of educational status
outcomes on their varying pupil categories.

Such wide variance between schools in their schooling process is, we
suggest, mainly a function of the way in which school decisionmakers interpret
their chartering, classification and certification functions. So within the
organisational perspective adopted here, the type of schooling provided is
regarded mainly as an outcome of the interaction of the following four inter-
linked variables:

1. The main educational and social objectives sought by the school
authorities; or the educational outcomes toward which the school is
directed or around which it is organised. This is mainly determined
hy its "chartered" or institutional objectives.

2. The sex of the pupils involved. Girls’ schools, as we saw in the pre-
vious report (Hannah, Breen et al., 1983) aim to achieve quite different
outcomes and they utilise quite different curricula and educational
allocation processes thma boys’ or coed schools. The pressure to sort,

catcgorise, differentiate or specialise amongst girls is significantly
lower than amongst boys.

3. The main social class orientation of the school-indicated by the

predominant social class origins of the pupil body. Schools providing
for upper middle class ptLpils provide a quite different educational
process to those provided for lower working class pupils. Irish schools
are quite highly differentiated in their social class intakes.

4. The extent to which such decisions ;is the above, as well as decisions
such :is the type of streaming practices adopted by the individual
school, remain with the principal or at the individual school level.
Individual schools which are part of larger corporate bodies are often
constrained by decisions taken by superordinate authorities or highly
influenced by dominant and often taken-for-granted practices within
the larger organisation.

Our main argument then is that it is the particular organisation of these
variablcs within a school -- sex, social class, educational goals and objectives

i~ursucd, and the extent of incorporation of principals within larger organi-
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sations with varying chartered objectives - that explains the type of schooling
process supplied. In the following we will examine each of these characteristics
of schools in turn using the detailed data available from our national post-
primary schools’ study. But first we provide a brief historical sketch of the
different origins and "chartering" objectives of different types of Secondary
schools, as well as Vocational and Comrnunity schools.

Institutional Diversity: Historical Origins and Current Structure

Like many other European countries, Ireland has a number of parallel
second-levcl school systems each of which has distinct historical origins and

different educational functions (Yates, 1966; Archer, 1979; Elvin, 1981).
The main distinction lies between the publicly owned and maintained schools,
most of relativcly recent origin -- the Vocational, Comprehensive and Com-
munity schools--and the much oldcr privately owned, independent, but
now almost exclnsively publicly funded, Secondary schools.

This tripartite system has developed or, more accurately, emerged without
any clear overall plan or centrally dctermined governmental control. Unlike
British educational reform, for instance (Norwood Report, 1941), the
allocation of children to the different school types locally has never been

attempted through public or corporate control. Nor has such selection been
based on any educational or pedagogical theory as in Britain or Israel where
pupils are (or were) assessed publicly oil their general academic ability and
prcvious attainments (see Yates, 1966; Kelly, 1978; Grey, McPhcrson and
Raafe, 1983); although such an implicit policy did exist up to the 1960s
reforms whcn pupils had to pass the Primary Certificate examination (or an
equivalent) to be a "reeognised pupil" in a Secondary school.

In most communities or catchment areas, therefore, a division of labour
emerges from tile free competition of these different schools with each other
on tile basis of class, scx and cducationzd spccialisation. Thc Secondary
schools mainly furnish placcs for children from dominantly middle class oz"
upwardly mobile working class families. They provide a general or acadcmic
education biassed toward third-level entry, and pcrceived as a gateway toward
profession~d or white-collar employment. Vocational schools cater dispro-
portionatcly for children from working class origins or from sm’,dl farm
origins. Traditionally they oriented thcir progranames for thc higher achievers
toward achicving skilled maoual apprenticeships for boys and clerical positions
for girls. Middlc class parents generally tend to see these schools as inferior
substitutes for their children. Comprehensive and Community schools Itave

quite comprehensive catchments and serve comprehensive educational
objectives.
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Unlike Britain, however, places available in Secondary, (grammar) type
schools have not been explicitly nor publicly rationed. Indeed since the rapid
expansion of second-level education from the late 1960s onwards the great
bulk of the increase in participation has occurred in Secondary schools
(Hannan, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 88-115). Only in boys’ Secondary schools has
rationing occurred - mainly because they did not expand their provision at
anything like the same pace as girls’ or coed Secondary schools.

Between 1963 and 1980 for instance, Secondary schools increased their
intake of pupils from 43 to 65 per cent of the total cohort leaving Primary
schools, taking slightly more girls tban boys. Vocational schools simply beld
their share of around one-third of the boys’ cohort but lost out significantly
amongst girls, dropping from about a quarter to less than one-sixth of the
entry, cohort. In the same period Comprebensive and Community schools
increased their share of the intake froth 0 to 10 per cent of the cohort. In
other words, the growth in tbe number and proportion of the cohort going
on to second.level schools over the past 20 years has been almost exclusively
catered for by the expansion of the privately-owned Secondary school

sector, which provides a much more academically, directed education than
either of the other two school types. The enormous expansion in the State’s
investment in second-level education then has mostly been handed over to
be managed by private Secondary schools which are not directly under public
control.

Almost a third of the cohort did not go on to second-Ievcl schools at all
in the mid-1960s. These were primarily from working class and small farm
origins and also suffered from more serious educational disabilities than those
who had gone on (OECD, 1966; Rudd, 1972; Swan, 1978). Since Vocational
and Secondary schools were distinguished by quite different social class and
educational disability clienteles in the 1960s it is very likely that the bulk of
those lower ability, and lower social status children, wbo had previously
dropped out at primary level, went on to the Vocation~d rather than tbe
Secondary, schools. So tbat over time it is likely, that the Vocational school
system has, in relative terms, become more disadvantaged.

In the following sections we examine each of tbese three different school
types in turn-paying particular attention to their different institutional
origins and current practices.

Secondary Schools
Previous to the relaxation or the Penal Laws in the 1780s Secondary

education remained under the exclusive control of the established Anglican
(Churcb of Ireland) Church. The relatively small number of Protestant
schools in the country catered almost exclusively for the Protestant upper
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and upper middle class, providing a classic grammar school type of education
which, besides preparing people for orders, taught for entry to professional
and Government service as well as solidifying the religious and cuhm’al
position of the upper middle class (see Atkinson, 1969; McElligott, 1966).

With the relaxation of the Penal Laws, Catholic schools started to be founded.
From the late eighteenth century these were mainly established by the
Catholic diocesan authorities and by indigenously developed religious con-
gregations like the Christian Brothers and the Mercy and Presentation Sisters.
Most Protestant schools continued to bc supported by the State in the form

of land grants, rents, etc., and funds from religious taxes, and there continued
a relatively close relationship between the State and the established church
in which an anti-Catholic and anglicising edncational bias was clearly present.
As a resuh Catholic education (and to some extent Presbyterian education)
developed in part reaction to what was seen as the religious and cuhural
proselytising role of the State-supported system.

Throughout the nineteenth century the fear that edncation might become
a State monopoly - one that was perceived by Catholic attthorities as both
anti-Catholic and anti-irish - underlay many, of the struggles over educational
control. And that persistent underlying conflict to a large cxtent explains
the origins of our peculiar Church-State system of shared control of second-
level education in Ireland today. With no State endowment both the diocesan
atnhoritics and the religious congregations had to find the resources them-

selves to fund and staff second-level schools. It was mainly, amongst tile
recruits to the new Irish religious teaching congregation, as well as amongst
other Catholic religious orders fleeing persecution in France and seeking
members and refuge in Ireland, that the Catholic religious authorities found
the trained and disciplined manpower and resources to expand their educa-
tional provision. (See McElligott, 1966, pp. 56-98; and Atkinson, 1969, pp.
73-89.) It was, therefore, the establishmcnt and rapid growth of the Catholic
religious orders and congregations in h’eland in the nineteenth century that
explains the growth of second-level education and indeed much of primary
education for the Catholic pol)ulation of the country,. Such school personnel
were highly conamittcd, highly disciplined and single minded in the pursuit

of educationzd go,’ds. It was a chcap, voluntary and locally-funded method of
schooling with minimal State support until the 1870s. It worked very closely
with the local clergy and bishops and generally had an uneasy, if not hostile,
relationship to the State. Nevertheless, it developed a high level of commit-
ment to serve the public good. And over time it also developed an education
which had a very close rclationship to public service occupation~d require-
ments -- particularly, after the reforms of civil and public service entry in the
second half of the nineteenth century, as well as the growth of thc public
examination system.
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The 1878 intermediate Education Act gave such schools for the first time
a steady, though frugal, financial support and established second-level educa-
tion in Ireland on a solid foundation. It centralised and standardised the
curriculum and examination system and publicly validated educational
provision that was in agreement with the Act’s provisions. At the same
time through maintaining an "at arms length" relationship with the school
authorities it left the school under almost complete private control. The
State determined and controlled curricula and set examinations centrally. It
paid for education through examination results initially, later through the
agency of "recognised pupils" - of a specific standard and following specified
curricula. Through a common set of rules and regulations (in modern times
"Thc Rules and Progq’ammes" for SecondmT schools) governing pupil cate-
gories and ch~acteristics, as well as subject and timetable requirements, it
effectively controlled the structnre and nature of curricula. And through
guaranteeing uniform standards in courses, facilities and examinations-
through controlling the examination system and, later, through public school
inspectors - the State standardised and centralised the Secondary education
system. And it did this without taking any of the schools into public control
or without exerting any, local or central control over entry to the Secondary,
schools - except in terms of entering pupils having to meet certain minimum
educational standards.

And it is this peculiar relationship between Secondary schools and the

State which, once they conform to the rules and regulations set by the State,
they remain publicly funded but privately controlled, remains true up to
the present day. Public policy on second-level education has mainly evolved,
therefore, through successive compromises between the State and the dif-
ferent private and religious interests involved in education. Such a relationship
at its earlier stage provided an extensive Secondary education system at
minimal public cost, staffed by highly committed professional teachers who
generally worked tirelessly for the benefit of the community as a whole in
ways that would generally have been much less elitist than was true of British
grammar school education, for instance.

Such a system, however, does not allow for coq~orate control or indeed
in fluence over education - as to who is educated, where and how, for example.

As a result substantial social class and ability, selectivities occur amongst
schools due to individual parental choice and individn’,d school decisions -

not on the basis of any local or central authority making such decisions. Also,
the specific profession’,d powers and responsibilitics of lay teachers within
schools -- who have no local public attthority to whom they arc responsible
and who, up to very recent times, were excluded from managerial positions
in schools-have been very slow to develop. In addition there has not
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developed any powerful regional or national corporate educational bodies
concerned mainly with professional educational or pedagogical issues. Most
such bodies are concerned with mainly n;u’row trade union matters or, in the

case of the managerial bodies, preoccupied with managerial/control issues.
As a result educational policy making has evolved in a very laissezfaire and
less informed way than is true of most other European countries.

A brief discussion of six of the main orders and congregations presently
involved in Irish Secondary education follows. Each controls 15 or more

schools, and between them they account for 55 per cent of all Secondm’y
schools in the country. The current role of these schools can only be under-
stood in terms of the historical origins and circumstances from which the
different congregations developed their traditional apostolate. The informa-
tion contained in this section comes mainly from historical and biographical
sources, but information on current education,’fl policies comes from informal
interviews with knowledgeables within the religious orders as well as from
fonnal interviews with school Principals. In the latter case, since it would be
difficult to generalise from a small number of intern, Jews with school Principals
to the whole educational philosophy of an order or congregation, only where
there is general con’oboration between the responses to formal interview
questions and what emerges from the more unstructured inter�Jews with
knowlcdgeables is such gcneralisation deemed valid. In the following we
briefly discuss these six congregations- in the order of the number of
schools they control.

(i) The Sisters of Mercy are the largest religious congregation of women in
Irish education, owning over 100 schools in h’eland. Fifteen of the schools in

our sample are Mercy schools.
The first Institute of Mercy was founded in 1827 in Baggot Street, Dublin,

by Catherine McAulcy, a very rcligious and socially concerned woman of
considerable means. The Baggot Street house was founded, as were all the
future Houses of Mercy, "for the relief, education and protection of the
poor". (Draft Constitution of Sisters of Mercy of Ireland, 1983, p. 3.) Besides
the provision of a Catholic education for poor Catholic children, Catherine
McAuley saw her role in terms of alleviating the suffering of the poor, the

main cause of which she saw as ignorance (Burke-Savage, 1950, p. 36).
The cul-riculum she advocated was prirnarily pragmatic, geared directly to

what she saw would be the requirements of a working-class woman’s llfe.
Thus, reading, writing, grammar, spelling, arithmetic and home crafts (i.e.,
needlework, knitting and simple cookery) comprised her curriculum (op. cit.,
p. 268). At an organisational level, she chose a flexible Iocalised system of
government, which would allow her congregation to adapt itself readily to
loe’,d needs, uncncumbcred in the rnain by a central Mother House. So, com-
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pared to other religious congregations, individual school principals or managcrs
would have considcrable autonomy.

As we shall see later the contemporary educational philosophy of the
Mercy congq’egation was quite clearly articulated in the present survey. In
terms of clientele, there is still an obvious orientation to the under-privileged
and the poor. Its educational objectives are quite pragmatic, and it places
much less emphasis on formal religious training than do most of the other
religious societies. Edncation is seen in quite instrumental terms, e.g., as a
means towards getting exams, getting a job, making a living. This is seen to
be best achieved by good currictdar and instructional provision. Coupled
with this, however, is a concern for the personal development of its pupils
and thus pastoral care provisions and the "hidden curriculum" were frequently
referred to. The society’s working objectives tend to be fairly clearly aligned
~dth its gcneral apostolate, which would suggest that conscious "stocktaking"
is a regular feature of its edncational practice.

(ii) The Christian Brothers comprise the largest single body of male religious
involved in Irish Secondary education, having over 80 post-primary schools
in Ireland.

The congregation was founded in Waterford in 1809 by Edmund Rice with
the specific objective of educating boys from poor back~ounds. Edmund
Rice (1762-1844), from a weahhy background and with a great interest in
local ch,’u’itable work, set up his first school for the education of poor boys
in Waterford in 1803. It proved to be auspiciously successful (Atkinson,
p. 78) and he qnickly extended his work by establishing other schools.
Religious vows were taken and in 1820 the Christian Brothers were formally
established by a Papal Bull. The rule which was adopted by the Christian
Brothers was one very similar to that suggested by StJean Baptiste dela Salle.

The practical nature of the education provided is exemplified by the early

curriculum. Fitzpatrick (1945) describes it as consisting of spelling, reading,
arithmetic, geometry, mensuration, bookkeeping, apprenticeship for trades,
catechism and morM and religious instruction. In addition to this practical
orientation the Christian Brothers have always woven a distinctively nationalis-
tic culture through a usually pragmatic cun’iculum. The Brothers produced
their own textbooks-emphasising Irish culture, history and geography, in
opposition to the National Board’s textbooks which in earlier years tended

to be culturally imperialistic. Almost MI early observers of the Brothers,
though often critical of their nationalistic orientation were highly impressed
with their teaching skills and success.

Today, the Christian Brothers’ schools (CBS), with few exceptions, cater

mainly for a largely upper working class and lower middle class clientele.
Besides catering for boys their educational orientation differs from that of
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the Mercy and Presentation Sisters in one other important respect. Although
the social class coml)osition of their pupil bodies is quite similar, the Christian
Brothers have sought both traditionally and in recent times, to provide their
pupils with the means for upward social mobility, particularly in regard to
those whom they deem to have the greatest "natural ability". The Mercy and
Presentation Sisters, even in their pragmatic concerns, tend not to emphasise

social mobility, as a goal, perhaps as a restllt of having a mainly female clientele.
At another level, the Christian Brothers continue to be concerned with

imbuing in their pupils a knowledge and respect for formal religious faith and
doctrine; but, like most boys’ schools, are less likely, to place such religious
teaching within a "personal develol)ment" framework.

(iii) The Presentation Sisters run over 50 Secondary schools in Ireland, and
arc thus the second largest congregation of women involved in Irish education,
after the Mercy Sisters.

The congregation was found by Nano Nagle who opened her first school
in Cork in 1775. She was a native of the city and, like Catherine McAuley,

was an idealistic young laywoman with some private wealth to finance her
educational schemes for the poor of Cork. As alaywoman she worked for
many years establishing schools for illiterate poor children, both boys and
girls. She finally decided to adopt religious life in 1776, but only with the
provision that the order would remain unenclosed. However, after her death,
when application was made for pontifical approval, this was only granted on
the basis that solemn vows would be taken and that the rule of enclosure
would be preserved. Since Vatican lI, however, the congregation has regained
a structure and lifestyle more closely, aligned with what their foundress
envisaged.

Atkinson provides a good acconnt of the education schema of the Presen-
tation Sisters in their early years:

Religious exercises took tip a large part of the school day. However,
the practical needs of life were emphasised by teaching not only,
reading and writing, but needlework, spinning and i)lain cookery
(Atkinson, 1969, p. 75).

Today’, the congregation is seen to have clear educational objectives directed
at a mainly lower-middle and upper-working class clientele. In our survey,
we noted that the Presentation Sisters, like most of the other female religious
orders, gave educational priority, to the personality development of their
pupils, and thus pastoral care and individual development strategies are
emphasised. However, unlike the majority, of other female orders, but similar

to the Mercy Sisters and in keeping with their orientation toward the education
of the poor, they tend to couple such goals with quite pragmatic educational
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goals. As with the Mercy Sisters, there tends to be a clem" articulation between
all of these goals and the actual schooling process which is used in their
schools.

(ix,) There are 31 Dt’ocesan Colleges in Ireland. Even before Catholic eman-
cipation (1829) a range of Diocesan colleges was established, beginning in
Kilkenny with St. Kieran’s College in 1783 and it) Carlow with St. Patrick’s
College in 1793. Many of these colleges started off with ecclesiastical depart-
ments where young men were prepared for the priesthood. Over time, how-
ever, they have developed essentially as grammar schools preparing boys for

St. Patrick’s College, Maynooth or other major seminaries, as well as providing
the same type of education for other boy’s not going on for ordination. The
diocesan schools owe their distinctive edncational traditions, thcrcforc, to
their origins as minor seminaries: in particular study of thc ancient classics
has been important in these schools. Even Latin has, however, now been
dropped from the curriculum in many of the schools. There has also always
been importance attached to achievement in the public examinations. In
the past, the diocesan schools operated mainly as boarding schools, requiring
that pupils be of fairly well off backbq’ounds, although fees were subsidised
by the dioceses and scholarships were also available. The Free Education
Scheme, and the greater predominance of day pupils as the schools lost their
unique role as junior seminaries, changed thesecharacteristics of the diocesan
schools. Today, they cater for a largely cniddle to lower middle class clientele.

(v) The De La Salle Brothers have 17 second-level schools in h’eland. They
originated in France towards the end of tile seventeenth century; their
founder being Jean Baptiste de la Salle. He devoted his life to teaching poor
boys, and with a group of like-minded men, founded the "Brothers of the
Christian Schools". This too is the title which Edmund Rice adopted for his

Christian Brothers. and his constitution is modelled closel’:,, on theirs. The De
La Sallc Brothers first came to Ireland in the late eighteenth century after
they had bcen expelled from France and dispersed to other countries. Their
first Irish foundation was in Waterford. The original aims of the De La Salle
Brothers, as later for the Christian Brothers, were to provide instruction in
tile three Rs for tile poor, as well as in religious and moral education.

Pragmatism continues to be a major part of the De I~l Salle Brothers’
educational philosophy. However, although similar to them, they tended to
be more flexible than the Christian Brothers and have been involved in co-
education for some time. Unlike the Christian Brothers also, they tend to
stress the personal development and pastoral care of their pupils over and
above their formal rcligious training. Their educational philosophy is generally
a conscious, clearly thought out one, which is backed up by actual provisions
in the schooling process, using well organised pastoral care programmes and
specific curricular provisions.
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Like the Christian Brothers, although dedicated to the education of the
poor, their clientele tends to be dominantly middle to lower middle class.

(vi) The ln~h Sisters of Charity run 15 schools in Ireland. Originally its
foundress, Mary Aikenhead, was motivated in a similar fashion to her con-

temporaries, Catherine McAuley and Edmund Rice, to provide services for
the poor. Inspired by, the work of the French Sisters of Charity, and with a
particular interest in orphans, Mary Aikenhead fonnded the Irish Sisters of
Charity in 1815, opening her first school in Gardiner Street, Dublin in 1831.
Edmund Rice and his congregation provided pedagogical advice and training
for the sisters in their initial years.

Today, perhaps as a result of its less specific charter, the society, does
not appear to direct itself to any distinctive social group in its educational
mission, unlike the Mercy and CBS congregations. Its main distinctive educa-

tional emphasis seems to be its concern with the provision of formal religious
education, all emphasis unusual among the female religions congregations.

(vii) Besides these 6 main Catholic religious congregations 6 others who
operate at least 5 Secondary schools each require some description: the
Jesuits and Holy Ghost Fathers, the Presentation Brothers, the Holy Faith
Sisters and the Loreto and St. Louis Order. The first two mentioned -Jesuits
and Holy Ghost Fathers-have provided a more exclusive grammar school
education, mainly for upper middle class boys, and have traditionally been
associated with exclusive boarding schools. Their equivalent in girls’ education
are the Loreto and St. Louis orders, both catering for middle to upper middle
class girls. Associated historically, with expensive boarding schools they, pro-
vide a quite academic education emphasising the personal and intellectual

development of pupils and the development of accomplishments in music
and art (see Atkinson, 1969, p. 77).

Holy Faith Sisters orientated their education to poor girls like the Mercy
and Presentation Sisters, tlaough they were also concerned with counteracting
prosletism (Gertrude, 1967). The Presentation Brothers developed as an off-
shoot of the Christian Brothers but, Mthough sharing the same original apos-
tolate toward the education of the poor, tile)’ now tend on average to serve a
somewhat hlgi~er status clientele; and tend also to emphasise the personal
development and pastoral care of their pupils to a greater extent.

Summary - Secondary Schools
Within the Secondary sector, therefore, there is wide variation both organi-

sationally and ideologically amongst the religious authorities running schools.
Much of this variation is partly, the result of the diverse origins, charters and
traditions of the various religious orders, which comprise the majority, of
Secondary school owners and managers.
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Organisationally, different religious orders or other school authorities vary
in the type of authority structure within which individual schools are incor-

porated. These range from situations of almost complete atttonomy (e.g.,
Protestant schools, lay Catholic schools), to situations where the school is

subject to a highly centralised authority structure, as in Christian Brothers’
schools for instance. Of the religious congregations with a number of schools
in Ireland, the Mercy Sisters is the least centralised, operating on a federal
diocesan basis; while the Christian Brothers is the most centralised. The
majority of religious societies have loose hierarchical structures, with National
Provincialatcs usually. Senior school appointments tend to be made by Pro-
vincials but, once appointed, Principals tend to enjoy a high degree of auto-
nomy. And, in cmnparison to other schools, such Principals are usually
appointed for set terms so that additional potential for flexibility is built
into the structure in this way.

We noted two possible dimensions to a religious congregation’s or Ordcr’s
educational philosophy; first, its social gq’oup orientation and secondly the
cun’icular or educatiomd values it wishes to implement or objectives it wishes
to achieve. We found that these two dimensions tended to be related to one
another in an identifiable pattern. Although all of the religions orders, irres-
pective of their social group orientation, stressed formal religious training,
(the Christian Brothers most so, the Mercy least so), those orders catering for
lower middle or working class clienteles tended to emphasise pragmatic
educational goals. At the other extreme, the Holy Ghost Fathers, theJesuits,
and the Loreto Sisters tend to cater for an upper middle class clientele and
accordingly their educational objectives tend to stress intellectual and per-
sonal development goals to a far greater extent.

Vocational Schools
There arc 245 Vocational schools in Ireland which provide the general

second-levcl courses for 21 per cent of all pupils at second level, although over
24 per cent of pupils first entered Vocational schools (Department of
Education, 1982/83). These schools, however, provide almost 80 per cent

of :dl secretarial, pre-employment and specialist technical courses arranged
for second-level pupils. Vocational schools are owned and operated by sub-
committees of the relevant local authorities--the Vocational Education
Committees.

The seeds of the present Vocational system were sown with the establish-
ment of the Department of Agriculture anti Technical Instruction in 1900.
One of the aims of the Department was the setting up of a central technical
institute in each county. The Vocational Education Act (1930) revised this
system, on the basis of recommendations put forward by a Commission of
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Inquiry, and thus was formed the legislative basis of the present arrangements.
It was under the charters of this Act and subsequent Government memoranda
(particularly Memo. V.40, 1942) that the Vocational school systcm was
dcvelopcd up to the late 1960s.

One of the main functions of the new scheme was to provide "continuation

education": "to continue and supplement education provided in elementary
schools, and include general and practical training in preparation for employ-
ment in trades, mamlfacturing, agriculture, commerce and other industrial
pursuits" (Vocational Education Act, 1930). Vocational education was,
therefore, explicitly geared to providing a practical post-primary education
for those not going to Secondary schools. As the important Departmental
Memorandum (V.40, 1942) put it- "The immediate purpose of day con-
tinuation education, as organiscd under the Vocational Education Act, is to

prepare boys and girls who have to start early in life for the occupations
which are open to them". These occupations require primarily manual skills,
and "continuation courses have, therefore, a correspondingly practical
bias": training for skilled and semi-skilled naanual occupations for boys and
in commercial courses and domestic cconomy for girls. In both cases the
design of the courses was based on a considered evaluation of the education’,d
and training needs of young boys and girls entering the local labour market
or the domestic economy. And, this, in terms of the quite marked sex role
division of labour that was cura’ent at the time, posited a quite separate edu-
cation for boys and girls. Both social class and sex role distinctions were,
therefore, built into the provision of Vocational education from the beginning.
Up to 1966 a quite separate curriculum and examination structure existed
for Vocational schools -- Vocational schools not being allowed and not pro-
viding the more academic Intermediate and Leaving Certificate courses.

After 1966, however, with the integration of the Group Certificate and
Intermediate Certificate curricula and the provision of these more extended
and more academic courses, the relative isolation of Vocational schools
markedly declincd; so that by 1980/81 approximately 85 per cent of all
Vocational schools provided partly or fully integrated junior and senior cycle
courses. The curriculum provided, however, is still markedly different from
that of the conventional Secondary schools (seeHannan, Breen etal., 1983,
pp. 170-t 90).

That the implicit social class bias in Vocational school provision resuhed
in quitc marked class differentials in school entry has become clear from a
numbcr of studies of schools since the 1960s (OECD, 1966; Swan, 1978).
The Hannan, Breen et al., (1983) study showed marked differences even in
thc early 1980s (ibid, p. 90). In addition it was evident that higher ability
pupils were being "creamed off" by local Secondary schools, with about
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80 per cent of Vocational schools suffering disproportionately from this
and taking ill a highly, disproportionate number of pupils with both literacy
ancl numeracy problems (ibid, p. 91).

Amongst the educational reforms of the late 1960s the attempts to co-
orclinate all local schools within a catchment area so as to avoid duplication
of effort and maximlse comprehensive schooling flounclerecl because of
opposition mainly from the Secondary school authorities. They felt there
was little to gain in such a marriage of "unequals", where it already was the
"superior" partner. As Coolahan points out: "Irish social attitudes still

tended to disparage manual and practical type education, anti aspiring middle
class parents preferred the more prestigious academic type education which
led to greater opportunities for further education and white collar employ,-
ment" (Coolahan, 1981,p. 103).

What happened with the rapid educational expansion that followed the
introduction of "free" education in 1967 was that Vocational schools were
placed much more directly in a competitive position with local Secondary,
schools, and usually they (Vocational schools) lost out: except in those few
(less than 1 in 4) areas where there was only a Vocational school (White Paper,
1980, p. 6). Clientele self-selection, and the more selective/competitive
position of local Secondary schools, meant that Vocational schools tended
to attract or receive a disproportionate intake from lower socio-economic
groups as well as the least academically, able pupils (Swan, 1978; Hannah, Breen
et al., 1983, pp. 90-92).

The administration of the Vocational educational system lies with local
Vocational Education Committees (VECs), the majority of whom are elected
members of the local authority; the others being appointed from local
employers, trade unions, religious and other persons interested in education
(McElligott, 1966, pp. 104-106; Coolahan, 1981, pp. 96-97). Each Committee
is elected or appointed by the local authority and holds office for the same
period as the elected authority. Once established, however, the VEC is
independent of the local authority. The administration of Vocational schools
is attended to by the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the VEC. The CEO is
responsible to the VEC for the organisation and administration of the scheme

and all the schools within its jurisdiction. The chain of authority in the
Vocational system then extends from individual school Principal, to Chief
Executive Officer of the VEC, to the Vocational Education Committee it-
self. Where a Vocational school has a Board of Management this represents
an intermediate step between Principal and CEO.

The teaching staff of Vocational schools is accredited to the relevant VEC
not, as in Secondary schools, to the individual school. And the VEC has the
})owcr to tral’tsfer teachers, or to spread their services over more than one
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school within its jurisdiction. Principals and Vice-Principals, however, are
appointed to a specific school. The school Principal is at all times subject to
the authority of the VEC’s Chief Executive Officer, who is entitled to

enquire about any aspect of the Principal’s administration of the school.
Thus they are not as autonomous as Secondary school Principals.

Comprehensive and Community Schools
The development of Comprehensive and Comnlunity schools was based

on the perceived need to "comprehensivise" local educational provision -
accepting contemporary views on educational provision in Britain and Europe,
as well as the need to provide post-primary schools in areas where none
existed. They were expanded after abortive attempts by the State to increase
effective local co-operation between the bipartite Secondary-Vocational
system during the 1960s. They were set up to provide pupils with as broad
and (as the name suggests) comprehensive a range of subject choices possible,
within the one school btlilding. To this end, the curricula incorporated both
academic and technical subjects, and rigid streaming practices were to be
avoided. In order to make wide choice economically feasible, schools had to
be large. This pressure, as well as the overall liberal "ethos" of the whole
comprehensive concept, led to a policy of co-education and non-selectivity.
In their construction also "streaming" of pupils was explicitly rejected and
priority was placed on "mixed ability" teaching. (See Department of Educa-
tion. 1969.)

The Commtmity school concept was a development of the Comprehensive
school philosophy. This entailed the development of the local school as an
educational facility at the disposal of the whole local community, as well as
being the provider of a comprehensive education for all local second-lcvcl
schoolgocrs. So, as well as incorporating many of the distinctive features of
Comprehensive schools, the Community school seeks to liaise closely with
the local community through opening its doors to various forms of educa-
tional and communal recreational and leisure activities. It also seeks to imbue
in its pupils an awareness of "community" and the "responsibilities of
citizenship".

Comprehensive schools were introduced in 1965, and the first B schools
had opened by 1966. Twelve more Comprehensive schools were sanctioned
by 1972- some in areas in which there had never previously been a post-
primary school such as new suburbs, but others resulted from the amal-
gamations of existing schools. After this date no new Comprehensives were
approved. From 1972 similar schools which were built became "Community
schools". There are some differences in the size and representatives of Boards
of Management of both schools--the Comprehensive board being much
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smaller and less representative --but the main difference lies in the svidel
commtlnal involvement and responsibility of Commtinity schools (Coolahan,

1981, pp. 219-220). The Board of Management of a Comprehensive or Com-
munity (henceforth called "Community" schools only) school appoints
teachers and administers the school’s budget. It has much the same formal

functions as a manager in a Secondary school, but tends to be far more active
and powerful. It differs from the Board of Management of a VEC’s Com-
munity College in that it is not responsible in turn to any higher authority,
other than the Department, in the execution of its functions. Community

schools, then, have no formal intermediate bodies mediating between the
individual school and the Department, as have the majority of Secondary
and all Vocational schools.

In Community schools, the Board of Management, or a subsidiary Appoin-
ments’ Born-d, appoints both Principal and Vice-PrincipaL Often the appoint-
ments are permanent, after an initial year-long probationary period; but it is
more usual for them to be indefinite. Although there are variations across
schools within this sector, Principals tend to have much more limited auto-
nomy than most Secondary or even some Vocational schools, hnportant
decisions are referred to the Board of Management, and some of the major
decisions are referred directly to the Department of Education (Hannah,
Breen et al., 1983, p. 88). The greater extent to which individual schools in
this sector liaise directly with the Department of Education is probably a
factor of their having no intermediate body between the school and the
Department, as well as the fact that the schools are actually owned by the
Department. Schools deal individually with the Department in negotiating

the school budget and obtaining services and entitlements.
As to social class intake, Comprehensive and Community schools tend to

have broader and more varied intakes than other school types in keeping
with their educational objectives, as well as reflecting the fact that they are
usually much less subject to competition within their local catchment areas
(Hannah, Breen et al., 1983, p. 90).

By 1983 15 Comprehensive and 41 Community schools had been estab-
lished, catering for 12 per cent of all second-level school entrants in 1981182
(Department of Education, 1982/83).



PART II

RESULTS FROM SCHOOL SURVEYS ON SCHOOL DIVERSITY: THE

DECISIONMAKING AUTONOMY OF PRhVCIPALS, EDUCATIONAL/
CURRICULAR IDEOLOGY, AND THE SOCIAL GROUP AND ABILITY

CHA RA CTERIS TICS OF SCHOOL INTAKE

The follox~4ng conclusions are based mainly on the extensive interviews
which were carried out with 95 school Principals in a national sample of
second-level schools in 1981 (Hanmm, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 27-29; see
Interview Schedule Appendix I). Ill addition interviews were also carried out
with a smaller sample of 68 Career Guidance Teachers in schools where they
were present. Finally interviews were also carried out with a sample of over
5,000 pupils in Intermediate Certification classes, while all Leaving Cert.
(N = 3,967) pupils’ classes in the sampled schools were also interviewed.
These pupil intev,,iews provide the main data on the social class origins of
pupils. The results of these various interviews which bear on our main ques-
tions are given below: first dealing with the decislonmaking autonoray of
Principals, secondly with the curricular/educational ideology and stated
educational objectives of the Principals and their schools, and thirdly with
the main social group orientation of and actnal social class composition of
pupils in the various schools. We examine the extent to which the beliefs and
values of school Principals, as well as the social group characteristics of pupils
in the various schools correspond with the origimd school "charters" and
objectives.

The Autonomy of Prb~cipals

Of the three school systems discussed, Principals in Secondary schools
have by far the highest level of decisionmaking autonomy about the type of

schooling process they provide while Principals in Vocational schools have
the least (Hannan, Breen. et al., 1983, p. 88). Community and Vocational
school Principals are much more higMy constrained by the need to refer
decisions to higher school or public authorities than the Secondary school
Principals. Most major decisions, especially those involving extra budgetary
expenditure or ones involving major organisational changes, have to be

referred to the school management board or, for the Vocational schools, to
the CEO.

Although Secondary school Principals, on average, have much more auto-
nomy they also show significantly more between-school differences in this
respect thaaa is true of Vocational or Community school Principals. There is,

41
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as we have seen, already, wide variance in the ownership of Secondary schools
and in their organisational attributes. Of the 531 Secondary schools, 4 per
cent are owned and operated by Protestant and other denominational
bodies - but each of these schools operates almost autonomously although
strong management boards characterise those schools. Six per cent are owned
by lay, Catholics, again operating autonomously but generally with weak
management boards if any. Almost all of the remainder are owned and
managed by Catholic institutes or local diocesan clerical authorities - who
vary, significantly in their authority structure. There are over 60 such religious
institutes involved in Irish education, but 13 of these own and operate

around three-quarters of all such schools. Indeed 2 religious institutes, the
Mercy Order and the Christian Brothers, own 41 per cent of all religiously-
owned Secondary schools in Ireland. If such corporate bodies are tightly
co-ordinated and have consistent educational goals, or share consistent
educational ideologies, then such groups of schools are likely to resemble
each other closely ill their schooling practices.

Overall, therefore, ah’nost 3 out of 4 Secondary schools are owned and
operated by 13 religious orders, each of whom operate a large number of
schools. A school’s incorporation within such a large encompassing body not
only reduces a Principal’s autonomy in most cases but has many other con-

sequences on school goals and operating procedures. Schools which are
members of such superordinate organisations have a central authority to
refer to, which normally keeps local school needs under review. Such cen-
trallsed managements also normally transfer Principals and other religious
staff from one school to another. They can also, though rarely, be called
upon for additional funding. If mainly a teaching religious order, like the
Christian Brothers or Mercy or Presentation Sisters, there is, in addition to
the normal overseeing of a school’s operation, a centralised procedure for
the reappointment and transfer of Principals (and some clerical teachers)
every five to six years, and moreover the possibility for a fundamental
review of the whole Order’s teaching work arises in the periodic "chapters"
of each order. In some respects, therefore, the very fast reaction of these
privately-owned Secondary schools to the Free Education Scheme in 1967

must have been influenced by their organisational advantages over Vocational
schools. They have an ownership, management and staff which, in most
cases, is single-mindedly dedicated to education and has strong ideological
commitments to their particular role in it.

There are various degrees of such hierarchical organisation. For our pur-
poses, the following three encompass most variations:

(i) the individual school is not a member of any larger corporate group-
ing, but operates as an autonomous unit;
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(ii) the school is a member of a larger corporate grouping, but this takes
the form of a fairly loose federation which exerts minimal control on
the individual Principal;

(iii) the school is incorporated into an organised system with a central
directive authority, to which individual Principals or local school
authorities are responsible.

The follo~fng allocation (Chart 2.1) of congregations and other groupings
to the categories in our threefold typology, is based on reviews of the
literature available and extensive interviews with informants which have

been described earlier. Only the larger congregations are categorised.

Chart 2.1: The Extent of Hierarchical Organisation of School Authorities

School

type

Relatively autono-

mous. Each school
is independent

(High Autonomy)

Likely Level of Autonomy of LocaI Principal

Large corporate
grouping, control

with moderate degree

of local autonomy

(e.g. Federations)

(Moderate Autonomy)

Large corporate grouping

with central directive

authority

(Low Autonomy)

Secondary (i) All lay Catholic Mercy Sisters (107) A* (Moderately Hierarchical)

Schools Presentation Srs. (50)

(N = 35) Charity (15)
(ii) Most single Some Diocesan Holy Faith (12)

schools owned by schools Louis (9)

religious orders De La Salle Brs. (17)

(N = 23) Patrician Brs. (8)

(iii) Protestant and Presentation Brs. (8)
other denomina- B* (Highly Hierarchical)

tional schools Jesuits (4)

(N = 23) Holy Ghost Fathers (6)

(iv) Most Diocesan Christian Brs. (83)

schools Dominican Srs. (10)
Loreto Srs. (10)

Vocational All vocational schools (2451

schools

Community/ Community and

Comprehensive Comprehensive

schools schools

(N = 56)

*B schools appear to be more tightly controlled and directed from the centre than A

schools.
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Autonomous Schools
There is no larger grouping: the individual school acts as an atttonomous

unit. Into this category fall the Protestant and intcrdenominationM schools,
the Jewish and Gcrman schools, the lay Catholic Secondary schools, and
the congregations with only a single school. The Principals of most lay
Catholic schools appear to have the greatest freedom of action, and are

answerable only to the parents of their pupils.
Although in some respects the Protestant school system is centralised --

by the administration of a number of joint committees -- each school, to a
very large extent, operates independently. Most have independent Boards of
Trustecs and Boards of Management, however. These, to a large extent, are
elected by and co-opted from parents and supporters of the school. Thc
Boztrd of Management appoints the Principal, usually, if lay, to a permanent
position. Once appointed, tbc Head has considerable antonomy, though less
so th,’ur with Catholic Secondary school Principals because s/he has a local
Board of Management to which many non-routine decisions would have to
be referred. And, of course, all major itcms of expenditure, all major altera-
tions of building, or of the teaching and schooling process, would have to be
agreed with the Board of Managcment.

Besides the Protestant schools most other "autonomous" schools are
owned and managed as single units and have therefore almost complete
autonomy - although in the case of some Diocesan schools the local Bishop
may retain considerable power in his own hands.

Moderate Incorporation (Federation)
There are a number of different school-owning authorities which fit with-

in this category: most Diocesan schools which are subject to episcopal control
and appointrnent of Principals, and religious organisations that are organised
as federations like the Mercy Sisters.

The most important group of schools in this category - in terms of number
of schools and pupils - are those run by the Mercy Order. To some extent,
like the Catholic Diocesan colleges for boys, the local Mercy congregations
ran their schools as part of an organisation over which the local Bishop had
the highest authority. Howcvcr, since the mid-1960s the Bishop no longer
exerts the same control as previously. Generally now all schools and convents
within a diocese have been consolidated under a single authority whereas
previously a number of Foundations existed within each diocese. There has
also been some movement towards interdiocesan organisations. Each dioccse
is now headed by a Mother General, who is empowered to transfer personnel
within the diocese.

Principals, like most other religious orders, arc appointed by the religious
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superiors for a period of 5-6 years. Many school Principals tend to have very
wide autonomy, with little interference from central attthority in the manage-
ment of the school. It is indeed sometimes said that Principals are appointed
to office on the basis of their adaptability, to maximise the benefits of local
autonomy. Even expenditures which require substantial sums of money, or
changes in structure of buildings, can be made locally. As well as the Principal,
Mercy schools tend to have, almost universally, a separate manager who has
financial responsibility. This manager is usually head of the local convent
and is appointed by the local Superior. Often managers have previously acted
as Principals, so that they and the local convent are available for consultation,
advice and SUl)port.

Loosely Hierarchical
Here, the school is a member of a broader grouping which has an effective

regional or national structure and hierarchical attthority, but one which is
not highly centralised. A large number of the major congregations involved
in education come into this category - Presentation, Charity and Holy Faith
Sisters; De La Sallc, Presentation and Patrician Brothers.

Presentation Sisters, the second largest women’s congn’egation, had similar
diocesan origins and active mission to the Sisters of Mercy, but became more
deeply subject to local episcopal attthority in the course of the nineteenth
century. Within the last decade, however, it has reorganised itself into two
provinces in lrcland, and through this escaped the boundaries of local episcopal
control. It is, therefore, a nationally organised and hierarchically controlled
body, unlike the Mercy congregation for instance. Although it is less hicr-
~u’ehically structured than the Christian Brothers, for example, personnel can
be moved from one convent and diocese to another, while school Principals
are appointed and transferred from one school to another.

Authority is invested in the religious Superior who appoints the Principal

¯ "dmost invariably for a 5-6 year term. The school has a separate manager-
bursar who is also appointed by the religious Superior. The manager is rarely
bead of the local convent, unlike in the case of the Mercy. Usually the manager
has had extensive experience of school management and, living in the same
eonamunity as the Principal, can generally offer advice and back-up for the
Principah Except for major expenditure and inajor structural aherations of
buildings, all schooling decisions can be made with high local school autonomy.

A similar comment is appropriate to the Irish Sisters of Charity and to the
Holy Faith Sisters. In the case of these congregations, some change has occurred
in the devolution of authority from a strong central office of Mother General
to local communities. Like the Sisters of Mercy, the Sisters of Charity have
many other involvements besides schools. The Sisters of Charity and the Holy
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Faith and Presentation Sisters all resemble the Sisters of Mercy in their

relative lack of surplus resources: all originated as indigenous congregations
concerned with the education of the poor, a point which is de~dt with more
fully in the next section.

The Sisters of the Holy Faith are similarly quite centrally organised,

operating on a national Provinclalate basis. The levels of authority run from
Mother General (national level) to Regional Superior but it is the Mother
General who appoints each school Principal, whose office is for an indefinite
period. There is a separate manager appointed to each school, with a clear
division of labour between her and the local Superior.

The Irish Sisters of Charity tend to be quite highly hierarchically organised
also. In Ireland, the Order operates as one unit, with a national Provincial.
Appointments of school Principals are made from within the Order, and last
for indefinite periods. The Principal, once appointed, has almost complete
autonomy except for the limited cases when high expenditure or building
aherations are necessary. The Principal is also aided by a separate school
manager or bursar, who is usually head of the local convcnt.

De La Salle Brotbers are organised as a national Provincialate, with a
national provincial and council structure. Their continental origins appear to
have inclined them towards relative freedom at local level, with subsequent
diminution of eentralising tendencies. It is the religious Superior of the local
house who acts as school manager, and who appoints the school Principal, an
appointment which is usually for a 6-year term. Most schooling decisions ark,
therefore, taken at a local level. On the other hand, De La Salle personnel
tend to be constantly mobile, and their well maintained link with the inter-

national congq’egation promotes openness to new ideas.
The Marist Brothers similarly operate on a national Provincialate basis,

and it is the Provincial who appoints the Principal-Manager of each school.
Once appointed, however, the Principal is relatively autonomous anad each
school more or less operates on an independent basis.

Presentation Brothers, Patrician Brothers and Brigidlne Sisters are all
indigenous congn’egations with a diocesan basis of organisation. The Presen-

tation Brothers are organised on a national Provincialate basis. Schools are
owned by the congregation’s Trustees. The national Provincial appoints
school Principals, whose terms of office tend to be an indefinite pcriod not
exceeding 10 years. The school has a separate manager (a member of the
Order), who is not usually the same person as the head of the local monastery.
By and large, however, local Principals appear to be quite autonomous in
the day-to-day running of the school.
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Highly Hierarchical

The religious institute is a well-organised corporate system, which is highly,
centralised under a single autholity. The chief exemplars of this mode of
organisation are the Christian Brothers or the Jesuits or Holy, Ghost Fathers.
The Dominican and Loreto Sisters are also somewhat similar.

The Christian Brothers, unlike most other indigenous orders, have always
been organised as a trans-diocesan congregation. They now form two pro-
vinces in Ireland, divided by a line running through Dublin city, westwards to
Galway. The congregation is tightly organised on a hierarchical national
basis. It is not under the control of local Catholic bishops; indeed, in its long
history, in Irish education, conflicts with local bishops have been quite frequent
(see Dowling, 1971). The activities of all members in each province are
monitored by the Provincial, with the aim of using each member with maxi-
mum efficiency. Members are regularly transfen’ed, and PrincipaIs usually,
spend 6 years in any 1 school. Constant turnover allows a regular reassessment
of achievements, and a fresh input from the new Principal. The Christian
Brothers arc not by any means the only congregation to ensure regular trans-
fers, but they are by, far the largest to do so. This requires a consistent and
standardised policy for their schools, and an efficient central authority to co-
ordinate transfers and oversee continuity. A school Principal, integn’ated into
this larger organisation, is necessarily very sensitive to the traditions and
methods of the Brothers. While educational innovation does not usually begin
at individual school level, widescale change can be implemented throughout
the system in a short period of time.

The Loreto and Dominican Sisters, both congregations of continental
origin which had adapted themselves to peculiarly Irish conditions, are not
as tightly organised as the Christian Brothers, but they do have a central Pro-
vincialate. Rather like the Holy, Ghost and Jesuit Fathers, individual Principals
have a good deaI of freedom, guided by the traditional ethos of their institute.
But transfer of personnel and, in some cases, financial co-operation between
schools, are centrally organised. The Dominican Sisters’ schools are more

highly geographically concentrated, facilitating informal as well as formal
contacts, but the Loreto schools have various other inter-school ties, such as
a common set of exams and a strong games league, which heighten the sense
of coq3orate identity.

The male clerical orders have a strong basis of autonomy and independence.
They are usually foreign in origin and international in structure, and sehooIs
they operate are often prestigious and fee paying-like those run by the
Jesuits and Holy Ghost Fathers. The Holy Ghost Order operates a single
national Provincialate, with, however, slightly less perceived centralisation of
power than in other religious orders with a similar structure. The formal
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governing structure of schools is much like that of other centralised orders
with a Principal appointed usually, from within the order for an indefinite
period, although at least 1 school has appointed a lay Principal. The Jesuits
also are organised on a national Provincialate basis. The Irish Provincial
appoints school Principals for a usu’,d 6-y, ear period. There is no school
manager apart from the Principal, and quite often a Board of Management is
referred to for most schooling decisions. In both cases, however, it is not so
much the centralising authority but the unifying ethos and educational
traditions of these Orders - including their obvious middle-class orientation
that has most influence on schooling practice.

This model of the corporate structure of religious orders and of the relative
autonomy of Principals is taken from previously published reports and from
interviews with knowledgeables. In the following table we give the results
from our interviews with the Principals of the various types of schools as to
their views of their relative autonomy,. The results strongly support the view
that Vocational and Community school Principals are much more tightly,
controlled by authority than the great majority of Secondary school Principals.
But they, do not support the hypothesis that the experienced degree of
autonomy of Secondary schools’ Principals conforms closely to their degree
of formal incorporation into hierarchically organised religious orders.

Both Vocational and Community school Principals are much more con-
strained by their need to refer many decisionson a regular basis, on budgetary
and other routine management matters, to their Boards or to the Chief
Executive Officer of the Vocational Education Committee. There are some
differences between counties and individual schools in thcse respects but,
relative to all Secondary schools, there are significantly greater controls on
their schooling management decisions than is true of all Secondary, scbools.
Only Principals in those Protestant schools wbich have school boards, or
schools run by religious orders with small numbers of schools but with a very
clear hierarchical (national Provincialate) structure are equally constrained
by superordinate authority.

Interestingly,, however, Principals in the Christian Brothers’ schools feel
almost as equally free of such intrusive authority as does the much less
hierarchically structured Mercy congregation. Except for major expenditure
items beyond the normal school budget, or other major decisions such as
aherations in school buildings or changes in subscriptions or fees, etc., most
such Principals feel free to make all other routine and non-routine decisions
within their own schools. Of course such Principals are appointed for a very
short period attd operate within the generally clearcut ambit of the order’s
educational philosophy and goals. So, compared to the management structure
of Vocational and Community schools -- where Principals are appointed for
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Table 2.1: Perceived Level of Autonomy of Principals in Schooling Decisions - in
Different Categories of SchooL~

School
Authority

Perceived Level of Autonomy of Principals°

1. Almost Completely
Autonomous, Except

for Major Budget
Changes, Building

Alterations. etc.
(Uigh)

2. Moderately
Autonomous Except

for Questions Like
Fees, Donations.

Budget. or Building
(Medium)

3. Has to Refer AlI Non-
Routine Items on a

Regular Bas~ to Board,
Executive or Religious

Superior
(Low)

Total

No. of
Schools

26

12
13
12

14

8
3
5

1. Vocational schools 0 12 14

2. Comprehensive/
Community schools 0 5 7

3. Mercy Order 9 3 l

4. Christian Brothers 8 3 I

6. Other Female Religious
Orders 1O 2 2

6. Other Male Religious
Orders                           5 I 2

7. Lay Catholic 0 2 I
8. Protestant schools O 2 1

Total 32 30 29 9 I

X2 = 40.09; df (collapsed to 12 cells) = 6; p < .001. Data on the Autonomy Scale for 4 schools incomplete.

*This is a highly reliable 6 item Guttman Scale (CR = .92; Coefficient of Scalability = .65) which ranges in score from 1.0
to 7.0. The 6 questions refer to the extent to which the Principal could make certain decisions themselves or had to refer
them to higher authorities: (i) 94 per cent and (ii) 93 per cent of Principals respectively said that they themselves made
decisions about subject additions to the curricula, provided they remained within the quota; as well as any changes neces-
saD, in the way they categorlsed or allocated pupils to classes: (iii) only 55 per cent, however, felt they could either increase
fees, or ask for (increases in) voluntary contributions from parents without referring to higher authorities; (iv) 44 per cent
said they could themselves decide to add other subjects to curricula if it involved expenditure above the quota; (v) only 28

per cent reported they could make major alterations in buildings without referring the matter; and (vi) only 6 per cent said
that the), could incur major expenditures above the normal budget without referring the matter to higher authorities. (See
Principal’s Interview Schedule, Q.19, Appendix I.)
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life, and there is no ovcrarching (total) institutional system to which they
belong and ~dthin which they have been intensely socialised - CBS Principals

are much more likely to share such schooling preconceptions and objectives
than are Vocational school Principals.

The experienced autonomy of Principals then gives us a somewhat different
ordering of school authorities than that given by the formal hierarchical
structure of their organisation. This is particularly obvious in the case of
Christian Brothers’ schools and Protestant schools. The former are. far less
directly constrained by their religious authority than the latter are by their
immediate school management board. So most serious but ongoing school-
ing management decisions do not have to be referred to any higher authority
by a CBS Principal, but have to be discussed with the Board by Principals in
Protestant schools. In fact, by and large, it is the presence of these school
level boards of management that exercises the main authority in most Secon-
dm’y schools, as well as in Community schools, not the superordinate religious
authority. As we shall sec latcr, however, being a member of such a large
hierarchically organised grouping clearly introduces consistencies in schooling
provision mad structure- which it is clear, however, cannot be directly
attributable to imperative control.

The Social Group Orientation and Educational Objectives of the Different
School Authorities

The basic education’,d objectives or philosophy of any public educational
body or of a religious organisation operating schools will amost inevitably
shape the values which underlie school Principals’ or school authorities’
decisions about curriculum content, subject options, ways in which pupils
are categorised and allocated to classes, etc. We have clearly dcmonstrated
this effect in regard to subject provision and allocation in our l)rcvious pub-
lication (Hannan, Breen et al., 1983). Individual school Principals or local
school decisionmakers do not normally refer such decisions to higher authority,
but make them in the light of those values and objectives to which implicit
consent has been given, and indeed, prolonged socialisation guaranteed, by
being a long-term member of a religious institute, etc.

Most religions institutes which operate Secondary schools were set up to
achieve quite specific missions: whether this be to provide a basic education
for the poor, the recruitment and training of young members of their own
order, the education of young ladies from mainly middle class backgrounds
in intellectual development and social accomplishments, or the development
of the intellectual abilities of their pupils to as high a level as possible. Equally
Vocational and Community/Cornprehensive schools were set up to achieve
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quite specific social and educational objectives and have quite clearcut char-
tering missions.

Even though the original inspirational ideals of a religious institute may
no longer enliven present educational practice in any detail, it will neverthe-
less have shaped the development and received culture of the organisation.
The pressures to which all schools are now subject, to prepare pupils as well
as they can for the public examinations, have had a clear effect on most
educational organisations. Thc rapid decline in recruitment to religions orders,

as well as the rapid increase in pupil and teacher numbers has clearly diffused
the influence of such fotmding charters on current school practice. In addition
nlany religious organisations involved in education have recently radically
revised their educational charters. Still the weight of historical adaptations
of founding objectives is bound to have a very significant influence on the
design of educational processes.

The educational priorities of a religious institute and the social stratum
from which its pupils are drawn are generally closely correlated. This may be
affirmed explicitly by an institute. More commonly, however, individual
schools maintain opemaess of access but, where a choice of school exists
within a locality, parental perceptions of the character of the corporate
group to which each school belongs and the type of education it provides,
usually ensures that a local division of labour emerges amongst schools which
diffcrentiates pupils by thcir social group of origin and type of education
provided. This is so particularly where there is a clear social choice -- between
Vocational and Secondary schools for instance. But even where two or more
religious orders operate locally such a social division of labour usually
emerges according to parental perceptions of the different schools’ traditions.

Protestant schools, not being as locality-bound as others for clientele, are
somewhat less subject to parental assessments of this kind. Such schools pro-
vide for a small, specific religious group which, ahhough represented in all
social strata, are dominantly middle class, even upper middle class, in com-
position.

Vocational schools in their origins and founding objectives were clearly
designed for the education of working class, small farm or lower middle class
pupils who either could not afford to, or were not suitably qualified for,
Secondary education, and their teaching objectives and curricula were clearly
designed to achieve very practical and short-term vocational objectives. And,
by and large, as their numbers expanded in most local attthority areas from
the 1930s to the mid-1960s their role expanded to fill a social and educational
vacuum left by the private Secondary schools: i.e., small towns and open
country areas not serviced by Secondary schools. The), also gradually assumed
educational goals and tasks oriented to manual-technical and apl)renticcship
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style training for boys and commercial, sera’ice and domestic science specialities
for girls. Their assumption of the full second-level educational functions after
1967- when the’,’ were first allowed to educate their pupils for the more
academic Intermediate and Leaving Certificate examinations-has usually
meant that they gradually comprehensified their curricula and instructional
progq’ammes as their pupil numbers increased. In most respects now large
Vocational schools are very little different from Comprehensive schools.

The Comprehensive and Comnaunity schools, although varying somewhat
in their governing struciure and educational objectives, are both comprehen-
sive schools which are usually located as sole schools within a local catchment
area. They are. therefore, consciously comprehensive in curricular objectives
and aim to serve all social groups and ability levels within the comnaunity.
And as can be seen in our previous publication (Hannan, Breen et al., 1983,
p. 90) they generally have a much wider social mix of pupils than other
schools. Their original "charter" cmphasised comprehensiveness in intake
with no selection. It explicitly discouraged streaming and banding practices
and encouraged the erosion of the academic/technical differentiation of the
curriculum within schools (Atkinson, 1969, pp. 170-172; Coolahan, 1981,

pp. 195, 218-220). As an official parental advisory publication put it in
1969:

Students in these schools are not "streamed". That is to say we do

not find separate classes for clever students, or moderately good
students, or slow students. Most students, after all, are good at
some things and not so good at others. Instead of "streaming" the
students, the comprehensive school puts them into middle or "non
streamed" classes. (Department of Education, 1969, p. 28)

As we shall see later in this case, as in many others, although the ideal is riot
achieved it does have a clear impact on schooling decisions.

Any school authority’s educational orientation, whether religious or
secular, develops out of its original founding aims, although particular his-
torical circumstances along the way may have redirected the course of its
mission and its working objectives. None the less, many of the differences
which ;ire observable between the educational philosophies of contemporary
religious orders, can be accounted for by differences in their original founding
aims. There are three main elements of importance in any school authority’s
educational philosophy:

(a) the clientele to which the authority directs itself,
(b) the educational]social goals it pursues, and
(c) the educational or cltrriculum content which it deems appropriate

for this clientele.
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These three elements are, in fact, mutually dependent. The clientele largely
dictates the educational/social objectivcs sought its well as the curricular
emphasis, while the curriculum often implies a particular clientele.

In regard to the clientele, the initial aims of a religious order or other

school authority tended to define who was to be educated. This may have
been a very explicit primary goal of time authority: e.g., its in the case of thosc
orders set up specifically to educate and improve time conditions of time poor
(e.g., time Mercy and Presentation Sisters and the Christian Brothers). Thosc
orders involved in time education of the middle or upper middle class tended,
on time other hand, not to primarily define their clientele in these terms, rather
such a clientele followed on as a resuh of other more primary aims. For
example, many orders’ educational involvcments were embarked upon with
the intention of perpetuating or instilling in their pupils certain values rang-
ing from individual character development to the valuc of cultural pursuits
(e.g., Ursuline). Othcr ordcrs had specific educational goals such as the
achievement of vcr3’ high intellectual or cuhtu’al standards among their pupils,
e.g., Socicty’ of Jesus, Dominican Sisters. The identification of these orders’
schools with such values and goals attracted, as a rule, a more secure middle
class clientcle, while thc primacy of these goals implied a lcss pragmatic
curricuhml than that offered to the poor by the orders discussed earlier.

Other orders became involved in education in order to find and prepare
suitable recruitment material for their own organisations, thus implying a
largely middle to lower middle class pupil body, (e.g., the Dioccsan colleges
and Holy Ghost Fathers). But other teaching orders were specifically invited
into Ireland to educate uppcr middle class pupils who previously had sent
their children to Catholic boarding schools in England (e.g., Lorcto, Sacrcd
Heart, Religious of Christian Education, cte.).

In the following chart we attempt a classification of educational authorities
by their social group orientation. We would like to stress that we make no
claim for complctc accuracy in this classification. It is being proposed for
analytical purposes only in order to explore time undcrlying reasons for cur-
ricular and schooling process differences antongst schools. The information
from which it was constructed comes from a nuntber of sources: historical
analyses of thc origins of h’ish second-level education (Corish, 1971; McEIli-
gott, 1966; Atkinson, 1969); from documents and histories of individual
orders (e.g., Fitzpatrick, 1945; Burke-Savage, 1950); by interviews with
informed persons from the individual religious orders and educational bodics,
and finally our formal intcrviews with 95 school Principals. In the following
chart then we classify all of the main cducational authorities by their pre-
dominant social class orientation and their primary curricular emphases.

Besides the relatively greater size of their clientele, Secondary schools
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have a much older lineage than Vocational or Comprehensive/Community
schools and will thcrefore be dealt with first.

As can be seen from Chart 2.2, and we hope to demonstrate below, Irish
Secondary schools are quite clearly differentiated by thcir mission or their
social, education’,d and religious objectives. Some religious orders - like the
Christian Brothers or the Mercy and Presentation orders - were specifically
founded to educate the poor, the illiterate and ignorant; or, as the Mercy
Constitution puts it, "for the relief, education and protection of the poor".
For most of their history and using most of their resources they concentrated
their efforts on basic or primary education of the very young. It was only
from the end of the nineteenth century onwards-and particularly from
the inception of the Intermediate Education Act of 1878 - that they started
to provide Secondary education, many of their "Secondary" schools indeed
being additions ("Secondary Tops") to their own primary schools.

So the founding objectives of the Christian Brothers, Presentation and
Patrician Brothers and of the Mercy and Presentation Sisters, were to sera,e
the interests of the Irish small farm or working class poor. In all areas religious
education was very important- particularly in the context of the fear of
proselytism which persisted long after the Penal Laws were relaxed or
abolished. For such orders, therefore, both formal religious teaching and
moral education were very important objectives (Atkinson, 1969).

The female congregations, like those of Mercy or Presentation, however,
although stressing religious education to the same extent as their male col-
leagues, tend in recent times to phrase it more in terms of personal and moral
development goals, and within the context of a pastoral care programme.

For most religious congregations concerned with working class and lower
middle class girls’ and boys’ education, a division does exist between both
sexes’ education in terms of the educational and wider socialisation priorities
being pursued: that for boys’ education being far more pragmatic, formal
and catcgoric; that for girls’ education being more directed toward moral and
personal development and interpersonal adjustment.

Unlike these congregations the Diocesan colleges have always bccn almost
exclusively second-level schools, originally devised as junior seminaries. Al-

though having no cle~cut social class orientation their academic and economic
requirements were such that their clientele were dominated by the sons of
middle sized to larger farmers and of thc urbma middle or lower middle
classes. Their curricuhtm emphasised the teaching of the classics yet, as
Atkinson (op. cit., p. 59) says, the model used was, unlike the English grammar
school, based on the classical tradition of French educationalists, emphasising
as well as the classics, French, History and natural philosophy.

Finally, a number of Secondary schools were specifically set up to serve
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the educational needs of the middle classes. Some religious orders like
Loreto, Sacred Heart or the Religious of Christian Education were specifi-
cally asked in by members of the Catholic hierarchy to take care of the
educational needs of their middle class church members. Others, like the
Ursulines oz" St. Louis or the Jesuits, etc., because of their continental dedi-
cation to the education of the middle classes (indeed to an upper middle
class clientele) came in and acquired equally exclusive clientele.

In all these latter cases the curricula and teaching/instructional al~proach
emphasises the pursuit of academic exccllence or intellectual goals, the
devclopment of individual judgement and responsibility and, in the case of
girls’ education, the development of accomplishments and social graces.

The above characteristics of the different religious orders and secular
organisations involved in education is taken from the published literature on
the subject and informal interviews with knowledgeables. (See Hannan,
Brecn et al.. 1983, pp. 23-30.) Wc can, howevcr, chcck the validity of that
characterisation from the information gathered in our national smweys of
Intermediate and Leaving Certificate pupils in post-primary schools, and
from our extended inteta, icws with Principals. In gcneraI, as wc will see
below, these independent data sources strongly supported the above con-
clusions. First the actual social class composition of the different pupil
bodies within schools is described. And finally the explicit educational aims
and objectives of school decisionmakers is explored.

Social Class Composition and Educational Disability Characteristics of

Different School Authorities

The proportion of each authority’s student hody who are from working
class hackgn’ounds is taken as an index of the actual or "operative" social
group orientation of that Order oz" sector. This information is from the

extensive inten’iews which were carried out with pulgils in Intermediate
Certificate classes in a national survey of second-level schools in 1981. (See
Hannan, Brecn et al., 1983, pp. 27-29.) These cstimates of the social class
ch,’u’actcristics of pupils in the different schools are somewhat biassed in that
almost 10 per cent of pupils had left schools before their IntermediateCer-
tificatc yem’. Such early dropouts, however, arc highly selective of working
class children and children in Vocational schools (see Breen. 1984). As a
result, the figures, if anything, understatc the extent of class differentiation
that occurs amongst schools - mainly overstating the class characteristics of
pupils in Vocational and working class Secondary schools. The rcsults are
given in Table 2.2 bclow.

It is very elc,’u" that \;ocational schools and Community schools eater pre-
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Table 2.2: Proportion of lntermedlate Certificate Pupils from Working Class Backgrounds
by School Type[Order. Sample of Intermediate Certificate Pupils, 1981. (Working class =

pupils whose fathers had skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled manual occupations)

Christian Sisters of All Iligh Status
Other" Other~ Lay

Vocational Community Brothers Mercy and Reli~Kous Orders
Status Status Catholic

Schools Schools Presentation and Protestant
Schools Male Female Schools

Sisters Secondary Schools

%

54..7                  50.6               27.1                  41.2 9                        28 47.6 25.8

N

(~10)      (715)    (970)    (1,346) (354) (279) (768) (231)

*Other status male (religious) orders ffi Presentation, D¢ La Salle, Mafist Brothers and Diocesan schools.
Other status female (religious) orders = Holy Faith, Brigidine. jesus and Mar). orders. Ilish status orders
-Jesuit, Holy Ghost, Sacred Heart, etc., orders.

dominantly for a working class clientelc with over half the pupils in both
schools coming from working class backgrotmds. Had pupils from poor farm-
ing backgrounds been included, the ratio would bc closc to two-thirds.
Interestingly Secondary schools run by nnns whose orders arc chartered to
serve thc interests of the poor have ahnost equally high levels of working
class pupils - the Mercy, Presentation, Holy Faith, Brigidinc, Charity, etc..
Orders. Obviously the expansion of their educational role from the late
1960s onwards has meant that these schools incorporated more working
class girls into their schools than did Vocational schools.

Amongst the rnalc religious orders both the Christian Brothers’ schools
and other religious orders dedicated to the education of the poor had sub-
stantially Iowcr proportions of working class pupils than have the relevant
femalc orders. As was made clear in otlr previous study these schools did not
expand their facilities and rmmbers after 1967 at the same pace or in the same
way as did thosc schools run by nuns (Hannan, Brecn et al., 1983, pp. 53-59),
and Vocational schools held their share of male post-primary school entrants.
While the numbers of Secondary school girls morc than donbled in the 10
years after 1967, tile number of Secondary school boys wcnt up only by
arotmd 60 per cent. Over time, in f,:tct, while girls’ Secondary schools expanded
rapidly to include working class and lower ability, pupils, boys’ Secondary
schools did not to tile same extent and, in some schools, became increasingly
selective in intake on ability grounds.

Many schools, on the othcr hand, which had historically’ dircctcd their
activities toward the upper middle class - most Protestant Secondary schools
and schools run by certain religious orders like the Jesuits-quite clearly
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achieve their objectives. There is minimal working class representation in
their schools. In our sample it is only in these few schools which, despite
their original chartering objective, came into the "Free Scheme" after 1967
that one now finds such students.

The general view of the social class orientation of these different school

authorities, therefore, which come from our review of their origins and
charters is strongly supported by these findings and is further witnessed by
the following resuhs in the severity of numeracy and literacy problems pre-
valent within these different school types. These data are estimates given by
school Principals and cross-checked against estimates given by the Career
Guidance Teacher (see Questionnaire, Appendix l, Qs. 71 and 72).

Vocational schools particularly face very serious disability problems
amongst their pupil intake -- with over 2 out of 3 Principals reporting that
over 15 per cent of their pnpil intake - had serious numeracy and literacy
problems. This is about ten times the proportion reported as present in
Christian or Presentation Brothers’ schools as well as in all high status Catholic
and Protestant schools. Both Community schools and those operated by the
Mercy and Presentation Orders have the next most serious disability pro-
blems; again indicating quite clearly the "open school" policy, of both school

types, as well as the openness or dedication of the latter two religious orders
to poor or working class pupils’ education. Many of the other religious orders
dedicated to the education of the poor have equally serious educational
problems in their school intake but the number of schools in our sarnple
is too small to identify any of these.

Both sets of results, therefore, strongly support our earlier conclusions
about the social class "bias" of the different school authorities. Vocational
schools are clearly serving a highly residual class and educational clientele --
dominantly working class pupils, a high proportion of whom have serious
numeracy and literacy problems. Community schools are comprehensive in
their class intake and in a higher than average educational problem intake.
But those female religious orders who have oriented their apostolate to the
education of the poor have almost equal levels of working class and educa-
tional disability rates. On the other hand boys’ Secondary, schools, particularly
those run by male religious orders, are the most highly selective, even many,
of these orders which are directed toward the needs of the poor. And, finally,
at the opposite end of the continuum to Vocational schools, are the small
number of exclusive upper middle class Secondary schools with very few
educational disability, problems.

So, in their actual behaviour, those orders of nuns whose chartering objec-
tives gave priority to the eclucation of the poor and the deprived appear
generally, to have implemented their objectives- i.e., Mercy, Presentation,
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Table 2.3: Number and Percentage of Schools Principals who Estimate that Over 15 Per
Cent of the Pupil Intake Have Serious Numeracy and Literacy Problems (iV = 92,

relevant information is unavailable from three schools. Source: Principals’ Interviews.)

No. (%) of Schools Mercy/ CBS]
High Status

Other
Who IIave More Vocational Community

Presentation Presentation

Catholic Orders Secondaot

Than15%ofPupil Schools Schools
Nuns Brothers

andProtestant Schools
Intake With Schools

(i) Serious            17 5 6 1 1 6
Literacy (71%) (42%) (40%) (7%) (10%) (18%)
Problems

(ii) Serious            16 6 6 l 0 6
Numcracy (67%) (50%) (40%) (7%) (0) (35%)
Problems

Total Number of
Schools 24 12 15 14 10 17

p~.OOl.

Charity, etc. That these outcomes were not chance or unplanned outcomes

became veD, clear in the course of our interviews with their school Principals.

Of 18 school Principals who were members of the Mercy, Presentation and

Charity orders 12 explicitly emphasised that the main mission of the order

was toward the poor, underprivileged or deprived and linked their school

policy to providing for that goal. In addition to an original written charter

many of these 12 emph~ised the live nature of that commitment by emphasis-

ing the extent to which it had been discussed and emphasised at the local

diocesan or regional chapters of the order as well as the recent updating of

official documents which had empbasised this socially directed role.

Of the 14 interviews with the Principals of Christian Brothers’ and Presen-

tation Brothers’ schools in only 3 cases was the current objective of "educating

the poor" emphasised - as in "a bias toward educating the poor". But in 5

other interviews the Principals emphasised the original founding charter’s

bias toward the poor, bot then explained that changes in circumstances

occurred which had gradually shifted the bias toward the middle classes. In

the remaining 5 cases no explicit mention was made of these foundation aims

at all. It was clear, however, that in a majority of interviews these founding

aims constitutcd a living and potentially delegitimising set of unrealised values,

with 2 Principals saying that many Brothers believed that the order ought to

go back to and serve its founding aims, while a number of others provided

explicit rationalisations for allowing this departure from the fotmding aim:

i.e., the extension of the value to covcr"poverty of spirit", changes in the
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social class characteristics of local catchment areas after the school was
established, the tong-term effects of the academic curricular bias, etc. Clcarly,
therefore, ahhough there has been a loss of commitment or ability to imple-
ment the founding goals or values of these orders they do constitute serious
objectivcs for a minority, and a source of disquiet for a majority. Compared
to the equivalent female orders, however, these chartering vah~es cannot
generally be regarded as actual or operative goals of school management and
this is very clear in the pupil clientele catered for by the Brothers.

Ideological Orientations

Principals were also interviewed about their schools’ educational objectives
and meaos used for attaining objectives-3 open ended questions with 2
supplementaries (i.e., 5 in all) being asked (Questions 9, 10, 1 I in Principal’s
Interview Schedule, Appenciix l). The responses to these questions were
coded and statistically analysed and y, ielded 3 separate and very clearcut
"factors" or scales which summarise the scored responses of Principals

across the 5 separate questions. These 3 goal orientations and linked curricular
arrangements gave priority to: (i) religious-moral education; (ii) instrumental-
pragmatic education; (iii) pastoral-care or personal development goals and
arrangements to achieve these goals. Other educational priorities or goals
were mentioned but these were mentioned by small minorities, or conversely
by pluralities in ways which did not yield reliable indices. For cxample,
"intellectual development" goals were given priority’ by less tban 10 per cent
of Principals, and "socialisation" goals - whicb emphasised teaching/learning
for participation in active citizenship roles- were emphasised by about a
third of Principals. But irt both cases their relationship to other related "goals"
and to school type yielded no consistent patterns.

When the 8 separate categoriesof schools are collapsed to yield a sufficient
number of respondents for statistical purposes these 3 dimensions of Princi-

pals’, or school authorities’, goal orientations exhibit quite d~stil’~ct patterhs.
Vocational school Principals have different goals to Community/Comprehen-
sive and Secondary school Principals, while schools run by female religious
orders have equally distinct orientations to Principals in Christkua Brothers’

or other boy’s’ schools (see Table 2.4).

"Christian Education"
The setting of "Christian Education" as a goal and the specific provision

of formal courses of religious and moral instructlma are given priority as a
very importzmt goal fro" most religious orders involved in education. It is
emphasiscd or treated in different ways by different organisatioos, however.
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fable 2.4: Educational Ideologi.’s" by School T).pe - Summary Table. ?.rumber of School Principals of Each School

Fype Who Ernphaslsed (i) Chrlst~on/Moral Edueallon: (;i) Pe,o~l Deuelopment/Pastoral Care GoalJ: ((ii) Pratmatic-
Instrumental Goals. (5core of 0 " Value Not Menlioned; 2 " Mentioned Twice at Least)

,genie

SeoFe
[1) Chr~stlan~ 7(2.29

Mor~l 0 25 i I 2 2 6 8 I 0 df * 5

E~lo~tion P < .001.
I I I 4 $ ~ 4 $           4 (S¢ortt 1+2 ¢ollAp..r,.

Forre~I
+ t;lmtller cat ~goriet

Reli~ous 2 0 0 8 0 3 4 0 $ co[lapted)

Ptorlmraet

Total 26 I 2 14 5 1 l 16 4 7

(11) pertonal X~ = IG’5

De~.elopm~nt 0 1 I 0 7 0 4 2 0 1 df. 5

GoLIs p <.01

+ l 8 4 $        2 ~ 5 I 2 (Scorer I+2 cotluple(

pastont] + tmallcr ~-ategorle$

Care 2 7 $       4 3 2 9 3 4 collaps¢d)

Progr~mmcl --

’rotaJ 26 t2 14 5 11 16 4 T

Over 90 per cent of Vocational :and Community school Principals did not
mention it either as a goal or a curricular provision in response to any of the

3 relevant questions. This does not mean, obviously, that religious/moral
education is not provided - it is in all schools; but it is not a burning issue or
preoccupation with these Principals as it is in most Secondary schools (67
per cent of all Secondary school Principals mention it).

That the articulation of such goals is not an indication of whether a religious
education of any kind is provided within schools becomes clear when we
compare girls’ Secondary schools with boys’. ]t is, in fact, in boys’ schools
that specifically formal rellgious/moral instruction is IllOSt emphaslsed, nOt
in girls’ schools. This is particularly so in Christian Brothers’ schools where
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formal religious/moral instruction is emphasised in all schools - with formal
provision emphasised in the curriculum and timetable. Only in some of the
female religious orders dealing with working class or lower middle cIass
pupils is there an equivalent emphasis on religious instruction. But, as we
shall see, even here it is provided in a rather different context than in most
boys’ or CBS schools. The Mercy and Presentation Orders place much less
emphasis on formal religious instruction per se, emphasising that religious]
moral development should take place within the context of personal develop-
ment programmes. So, it is mainly male religious orders with lower middle
or upper working class clientele that gives this goat highest priority. Schools
run by female religious orders and schools catering for upper middle class
clientele give it much less priority. The publicly-owned schools give it least
priority. In the latter case, of course, formal religious instruction is often
given by religious teachers from outside the school.

Personal Development and Pastoral Care
Personal development goals and pastoral care programmes are most de-

veloped in Community schools, girls’ Secondary schools and indeed most
Secondary schools run by female religious orders. Almost 2 out of 3 such
schools place substantial emphasis (mentioned twice or more) on such
objectives and attempt to provide relevant pastoral care programmes. They
are least emphasised in Vocational schools and in boys’ Secondary schools,
particularly those oriented toward catering for working class or lower middle
class pupils. The chartering objectives of specific religious orders- par-
ticularly female orders dealing with girls’ education or coeducation - appear
to emphasise personal development goals and link these in many cases to
religious/moral development. Community schools as a group, on the other
hand, being so recently established, have developed an explicit formal policy
on pastoral care provision and such programmes are most developed in these
schools. They are, on the other hand, of least significance in Vocational
schools - except in the large ones, as well as in Christian Brothers’ schools.
In both cases pragmatic or instrumental goals, or goals which place priority
on maximising educational achievement are most emphasised, and in these
cases moral or religious education[development are not explicitly linked with
personal development or pastoral care programmes. Such moral or religions
education linkages with personal development programmes are clearly
evident, however, in the few upper middle class boys’ Secondary schools in
our sample. In these respects, therefore, ideological differences between
schools are quite marked.
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Pragmatic/Instrumental Goals
Vocational school Principals ill particular are highly instrumental and

i)ragmatic in their goals and curricular planning: placement in jobs, a basic
education for most pupils (who generally are not seen as "high fliers") is
the main operative goal of these schools. Nineteen of the 26 Vocational
schools clearly emphasised these goals. Community school Principals come
closest to this level of priority on instrumental goals. But only 3 out of 12
such Principals accord it the highest priority. All Secondary school Prin-
cipals place it at much lower priority and there is not much variation amongst
Secondary schools in these respects. Schools run by religious orders with
missions to educate the poor, and with objectively higher levels of educational
disability in their pupil intake, do place higher priority on this goal but this
difference is not very significant. Also male orders place slightly higher
emphasis on it than female orders but again the differences are not very
significant. Even dealing with the same social class intake and similar educa-
tional disability problems there appear to be, therefore, clearcut differences
between the Second,-u’y and the publicly-owned schools, between the male
and female religious orders, and between orders with different chartering
objectives.

To summarise, therefore, Vocational schools place a high priority on
pragmatioinstrumental curricular and instructional goals, and significantly
less emphasis than most other schools - particularly Community schools -
on personal development goals. Like Community schools, however, Vocational
school managements place less explicit emphasis on formal religious instruc-
tion. The main difference between the two publlcly-owned school types thus
relate to tile much greater emphasis on formal pro~,q’ammes of pastoral care
in Community schools and a much greater pragmatic-instrumented bias in
Vocational schools. Peculiarly, providing a "Christian Education" is a much
more salient goal for some male religious orders -- particularly the Christian
Brothers. And in their case it is less linked to personal development concerns
than is true of female religious orders or religiously-run schools catering for
upper middle class pupils. Equally a more instrumental bias is evident in
their case. Schools catering for upper middle class pupils generally emphasise
intellectual and personal development goals, and link religious/moral instruc-
tion to these. Their education also appears to be less directed toward immediate
educational/occupational outcomes or the achievement of pragmatic/
instrumental goals than to long-term intellectual development, etc. The
former goals are most emphasised in schools catering for working class pul)ils
or pupils being sponsored for upward mobility.

Besides school type, therefore, there is an extremely clearcut correlation
between the social class composition of tile pupil body in a school and prag-
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matic curricular goals (Table 2.5). Almost 60 per cent of schools which are

dominantly working class in composition (Categories 5 and 6) have pro-

nounced pragmatic/instrumental goals, compared to around 10 per cent of

schools which are dominantly middle class in composition (Categories I. and

2). Equally working class schools are much less likely, to emphasise formal

religious instruction and somewhat less likely also to give priority to personal

development goals and pastoral care programmes, tile latter mainly a reflection

of their predominantly vocational nature.

Table 2,5: Summary Table of Relationships Between the Median Social Class of Schools’

Pupil Bod)~ and the Principals’ Curricular Objectives/Prioritles. Proportion of Principals
Not Mentioned, or Eraphasising, Each Curricular Goal

(N = 94 schools total Insufficient information to characterise 1 PrincipaL)

Relative Priorities Given to
Different Educational

Objectives~Goals

Median Social Class of Pupil Body

1 2 3 4 5 6

Upper
Middle Lower

Upper
Working

Lower
Middle Middle ;Forking Working

Class
Class Class

Clas~ Class Class

(1) Christian Education and
Formal Religious Instruction:
(i) Not mentioned = .29 .39 ,41 .57 .90 1.00
(ii) Mentioned 2+ times = .14 .39 .26 .17 .05 0

(2} Personal Development/
Pastoral Care Goals:
(i) Not mentioned = .14 .31 ,26 .55 .21 .~,0
(ii) Memioned 2+ times = .51 .38 ,56 .18 .47 .40

(3) Pragmatic Curricular Goals:
(i) Not mentioned = .57 .54 ,48 .22 .26 0
(ii) Mentioned 2+ Limes = .14 .08 .26 .35 .53 .80

Number of Schools: 7 13 27 23 19 5

While religious instruction is least emphasised in schools which have work-

ing class pupils - mostly Vocational schools, it is most emphasised in boy, s’

lower middle or middle class schools - mainly Christian Brothers’ schools as

we have seen. There is no consistent linear relationship between the median

social class of the pupil body and personal development or pastoral care pro-

grammes -- unlike the other two goal correlations. These depend much more

on the particular school authority, or the sex of pupils as t, ve have seen --
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mainly Community schools and girls’ Convent schools.
Comparing schools, therefore, which cater mainly for upper middle class

with those which cater for lower working class pupils we see that the fortner
are mainly religious run and academically directed Secondary schools which
emphasise academic, educational achievement goals; and which generally link
personal development programmcs to religious/moral education. The latter

are predominantly public schools which emphaslse highly instrumental or
pragmatic educational (instructional) goals, and they usually separate fortnal
religious instruction from pastoral care programmes. These latter proga’ammes
tend to be well developed for working class pupils only in the Community
schools or in some Mercy/Presentation schools. The predonlinant goal or
value orientations, therefore, of Irish post-primary schools provide quite
distinct school environments for male and fcmale pupils from different social
classes.

Conclusions

There is a wide institutional diversity in Irish post-primary education,
with three main sectors- Secondary, Vocational, Comn~unity. The latter
two school types have charters that are quite distinct from those of the
Secondary/grammar schools, in general tending to be both more vocational
and more comprehensive in nature. Within the Secondary sector a wide range
of organlsations exist with distinct educational orientations and client charac-
teristics. There appears, also, to be a close interrelationship between a school’s
"charter", its educational goals or ideology, its client selection characteristics
and the educational and social I)lacement role which these schools serve.
Three main variables, however, appear to mainly determine how school
organisations are likely to translate their objectives into school programmes:
the gender and social class characteristics of the clientele, as well as the
related principal "social placement" or social mobility role served by the
school. A third factor, however, appears to be almost equally as important
- the nature of the educational philosophy guiding the organisation: with
the same sex and social class mix, Vocational schools and the Presentation
Order, for instance, are likely to provide quite different types of education.
Of course these latter institutional and ideological differences amongst
schools to a large extent also influence the gender, social class, and ability
selectivities of schools.

The founding charters and the rather particular histories of these different
school authol-ities, combined with their diverse emergent roles, have resuhed
in quite divergent groups of schools with varying clienteles, educational
objectives as well as operative goals. We can crudely summarise these school
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organisational differences in the following way, as well as indicate their
consequences for educational differentiation (Chart 2.3).

Cht~tian Brothe~t F~anded Io ¢duott c the poor.
and Prctcrt~ttJon G¢ nend it mdemi¢ CdUC~tlion
Brothcrt however provldccL GntduaJ

cm¢qtenc¢ 0f iporutored
mbUity rGIc. for able upper
wockin| CbU~ and to’~
rmdcB¢ dam bc*f t.

M~rcy SL$cers ~nd F~nded to educate� ~h¢
Prctenuttion Shi©rl poor, Girb’ Cdu~ttion at

Broad t~ dicnlel¢ II~&h Moderate p~*babillty
wlzh ¯ low I~*r~cnt~l~ of of dif fcrcntht t kin.
upper mlddl¢ cl~ pu!~t~.

Modcrt t ely hi&h perc~ntat.e
o[ cduclt ~onaUy deprived
pu pib. though lets to th~n
V~at¢io ntl $choob,

|l~hly academic ir~vidual, Upper mid die dxtt. ~md Low to vc~/ low pr~-
bm tnd individual ~chkve* t~pi~ nl upper told die cb.u. babi[izy of dif fce~r~
ment ttr~.d, p~rud ibltlon,
dev¢lopnwnt abo cm~.

These quite distinctive types of schools with their diverse origins and
distinct objectives strengthen the argument put forward in Chapter 1 for
institutional or euhural rather than "technic~d-rational" factors explaining
why individual schools vary in their differentiation strategies. On purely
technical grounds we would expect that the greatest differentiation would

occur in schools showing greatest variation in their intake on social class,
ability and educational disability groonds, as well as in schools with greatest
variation in their "planned outputs"-i.e., in Group Certificate classes
being prepared for entry to apprenticeships, etc., Intermediate classes being
prepared for entry to clerical training coorses, and Lcaving Certificate classes
being prepared for University entry, etc. In this sense Comprehensive/Corn-
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munity schools, or the larger Vocational schools should show greatest
variation in the schooling process. For institutional and ideological reasons,
however, we have hypothesised that differentiation will in fact be greater in

schools whose main aim or acquired objective is to select and sponsor an
elite of pupils - particularly male pupils - from their intake for upward
social mobility, who are assigned "favoured treatment" so to speak. These
schools, therefore, are not necessarily more diverse in the origins or abilities
of their pupil intake, indeed they are likely to be less diverse in social class
and pupil intake than most Vocational, Comprehensive or Convent schools.
Obviously, variation in "technical characteristics" of pupil intake as well as
variation in projected or planned output will have an effect on "differential
treatment" strategies; but the quite diverse origins, roles and functions of
our second-level school system, described in this chapter, clem’ly indicate
that such institutional differences are likely to have even greater effect on
strategies of schooling differentiation. In the following chapter we examine
the extent to which different elements of the schooling differentiation pro-
cess fit together to form a coherent set, and in Chapter 4 ’,qe return to
examine the extent to which our hypothesised relationship between insti-
tutional factors and greater differentiation actually holds.



Chapter 3

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SCHOOLhVG PROCESS

The first objective of this chapter is to derive a valid and reliable typology
of the schooling process: to find out what the underlying similarities are
amongst the different variables involved in the schooling process, and to "fit"
thern to a limited set of types. A similarity or "affinity of form" is postulated
as existing amongst a set of variables which define schooling: the way the
pupil "raw material" is categorised, the packaging and allocation of the curri-
culmn, the nature of the "search process" employed by teachers and pupils
in fitting the curriculum to individual pupil’s needs, etc. Once we have derived
a vJid and reliable typology ave can then examinc its antecedents ("causes")
and its consequences.

Initially three sets of variables defining the "classes of action" taken by
schools appear most relevant: (i) the nature and extent of categorisation
("streaming") of the pupil intake; (ii) the nature and extent of curricular
differentiation - the different "treatments" allocated to different categories
of pupils; and (iii) the extent of openness of the "search process" amongst
pupils, teachers and parents in deciding on subject and level choices as well
its in final occupational choices. Before procccding to examine the nature of
the relationship between these three sets of variables we first describe the
way in which we mcasured each variable as well as the quite widc variation
that exists amongst our sample of schools in all of thcse respects.

Variation in the "Schooling Process"

"rhe cletailed study of schools can’ied out for our earlier paper (Hannan,
Breen et al.. 1983) provides the hasic data for this report. In that projectlt

national sample of 95 schools was studied in detail - and it is the data taken
from the extensive interviews with school Principals and Career Guidance
Teachers that provide the evidence for this report. A copy of the main inter-
view schedule concerned is provided in Appendix 1. In the following ave pro-
vide a brief outline of the kind of data available which will be used to devise

68
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measures of the overall schooling process, so as to derive a valid and reliable
typolog3’ of the work processes actually used by schools.

As we have already, indicated three "schooling process" variables are of
interest-(i) the nature and rigidity of categorisation of pupils; (ii) the
extent of differentiation of the curriculum as it is applied to different cate-
gories of pupils; and (iii) the extent of subject/level choice left to individual
l)upils, their parents and individual subject teachers.

Pupil Categorisations
Initially, in applying Perrow’s "materials technology" theory to an analysis

of second-level schools, the main variable of concern is the way in which
the "raw materials", (i.e., the pupils), are defined: whether the pupil is seen

as unique, as a little understood entity, as an "exceptional case"; or whether
the pupil is defined in narrow "educable" terms (in terms of some notions

of "general ability" usually), and as easily, categorisable into a limited number
of types with few exceptions presenting themseh,es. Where each pupil’s
individuality is emphasised and where the many exceptions to an "average

type" are not easily, analysable or predictable, thereby rendering a formal
and routinisable "search process" difficult, we might expect to find a much
more open "search process"; i.e., mixed ability classes with subject level
choices. On the odler band, if the work is to be cm’ried out on what are per-
ceived as "well understood", easily analysable "raw materials" (pupils), we
may, expect to find a highly formal and routinised "search process", i.e., a
highly streamed cIass with little choice of subjects/levels, etc.

These two extreme situations are somewhat analogous to the extremities
of the mass-production/hand-crafting continuum. In one instance, we have a
school where pupils are perceived as well undcrstood and easily catcgorisablc
and where the schooling process has been highly routinised. Here, rigid
streaming, clear curricular and instructional differcntiation by stream, with
limited individual choice by pupil and teacher, is often characteristic. A major
goal of this study is to explicate the way these routinised procedures of pupil
categorisation arc constructed and related to differential curriculum delivery,

rigidity of class boundaries and the organisation and allocation of subject
tcachcrs.

At the other extreme, pupils may be perccived as unique or highly, indivi-
dualistic units, with numerous exceptional cases, not easily placed into a
limited set of categories. Here, we may expect to find a much more open and
flexible schooling process which is responsive to individual student’s needs,

and teachers’ and parents’ demands. This distinction in the schooling process
is somewhat analogous to that offered by Bernstein (1971). The rigidly,
ratiomdised educational system with its separate highly differentiated subject-
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based curriculum is akin to what Bernstein describes as "the collection code",
which is associated with strong classification -- i.e., rigid boundaries between

curricular contents - and strong "framing" or little control by pupils over
the selection, organisation and pacing of knowledge transmitted and received
in the pedagogical relationsbip. The less rationalised system, however, is

only roughly analogous with Bernstein’s "integrated code", which stands at
the opposite end of the continuum.

However, even schools of the latter type will experience the pressures
which constrain all organisations to rationalise their activities. Indeed Perrow
(1967) saw it as the aim of most organisations to increase their technical
knowledge and thus increase the reliability and efficiency of their "search"
and processing procedures. Schools then will tend to, in time, succumb to
the considerable pressures upon them to simplify, and reduce the uncertain-
ties and ambiguities of the work process.

Of course schools vary widely in their intakes - as we have already seen.
The most selective of schools - those who select their intake and reject many
applicants - are a minority. Yet 26 of the 95 schools suta,eyed rejected or
actively discouraged some applicants - less than a third of these being fee pay-
ing. Even these figures, however, considerably understate the amount of local
between-school selection and discrimination that occurs. For example, the
median number of male applicants to our sample of schools was 52, but the
median number of entrants was 33 in 1981. A substantial amount of sorting
obviously occurs, therefore, before boys enter second-level schools at all. For
girls the difference between the numbers of initial applicants and final entrants
was somewhat less pronounced but an equally obvious sorting process occurs.
The "search process" as to choice of school is, therefore, almost as important as
the choice of schooling applied once pupils enter schools. The main basis of re-
jection of applicants appeared to be on partieularistic rather than achievement
grounds, tbat is on the basis of sibling or parental connections with the school,
or belonging to a catchment area, or attendance at an attached primary school.
But in 10 schools the main criterion used was performance in an entrance
examination.

Over 40 per cent of schools, however, use some kind of assessment or

performance test before pupils enter the school although only 10 schools use
this for screening entrants. An additional 34 per cent of schools apply, an
assessment test relatively soon after pupils enter the school - a small number
(I 1) using both types of assessment tests or examinations. The great majority
of schools, therefore, apply an assessment test or examination to their pupil
intake before or very soon after they enter the school, and about two-thirds
of these (66%) use the results of these tests or examinations to allocate pupils
to different classes in first yenr, or to determine whether to put pupils into
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honours classes in Irish, English or Mathcmatics.
As we can clearly see from the following smnmary O[ results from our

sample of 95 schools, schools vary widely also in the extent and nature of
"streaming" of their pupil intake.

Table 3.1: The Extent and Nature of Categor~ation/Differentiation of Pupils at Point

of Entry, at the Intermediate Certificate and Leaving Certificate Levels

Ex ten t of Streaming of Classes

In term edia te Leaving
Entry Certificate Certificate
Classes Classes Classes

1980/81 1980181 1980/81

(1) Only 1 class 9.5

(2) Purely mixed ability classes (with 34.7

remedial or low ability classes) (3.2)

(3) 2 broad bands 6.4

(4) 3 broad bands 10.6

(5) Streamed (streamed boys with 34.7

scp~u’ate g~rls’ class) (6.3)

(6) Boys and girls in separate classes 4.2

%

14.0 30.0
23.2 34.4

(3.2)
11.7 8.9

6.4 3.3
40.4 22.4

(4.3) (o)
4.3 1.l

% 100 100 100
Total

No. 95 94 90

Almost / 0 per cent of our sample of schools had only 1 class at entry. In
addition 4 per cent of schools set up separate boys’ and girls’ classes at entry.
The remaining schools varied from one extreme where one-third "streamed"

their pupil intake very rigidly, to another extreme of one-third with mixed
ability classes. Rigidly streamed classes, in this sense, refer to schools which
allocated pupils to relatively homogeneous ability groupings and ranked their
entry classes from high to low in terms of the average assessed ability of the
pupils concerned. This hierarchical organisation of classes was sehlom made
so explicit, however, most school decisionmakers attempted to avoid the
explicit labelling of classes of pupils in an obvious hierarchical order. A
minority of streamed schools was quite open, however, making quite explicit
the hierarchical grading. Mixed ability classes, on the other hand, were usually
set up by allocating pupils randomly to classes or in some general order such
as the first or last name of the pupil.

Between these two extremes are 1 in 6 of all schools which "Broad Band".
These are generally larger schools - usually the Community schools - with
over 4 entry classes, where the school decisionmakers either dichotomise or
trichotomise the ability distribution of pupils and usually allocate pupils on
a random basis to classes within each of these relatively more homogeneous
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ability, "bands". Between class boundaries are, therefore, much less pro-
nounced within these schools, but a clear ordering of either 2 or 3 "bands"
of such classes does exist.

As can be seen from Table 3.1 as onc tnoves from entry, to Intermediate
Certificate classes the extent of streaming increases. This is partly because
a number of schools do not stream until late in first year or at the beginning
of second ycar. But it is also the resuh of a slight decline in recent years in
the extent of streaming or banding present in junior cycle classes. In the 3
years preceding the study 15 per cent of schools (N = 14) had changed from
having banded/streamed to mixed ability classes, and another 5 per cent had
changed from rigid streaming to "broad banding". This was counterbalanced
to some extent by I1 per cent of schools which had gone in the opposite
direction - changing from being mixed :dJility to being banded or streamed.
Thc general trend, however, was in the opposite direction.

As dropout levels increase with ycars in school the proportion of schools
with only 1 class increases from lcss than l0 per cent at entry, to 14 per cent

at the Intermediate Certificate level to 30 per cent at Leaving Certificate
level. In the transition to senior cycle, howcver, almost half the larger schools
changed their streaming practices. Onc in 5 of the schools changed from rigid
streaming or banding in the junior cycle to mixed ability, classes or to no set
classes as such in the senior cycle. An additional I 0 per cent of schools had

to change from streaming/banding of classes because of declining numbers
and were left with only 1 class. Four schools out of the 90 with senior cycle
proga’ammes had, however, gonc in the opposite direction with the recent
introduction of "banding" into the whole school.

At Intermediate Certificate level almost 40 per cent of schools have cithcr
only 1 class or completely mixed ability classes. This is nearly balanced by
an "almost equal proportion of schools who "stream" their classes very rigidly;
the propol’tion who "band" remaining roughly the same as in the first year.
These figures, however, somewhat understate the extent of this ability/
aptitude differentiation. A high proportion of thc larger Vocational and
Commtinity schools also differentiate their entry classes by the terminal
exmnination to which they dircct thcir pupils. Ahnost a quarter (24%) of
schools, mostly Vocational atad Community schools, bad terminal Group
Cert. classes, for instance, for their lowest ability, pupils. Thesc wcre perceived
as having such serious literacy and numeracy problems that special 2 or even
3 year Group Cert. programmes had been set up for them. In addition a
small number of schools maintained separate 4 and 3 ycar Intermcdiate
Cert. streams for "fast" and "slow learning" categories of pupils. So the
above figures understate the extent of ability/aptitude differentiation or
categorisation that occurs in post-primary schools.
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In constructing these different "treatment groups"-mostly on the
basis of assessed ability,, aptitude or performance-either formal stan-
dm’dised tests arc used (nsually the Drumcondra tests) or else, in a minority
of cases, standard I.Q. or aptitude tests. In addition some schools used their
o~al "entrance examinations" -- usually, based on the Primary, school curri-
culum. But in almost all cases school decisionmakers appeared to use such,
widely varying, assessment tests unquestioningly. There also appeared to be
little movement between classes/categories as one moved from first to the
Intermediate Certificate year. In other words the underlying ideologfical and
psychological rationales for the use of such "tests"-although varying
widely in content across schools -appcared to be largely, taken for granted
and remained largcly unquestioned. A small minority of school decision-
makers, however, had recently changed their sorting/catcgorising behaviour,

i~.qainly because they, had become worried by the effects of rigid strearning on
the lower rankcd classes; partictdarly effects on the morale, behaviour and,
in some cases, alienation of pupils in thesc classcs.

Overall, however, the impression is of a very high degrce of enforced stan-
dardisation of the intake "raw material" by schools- particularly in the
junior cycle. Some relaxation of thc strictly, hierarchical class assignment on
the basis of ability, occurs after thc Intermediate Certificate - partly due to
a reduction in numbers and a decline in the resultant variance in performance
as low performers dropped out. But this partly occurs also because there
appeared to be a general belief that the increasing age and maturity of pupils
allowed tbcm to make more rational and productive choices at this stage.

As a corollary, of such "ability," segregation of pupils there is an associated
social or interactional segregation - that between groups of pupils allocated
to different classes. The greater the extent to which homogeneous groups of
pupils are educated together--by taking the same subject classes together,
for instance- the gn’eater the constraint on inter-pupil interaction across
such class boundaries and the greater the encouragement of "within class"
networks of supportive peer group relationships (scc Laccy, 1970, pp. 74-95).
Combined with thc hierarchical ordering of classcs on the basis of ability
grouping, and associated curricular-academic ranking, such an hierarchical
and socially, sc~egated set of pul3iI peer groups creates a particularly intimi-
dating set of social and cultural boundaries to pupil achievement in the
lower classes (see Hargreaves, 1967; Laccy, 1970; Rosenbaum, 1976; Oakes,
1985).

The relationship between such class boundaries and streaming will be
examined later. Here, as we can see from the results in Table 3.2, high between-
class boundaries arc pretty universal in the junior cycle with only 10 per
cent of schools teaching classes of pupils in such a way that most subjects are
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not taken together- thus opening up to a large extent both subject and inter-

personal friendship choice across class boundaries or loyalties. At the other

extreme were about half of all schools (46.3%) where such between-class

boundaries were maximised.

Table 3.2: Distribution of Sample of Schools in Terms of the Average Nurnber of Subjects
that Classes of Pupits Take Together in the Junior and Senior Cycle

Boundaries between Classes of Pupils Junior Cycle Senior Cycle
Classes Classes

(1) No "classes" as such:
No required subject that all pupils in
class take together

(2) Only non-exam subject (PE and RE)
taken together as a class

(3) (2) + 1 or 2 other subjects
(4) (2) + 3 - 6 other subjects
(5) (2) + >6 other subjects

(6) All subjects taken together

% %

1.1 14.4

1.1 15.6
7.4 15.6

44.2 45.6
22.1 5.6
24.2 2.2

% I00 I00
To tal

No. 95 90

Such organised social segregation of pupils is much less pronounced at the

senior cycle, however. Here 30 per cent of schools do not have rigid class

boundaries as such. Of course some of these are the small single class schools

which maintain wide choice of subjects. But more than ball have 2 or more

"classes" where, however, there is a minimal consolidation of "within class"

interaction. And, through mixing with pupils from other classes in their

optional subject choices, maximum encouragement is given to "between

class" interaction. Of course many of these schools are ones where rigid class

segregation occurs in the junior cycle so that friendship networks and peer

group loyalties, or inter group jealousies, had already been solidly laid.

As we shall see later the combination of streaming with such between-class

boundaries creates a quite hierarchical structure of closed, ranked classes at

one extreme and at the other extreme a very open mixing of pupils of dif-

ferent ability levels. A consolidation of peer membership and reference group

influences are likely to bc maximised in the former case and to be minimised

in the latter.
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Subject and Level Distinctions Amongst Classes of Pupils

Once pupils are categorised and segregated by their presumed ability or

performance levels most schools use rules which allocate different subjects

or levels (Pass or Honours) to different classes, or which exclude certain

classes of pupils from particular subjects or levels. The level (Pass or Honours)

at which a subject is taken is the most obvious distinction in these respects.

However, even in highly streamed schools some flexibility is allowed in

subject and level choice in these respects.

The bases on which such decisions are taken, the extent to which dis-

tinctions are made between classes of pupils in these respects, and the timing

of those decisions varies considerably across schools as we can see below in

the results given in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: The Provision of Honours Level Courses and the Timing of Decisions on Level

(Pass or Honours) for Intermediate and Leaving Certificate Courses, and Examination

Intermediate Certificate
Schools Leaving Certificate

Schools

(N=95) (N--90)

(i) Percentage of schools providing
separate Honours level courses
in Irish, English and/or Maths
for Inter Cert. (2 or more):

%

64

(ii) Allocation to Honours level
courses depends on allocation 39
to top streamed classes:*

(iii) All Honours level courses pro-
vided are "set" with pupils from

40
all classes being allowed to take
them if able:*

Timing of Honours Decisions

(iv) During 1st year:

(v) During 2nd year:

(vi) During 3rd year:

%

Percentage of schools providing
separate Honours level courses
for most subjects in the Leaving

31

Cert:
(3 + separate honours) (51)

Allocation to Honours level
courses depends on allocation 18
to top streamed classes:

Most Honours level courses are

"set" and pupils from all classes 44
may take them if able:

Timing of Honours Decisions

18 Immediately after Inter Cert.
results: 34

35 End of pre-Leaving Cert. year: 27

46 After "mock" Leaving Cert. in
Leaving Cert. year 20

*(ii) and (iii) do not add up to (i) because they refer to all schools where even 1 separate
Honours level subject is provided.
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Two-thirds of these schools provide separate Honours courses (classes) in
Irish, English and/or Maths at junior cycle level. But in a high proportion of
these cases these courses are reserved for the top streamed classes. This
elitist provision is mnst less pronounced in the senior cycle - even discount-
ing the smaller number of pupils and classes involved. At the other extreme
are the mainly "mixcd ability" schools, or schools which "broad band", and
which "sct" their separate Honours/Pass level courses. In these schools pupils
from *dl classes m’c free to take or compete for Honours level courses. Schools,
therefore, which are large enough -- with at least 2 classes -- to provide such
separate Honours courses in most subjects, m’e roughly evenly divided in thcir
behaviour between those who: (a) "set" Honours classes, allowing pupils from
different "classes" to take them; and (b) schools which rigidly, differcntiate
their pupil intakc into higher and Iowcr ability classes and rigidly differen-
tiate between these in thc allocation of levels and subjects.

The timing of thcsc decisions also varies widcly. About 1 in 5 schools
make such level/subject decisions on entry to first year. An additional 1 in
3 schools make such decisions during the second year, the remainder at the
end of the sccond and beginning of the third year. Most such decisions are

taken by school Principals or Carecr Guidance Tcachers or, more rarely,
subject teachers; mostly, on the basis of either ability or examination per-
formance tcsts. Only in a small proportion of cases (11%) is it left formally,
open to negotiation betwecn pupils/parents, and teachers - although infor-
mally. ,,~1" course, intervcntion by middle class parents particularly, are likely
to be more frequent and morc "successful" than by working class parents
(see Laeey, 1970, pp. 125-154). Rigidly streamed schools which use "broad
handing", and most unstreamed schools, "set" Honours courses in Irish,
English and .,Maths - i.e.. set up separate Pass and Honours classes in each
subject, to which l)upils from each "class" move. In the lutter case final
"lcvels" choices are usually left later in the cycle and arc usually more
open to negotiation between pupils, parents and subject teachers.

At senior cycle level almost 80 per cent of such decisions are taken at
the beginning of the Leaving Certificate course or by the end of the first
y’em" of that course. But in 1 in 5 schools, decisions on which level will be
taken in the final Leaving Certificate (LC) examination are only made after
the results of the "Mock" LC have come out. At that stage a minority of
poorer candidatcs who had taken the Honours level eourscs are discouraged
from taking the final examination at Honours level.

The average school in our sample teaches 12.5 examination subjects in
thc senior cycle and around 2 more in thc junior cycle, with very, vcide school
varianecs in both cases. Less than half of this variance is explained by size of
school, however (Hannah, Brecn et al., 1983, pp. 156-224). Most of the
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remainder appears to be explainable by the nature and effectiveness of
school-level dccisionmaking. Also the provision of separate Honours level
courses, or of specialist groups of subjects - like Science or Tcchnical sub-
jects, for instance, although equally related to size of school and highly
correlated with the size of the curriculum, left very widc lecway for manage-
ment illltlatlve.

:ks we have seen there is remarkable variation in the way Holtours and

Pass level courses or subjects are applied within schools at junior cycle. At
one extreme arc about a third of schools where an extremely rigid curricular
differentiation occurs - with very little choice left to the individual pupil. In
these schools substantial differenccs exist amongst classes of pupils in both
tile level and identity of subjects they are allowed to take; i.e., upper streams
being allocated academic subjects and Honours levels, and bottom streams
Pass levels and technical subjects, etc. In about 40 per cent of schools
(Table 3.3) Honours/Pass level distinctions arc made purely on the basis of
streaming - if in top streams pupils are allocated Honours levels, and if in
bottom streams Pass levels only. Even within Honours levels, Maths is often
treated differently to Irish and English - being allocatcd completely to tile
top stream, with the other 2 subjects being assigned to tile toll 2 or 3 classes.
Therefore, ahhough two-thirds of all schools provided separatc Honours/Pass
courses in Irish, English or Maths, more than half of these schools had intro-
duccd very rigid allocation rules as to which classes of, usually highly streamed,
pupils can take thesc subjects.

At senior cycle level the overall provision of Honotn’s level courses is equally
pronounced- with just over half the sample of schools providing separate
Honours level courses in at least 3 subjects, and around a third of schools pro-
viding separate Honours courses for more than 5 suhjects. Ahhough generally
subject choice is wider in the senior cycle about one-third of schools providing
the Leaving Certificate course make rigid distinctions in the allocation of
subjects to different strcamed/banded classes, with even 1 in 6 schools pro-
viding Honours level courses only to the top 1 or 2 classes.

As we shall see, these subject and level distinctions are not determincd by
school size constraints; nor indeed are the correlations amongsl, those variables
sufficiently pronounced to indicate that wc are dealing with a simple and
straightforward "streaming" phenomenon. Although clearly correlated with
streaming, schools still varied widely in the extent to which the), used such
pupil "ability" distinctions in allocating subjccts or levels, or in the extent to
which such choices were allowed at the individual pupil and subject/teacher
level. Tile interrelationship of choice, streaming, and curricular differentiation
in the overall schooling process is more complex and needs more analysis
hefore a satisfactor)’ typology can be determined.
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The "Search Process"." The Extent of Choice and the Level of lnvolvement
of Pupils and Subject Teachers in Educational Decisions

1t" there are rigid schooling practices which act to mlnimise tile degrees of
freedom pupils and individual subject teachers have in fitting pupils to the
curriculum available in the school, then a number of obvious consequences
follow for pupil-teacher-parent autonomy at the classroom level:

(1) Decreased involvement of teachers in pupil-choice of subjects anti
related aspects of schooling. Little autonomy left to pupils, parents,
teachers in curricular choice.

(2) Little improvisation oz" spontaneous choice making of subjects,
teachers or levels is allowed. This suggests limited adaptability to
individual pupil needs or change in pupil needs. At the extreme classes
of pupils are rigidly categorised, their "destiny" centrally determined.

(3) Restrained and more formalised pupil-teacher interaction. The roles
of teachers and pupils are much more rigidly and formally defined
m~cl the boundaries between them are made much clearer.

The use of the more formalised "collective code", as Bemstein (1977, pp.
79-115) pointed out, has, therefore, a number of organisational consequences
for schools. At this stage we are not interested, however, in these wider
organisational implications, but in the way the overall process is organised at
the classroom level. In regard to the "search process", therefore, the main
variables we are interested in are the extent of choice allowed to pupils, or the
range of educational options open to them, and the extent to which teachers
and parents are involved actively in that choice making. In the following two
tables we provide some idea of the amount of school variance involved at
both junior and senior cycle levels.

Again we can see a lot of variance between schools in all of these respects.
In almost half the schools at junior cycle level there is very little choice and
very little involvement of pupils, teachers or parents in choice making. None
of this is necessarily due to restrictions in the number of suhjects actually
available in the school for junior pupils. As often as not it is due to discrimi-
nations made by school decisionmakers about what kinds of "classes" of
pupils are to be taught which kinds of subjects. At the other extreme there is
somewhat over a quarter of schools with very wide choice of subjects and
relatively high subject teacher and parental involvement. Much wider choices
exist, however, at the senior cycle level as cma be seen in Table 3.5.

Choice, as we have already seen, is a lot freer at the senior level. Ahnost
all but the smallest of schools have some choice and up to two-thirds have
substantial choice -- as can be seen from Table 3.5. On the other hand, most
of this choice making is carried out in the context of organised meetings
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Table 3.4: Extent of Subject Choice and Extent to Which Parents and Teachers are
Involved in Pupil Choice Making. Number of Schools with VariOus Levels of, and

Participation in, Choices

No. of Optional
Extent of lndividual Subject

Subjects Offered
Teacher Involvement in Choice

Extent of Parental Involvement
to all Pupils at

Making for Intermediate
in Choice of Intermediate

Intermediate
Certificate Year

Certificate Subject
Certificate Level

No. of No. of Teacher involvement No. of No. of
subjects schools in choice making schools schools

l. None* 42 1. No or little choice 44 1. No choice or parents 35
or little teacher in- not involved
volvement in choice

2. 1 to 2: 13 2, School organised 25 2, Parents are involved: 28
central (official) but meetings with
"help" with choice school staff not gener-

ally organised

3. School organksed meet- 32
ings with parents re
choices

3. 3 to 4: 15 3. Moderate to high
level of teacher in-

4. > 4: 25 volvement with
choice

26

Total Total TotM
95 95 95

No. No. No.

*Optional subjects may still be offered within streamed or banded classes of pupils.

between individual pupils (or a class of pupils) and the central school decision-

makers - the Principal Vice Principal or Career Guidance Teacher. Only in

1 in 4 schools are the subject teachers explicitly and formally included in

this decisionmaking process. And only in 12 schools arc formally, organised

meetings arranged between parents and individual subject teachers in tbese

respects. Most of tbe officially organised schoolnegotiatlon/advisory sessions
with pt~pils/parcnts are witb the schools’ officials (Principals, Vice Principals

or Career Guidance Teachers), not with individual subject teachers.

The three sets of variables we have examined-extent of streaming/

categorisation of pupils, the extent of subject/level distinctions amongst

categories of pupils, the extent of "choice" left to pupils and subject teachers

as to what kind of education to apply, to each pupil - as we shall see are

moderately, inter-correlated, particularly in larger schools. But the inter-

relationships invoh, ed are not very straightforward. And neither individually

nor collectively are they exl)lainab}e simply as straightforward technically
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Table 3.5: Ex tent of Subject Choice and of Subject.Teacher and Parental Involvement in

Subject Choice at Senior Cycle Level

No. of Optional Subjects Extent of lndiuidual Subject
Extent and Nature of PareTztal

Made Available to All Teacher Involvement in Subject
Involvement in Choice

Pupils in Senior Cycle Choice for Leaving Certificate

No. of No. of Extent of Involvement No. of
schools schools schools

l. No choice: 6 I. No or very llttl¢ choice I l
or little school/teacher
involvement in choice:

2, 1-3 subjects: 13 2. Only school o[ficials       49
involved directly:

3. 4-6 subjects: 14 $. Subject teachers involved 24

and other school officials:
4. ~6 subjects: 55 4. Only subject teachers 6

(Missing Data) (2)
i~vo[ved:

I. Parent~ not i~tvo[ved 26
formally by schools; or
individual arrangement:

2. Pagental involvement 64
o~anised] facilitated by
school:

Total 90

Type of Arrangement

1. Organised meeting with 12
individual subject teachers

arranged for parents:
2. Organised meeting 48*

arranged with school
officials - Principal/
Vice-Prlncipal or Career
Guidance Teacher for
paxents:

3. Other arrangements: 26

Total No. schools 90 Total No. 90 Total 90

*Information una,~ilable for 4 schools as to type of p~rent-school arrangements made.

determined responses to increasing pupil numbers or increasing variance in

pupil characteristics, In the following section we propose a conceptual

approach to examining these inten’elationships.

The Structuring of the Schooling Process

To simpfify our discussion, if we take the three sets of school processing

variables we have used so far and dichotomise each variable, we get the

following:

Variable 1: Pupil Conceptualisation/Cate~orisation:

Categories A1 : Streamed classes (by ability of pupil).

A2: Mixed Ability classes of pupils
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Variable 2: Curriculum Packaging:

Categories BI: Differentiation in applying the curriculum to dif-
ferent categories of pupils.

B2 : No differentiation in application of curriculum.

Variable 3: Search Process (Pupil-teacher interaction in the search for
schooling "solutions’~):

Categories CI: Not Elaborated/Closed-decision made centrally,
little pupil-teacher choice.

C2: Elaborate/Open-high choice and high level of
pupil-teacher interaction in choosing.

Taking the dichotomised variables 1, 2 and 3 together there are eight
possible combinations of the categories as can bc seen below in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: The Limits of Covariation Amongst the 3 Sets of Schooling Variables:
Eight "Types". (2 x 2 x 2)

Search
Streamed Schools (.41) Unstreamed Schools (.42)

Process Curriculum Differentiated (B) Curriculum Differentiated (B)

(C) YeS(l) No(2) YeS(l) No(2)

Closcd(l) A1 BIC1 AI B2C1 A2B1 C1 A2B2Cl

(Most Likely) (Not Feasible) (Not Feasible) (Possible)

Open(2) A1 BIC2 A1 B2C2 A2BIC2 A2B2C2

(Possible) (Not Feasible) (Not Feasible) (Most Likely)

Of the eight possible combinations a small number of categories could
not logically or realistically occur. Rigid streaming with no curricular dif-
ferentiation by stream makes no sense - either in logic or practice. Schools
stream pupils to create homogeneous ability groupings so that they can apply
a separate curricular/teaching process to each ability category that is thought

to be suitable to their capabilities ,and likely careers (Hargreaves, 1967;
Lacey, 1970; Rosenbaum, 1976; Oakes, 1985). It makes no sense to stream
pupils by their assessed or assumed ability levels unless with the explicit
intention of applying a differentiated curricular and teaching process to each
stream. And if both of these conditions hold, then, almost by definition, one
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cannot have a highly elaborated "search process" by pupils, parents ant
teachers, in an attempt to find unique teaching/curricular solutions to fit
each individual pupil’s needs. So, according to our logic, types Al B2C2,
A1 B2C1 arc extremely unlikely to occur -- streamed schools with no curri-
cular differentiation. If one has a streamed pupil body, with clear curricular
differentiation (Al Bl ), however, it is still possible to have an elaborate and
highly involved pupil-teacher "search process": by having a large number of
optional subjects, although empirically less likely to occur than type A1 B1 C1 .
Schools which so centrally control pupil categorisation and curricular dif-
ferentiation are much less likely to allow wide freedom of subject]level
choices to teachers and pupils. Still it is possible to leave open a moderate
level of optional subject choice, depending on the number of subjects taught.

The contrasting argument that the use of mixed ability classes is unlikely
to coincide with clear curricular differentiation or a minima{ "search process"
appears equally logical. If schools have genuinely mixed ability classes then
they do not or should not distinguish between sucb classes by curricular or
teaching practice; i.e., A2 B2C2 is the most likely combination. However, if
schools do not have many "extra" or optional subjects available, subject

choice may be very limited, so that type A2B2C1 is possible in these circum-
stances. Mixed ability classes with curricular differentiation make no sense,

however, and is extremely unlikely to occur (i.e., A2BIC1 or A2BIC2).
However, schools which are in process of changing their teaching strategies
from "streaming" towards "mixed ability" teaching may retain some such
mixtures of types for a short thne. Or schools with poor teacher participatory
characteristics may have very limited teacher involvement in the "search
process" - irrespective of the number of optional subjects available to pupils.

The two "ideal types" of At B| C1 and A2 B2C2, at both extremes of the
continuum, are the most logically consistent schooling process outcomes --
at one extreme with rigid streaming, high levels of curriculum differentiation
and a "search process" which is mainly organisatlonally, not interpersonally,
determined; and at the other end schools which have mixed ability classes,

minimal cun’icuiar distinctions applied to classes, and a highly elaborated
"search process" operating at the individual pupil level.

As we have pointed out, however, other outcomes (profiles) are likely to

occur, though less logically determined, particularly outcomes like A2 B2 C1 .
Here with mixed ability classes and a curriculum which is applied witJlout
constraints across the different classes of pupils the school may not achieve
even a moderate level of teacher involvement in the "search process". This
may be due either to very few optional subjects being made available by the
school or the failure of school management and teacher commitment to
getting involved in a "search process". And at the other extreme, of course,
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it is possible to have streamed classes which arc, however, only differentiated
by cm’ricular type and level to a minimal extreme, and with high teacher

invoh’ement (A1 B1C2) in a relatively unrestricted "search process" amongst
a set of optional subject choices made availal~le to individual pupils.

It is apparent in discussing the makeup of these profiles that the three
variahles -- pupil categorisation, curricuhtr differentiation, choice or "search
process"-have different organisatlonaI sources and characteristics. The
first two result from school management decisions: to stream or not, to
develop and apply a curriculum in a differentiated way or not. And the
implementation of these decisions is usually handled through formal adminis-
trative procedures within the school. Although individual teachers’ role
expectations, motivational commitments and basic interests are closely linked

to implementing these schooling process decisions, and they may have been
highly involved in, or consulted about, the relevant decisions, the working
out of these decisions in practice -- particularly where rigid streaming occurs
or where an elaborate curricular differentiation occurs - is usually a product
of a centralised and routinised arrangement within the school. The same
cannot be said, however, about the "search process". This demands direct
teacher involvement and commitment - irrespective of whether it occurs in
the constrained subject]level choices available in a highly streamed/differen-
tiated school or the mnch wider and freer choices available in a mixed ability
and undifferentiated cun’iculum school.

Underlying Principles which Structure these Relationships
lmplicit in the above discussion is a belief that underlying these schooling

decisions there are certain strncturingprinciples. An obvious one is the extent
to which schooling has become a routinised, organisationally unproblematic
process in which almost everybody involved knows their place and their tasks
well and carries them out in a routine and unquestioned way. This was obvious

in the relatively high proportion of schools which had not changed their
streaming or curricular allocation practices for at least 10 ),cars prcccding our
survey and in addition had not even changed their pattern of core/optional

subject sets in either tlaeir junior or senior cycle programme. Over 40 per cent
of all schools, for instance, had made no change in their junior cycle "optional
package" of subjects in the .5 )’ears preceding the survey: and about 30 per
cent of schools had been equally conservative in regard to senior cycle
"optional subject packages" offered to pupils. Although this conservative
tendency is related to purely circumstantial factors - like growth or decline
in pupil]teacher numbers and so on - the routinisation and the taken for
granted nature of thc schooling process in a large number of schools could
not be so easily explained away.
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Organisationally, there is pressure on any scho()l tt~ simplify ;tl~tl r(,uti~fise
both its work process and its "search process". "Organisations unif()rmly seek

to standardise their raw material in order to minimise excepti()nzd cases"
(Perrow, 1967, p. 197). This, in turn, allows for a more routinised "search
process" and "work process". Thus, the three variables - streaming, curri-
culum differentiation and a minimal search process - are individual aspects
of zm overall process of greater routinisation and rationalisatioo of the school-
ing process. In this kind of school a lot of what is problematic in the schooling
process has been organisationally resolved in favour of one "solution" which
minimises work effort- at least in the formally defined teaching/learning
tasks to be carried out within the classroom. The "what", "how", "who"
and even "why" have been formally preordained. Other work tasks, of course,
have not and cannot be foreordained - control within the classroom, motivat-
ing pupils to learn, the dynamics of pupil-teacher interaction within the
constrained classroom environment, etc.

In the above set of profiles, thcreforc, one might say that the more ls
that turn up in a school profile the more bureaucratically or organisationally
resolved are the problems - rather than interpersonally negotiated. And, at
the other extreme, the more 2s that appear in it school profile the more
"active" all the individual workers are within the school in the process of
constructing the schooling experience.

In terms of our theoretical framework, therefore, as we have already noted,
it is, in fact, those schools which do not stream (A2), which do not differen-
tiate curricula (B2) and which have elaborated search process (C2), which
might be deemed to be the most active in the construction of the schooling
process. There is more sustained effort required on the part of the school,
and on the part of individual teachcrs, if they:

(1) teach individuals as unique persons and do not categorise them by
"type" (i.e., do not stream);

(2) treat the curriculum openly, with fluid botmdaries and wide choice
(i.e., do not differentiate the curriculum);

(3) maximise the energy and effectiveness of the search process.

However, we cannot simply acid scores together as in the normal Likert
scale or as in most indices. If wc simply add all three scores together it would
be possible to get the same outcome "score" for 2 schools which had quite
different schooling processes. For example, the following two profiles have
exactly the same "score" if we add up the values across:

ProfileAIB2C2 =ProfileA2B2CI = 5

However, the profiles have quite different meanings: the first school, though
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streamed, has little curricular differentiation and wide choice, the second
though "unstreamed" as such, and with little curricular differentiation, has
little choice. Since the 8 profiles represent qualitatively different solutions
front one another, they cannot, in fact, be quantitatively compared to one
another (Shye. 1978, p. 265). The Guttman-Lingoes "implicative" approach,
which takes such "meanings" into consideration, is a much more useful

model to use (ibid.).
Thc assumption implicit in our discussion of the likely, relationship

amongst thesc "schooling process" variables could be summed up in terms of
a "closed" versus "open" system model (using these terms in a slightly dif-
ferent sense from that normally nsed in the organisational literature). On the
one hand we have organisations where decisionmaking is centralised and
where roles/tasks are highly, differentiated and rontinised. At the other extreme
are organisations where decisions are diffused, and where relationships are
open to negotiation, and the work process demands an elaborate "search pro-
ecss". For example, at one pole one could posit streamed schools whose
"organisational solutions" to their schooling processes have remained tin-
changed for a long time, and at the other pole mixed ability schools with
widc subjcct choice, high teacher involvement and a continuous process of
negotiated change and adjustment to schooling arrangements.

This conclusion may suggest a simple unilinear and additive set of relation-
ships amongst the variables and this as we have seen is not, indeed cannot be,
so. Therc arc both logical and cmpirical constraints on the way these variables
may be related to each other. The "search process", for instance, could be

regarded very much as an outcome of pupil eategorisation and curriculum
differentiation decisions. If changes are made in pupil categorisation then
changes have to follow in curricular differentiation, and subsequently in the
search process. Changes towards less rigid streaming make no sense unless
schools also rclease the constraints on what suhjects or levels the new classes
of pupils can take -whcther thcse are loosely "banded" or "mixcd ability"
classes. Changing the criteria on how pupils are allocated to classes as well as

the rigidity, of between-class bonndaries would have very little impact on
pupil learning oz" subject teaching without also changing the content and
nature of the subjects and levels allocated to thesc classes and the rigidity, of
rules which constrain pupil choices of subjects’ levcls. On the other hand,
changes could quite conceivably occur in the latter two variables without
any’ change having been made in pupil categorisation: subject option choices
could be widened for all streamed classes and access to l-[onours and Pass
level courses would be widened by "setting", etc.

Thus, there is a highly interactive relationship between the variables--
particularly hetwcen pupil catcgorisation and curriculum differentiation--
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and the flow of influence would seem to be as follows: Changes in Pupil
Categorisation ~ Changes in Curriculum Differentiation -+ Changes in the
Search Process.

Thus, from a school’s definition or categorisation of its "raw materials", it
follows that a certain mode of treating that raw material is largely determined,
and this in turn affects the "search process". This, however, assumes a simple
unidimensiomd model of change-from an "open" to a "closed", and
organisationally determined, teaching process; or from an organisational
solution which had become centralised, highly routinised and organisationally
differentiated to one where there is a very high level of pupil-teacher-parent
involvement at an interpersonal level in the schooling process. In the follow-
ing analysis we first examine the extent to which our data fit such a uni-
dimensional model.

The Relationship Amongst the "Schooling Process" Variables:
Is it Unidimensional?

In our attempt to see whether these various measures of schooling process
fall into a unidimensional pattern, 6 measures of pupil]curricular categorisa-
tion or allocation and of the pupil-teacher "search process" were used. All

scales were scored from low to high in terms of the "closedness" or "open-
ness" of their teaching/schooling effects- of the school’s adaptiveness to
individual differences. At one extreme are schools, which stream pupils into
rigid ability categories, which make many subject type and level distinctions
in adapting the teaching process to individual needs of pupils, and have low
pupil and teaching autonomy in fitting pupils to the choices that exist. At
the other extreme are schools which have mixed ability classes, which have
fluid boundaries between classes, which use a completely open curriculum

with all subjects/levels available to all "classes" of pupils, which have many
subject options open, and which have high teacher involvement in the "search
process", etc.

The following 6 variables were first chosen to reprcsent the range of school-
ing process "solutions" adopted by schools in both the junior and senior
cycle. They are constructed from responses to detailed qucstions asked to
Principals of schools in the survey.

1. Streaming of ClassesI (i)

4 = completely streamed in junior and senior cycle.
4-
1 = completely mixed ability in junior and senior cycle.
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2. Subject Distinctionsf (ii)
Extent of subject and level distinctions used by school in allocating
subjects/teachers to different classes of pupils.

4 = very high level of distinction amongst classes of pupils in allocating
,~    subjects/levels.
1 -- very low level of distinction or none.

3. Class BoundariesI (iii)
The number of subjects taken together by the t’~,pical class of pupils
within the school in junior and senior cycle. (The boundaries, or flows
between classes, are measnred by this variable.)

3 = almost all subjects taken together as a class in junior and senior
cycle.

1 = very few or none taken together as a class.

4. Choice of SubjectsI (ix,)
Extent of pupil choice of subjects at the Intermediate and Leaving
Certificate.

3 = low or none.

1 = high number (> 10 at Leaving Certificate).

5. Teachers’Involvement b~ choiceI (v)
Extent to which teachers are involved in pupil choice making for
subjects and occupations and guidance, etc.

4 = low involvement of teacher or none.

1 = high involvement of teachers.

6. Patents’Involvement in choiceI (vi)
Extent of parents’ involvement in pupil choice in school and their
interaction with teachers.

3 = low or absent.

1 = high.

I. (i) "Stream " -- has 4 ~’alues; 4 = completely streamed classes on basis of assessed ability, 312 = 2

or 3 rigid bands of classes; 1,0 = completely mixed ability classes, (ii) "’Subject distinction" is a scale
constructed from 6 items each scored 1.0 if subjectflevel distinctlonsare made, or 0 -- if not. These are
summed and divided by no. of applicable items. Three questions refer to junior cycle and 3 to senior
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For each variable the values are rank ordered from the most organisationally

"closed" or most restrictive (3 or4) to the most "open" or most participative

(1). The values of all of the scales, therefore, are ordered so as to consistently

index degrees of schooling differentiation, or degrees of centralisation of

schooling decisions. The highest value in all cases is the most "closed" one,

or the one having the highest degree of differentiation of pupils and curricula

as well as of centralisation of schooling decisions.

In the following table we provide the correlation amongst these 6 vari-

ables for those schools with at least 2 separate classes of pupils at Leaving

Certificate level. Details on the construction of these scales are given in

footnote 1. Our hypothesis was that they would be all positively though

moderately correlated.

We restricted consideration to schools where there was at least a necessity

to have more than 1 class in Leaving Certificate to allow the decisions to

be relevant and meaningful at that level. Restricted in this way it is obvious

that alI relationships amongst the 6 variables are positive, with the strongest

set of relationships found amongst 5 variables - "Streaming", "Subject Dis-

tinction", "Class Boundaries", "Teacher Involvement" and "Choice" (Table

3.6). Parental involvement in choice making, although positively correlated

with all of the other wtriables, has a low overall level of association. This

suggests that, while teachers’ level of involvement is to a substantial extent

predicated on the school’s organisational "openness", in the above sense,

this is not equally true of parental involvement. Different social and organi-

sational factors are obviously involved in the latter case.

Further analysis of these relationships showed that the larger the school

the greater the level of intercorrelation involved amongst the 5 variables

mentioned above. In other words the greater the size and associated com-

plexity of the organisational tasks involved the greater the extent of coin-

cidence of decision outcomes across all variables. The following table shows

this very clearly.

In very small schools (<200 pupils) there is no consistent relationship

amongst the 5 items - as one might expect when there is only 1 to 2 classes.

cycle distinctions by schools between streamed classes of pupils in being allowed to take Honours courses

or not, and distinctions in the "packages of subjects" allocated to such distlnctlvc classes. (iii) "Class

Boundaries’" = 2 items, I for junior and 1 for senior cycle, measuring extent to which "classes" of pupils

take all/some subjects together as a class, or separately as individuals from different classes: 3 = classes
where pupils take 6 or more subjects together, 1 -- only non-exam subjects taken together. (iv) "Choice’"
is a scale made up of more than 10 items indexing number of optional subjects made available to all
pupils/classes in the junior and senior cycle: 2 = No optional subjects, I = 1-4 optlonnl subjects, 0 = 5
or more optional subjects. (v) "Teachers’ Involvement" is a scale constructed from 4 items measuring
teachers’ involvement in pupils’ choice of subjects and in their occupational choices: 3 = No choice or
subject teachers not involved in choice ~ 1 = high subject teacher involvement in choice. (vi) "Parents’
InuolvetneTll "scale is exactly equivalent to "Teachers’ Involvement" sonic.
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Table 3.6: lntercorrelations Amongst 6 Scales Measurlng Aspects of the "Schooling
Process" (N -- 63)

Scale Stream Subject Class Choice Teacher
Distinction Boundaries Involvement

Streaming 1.00
Subject Distinction .50* 1.00
Class Boundaries .40* .45* 1.00
Choice of Subjects .34* .25* .27* 1.00

Teacher Involvement .59* .20* .27* .54* 1.00
Parents’ Involvement .16 .10 .51" .19 .17

*Correlations significant at the .05 level, one tailed.

Indeed there is a slight though consistent negative set of relationships between
the extent of subject distinctions present, and the 4 other variables invoh,ed.
However, the sample of such small schools is so low that only onc of these
correlations is significant; though the ovcrall average intercon’elation is
negative. This average intercorrclation increases consistently and positively
with school size. This is particularly true for the correlations between
streaming, subject/level distinctions and all other variables. The avcrage inter-
ton’elation and "alpha" increases consistently with size.

Our main hypothesis on "structuring", therefore, is strongly supported in
thcse rcspccts. These variablcs are clearly unidimensionally related, the extent

of eovariation in dccisionmaking increasing consistently as sizc of school
increases. Increasing size appears to constrain or force organisations’ choices
or strategies to be consistent with each other. As we have already stated we
do not wish to treat these variables as simply additive, however, and, there-
fore, construct a straightforward Likert scale-although it would yield a
highly reliable one. The relationships are highly interactive or "implicative"
and Guttman ordinal scaling procedures are much more revealing in these
cases.

Scaling the "Schooling Process’" Fariables
We first attempted a simple uoidimensional scaling approach using the

ordin;u’y Guttman scalogn’am procedure. If there is only one dimension
involved in cither thc total set of variables isolated or amongst an identi-
fiable subset this will become apparent.

A unidimcnsional Guttman scalc is also a "reproducible" one: in that it
allows us to know precisely from the score assigned to some person, or
school, which items were true for that person. It is, therefore, more mcaning-
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Table 3.7: lntercorrelatlons Amongst the 5 Main Scale ltems for 4 Different School Sizes

School Size School Size School Size School Size
Scale Va~ables < 200 Pup;Is 200-400 Pupils 40ff600 Pupils > 600 Pupils

(,%t = 19 schools) (N = 36 schoolS) (N = 24 schools) (N = 16 schools)

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii)
(iv) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (i) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(i) Stream 1.00                    1.00 1.00 1.00 0
0

(ii) Sub, Distinction -.08 1.00 .461 1.00 .25 1.00 39 1,00 [-

(ili)ClassBoundafies -,332 -.501 1.00 .272 -.05 1,00 312 ,531 i.00 .411 .701 1.00

(iv)Choice .02 -.3S2 .17 1.00 .16 -.21 .242 1.00 .341 .11 .591 1.00    .641 .352 .342 1.00 ~
(v) Tcacherlnvolvement .04 -.24 .01 .18 .04 -.19 311 .651 .391 ,04 .18 " .411 ,631 .10 392 .29

O

Average Intercorrelation R = -. 14 R = .17 R = .32 R = .42

Cronbach’s Alpha a ffi negative a = .51 a = .70 a = .79

1 Statistically significant at the .05 level, one tailed.

2Statistically significant at the .10 level, one tailed.

c~
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ful than a simple index or a Likert scale, for instance. The overall score of a
Likert scale -- which is the sum of scores from a large intercorrelated set of
individual item responses - can be arrived at in a number of different ways,
not allowing one to know how particular individuals responded to any single
item or identifiable combination of items. Each Guttman scale, however, has
a fully identifiable set of responses-- allowing for a minimal level of error
(Torgerson, 1958, pp. 298-350; Oppenheim, 1966, pp. 143-151). From each
individual’s scorc we can tell -- within certain allowable error limits - which

items were positive and which negative.
All items in a Guttman scale, therefore, are ordinal, "cumulative" and

"reproducible" - they are ordered in an increasing or cumulative degree of
"difficulty". Those who answer or are in agreement with higher order
questions, etc., will have agreed with lower order ones. Like lead, glass and
diamonds, they are ordered in an increasing degree of "hardness" or "diffi-
culty". It is hypothesised that certain aspects of the schooling process occur
in the same way - in terms of clearly linked and cumulative decisions. For
example, only large schools can stream their intake-one has to have at
least 2 classes. But such schools need not do so. However, (i) if they stream
their pupil intake in terms of their assessed "ability" or performance levels,
(ii) they can make very clear distinctions between such ranked classes in
tcrms of the level of subjects and type of curriculum assigned to them, even
the quality of teachers applied. Clearly such curricular/teaching distinctions
presume streaming - but streaming does not necessarily lead to rigid curri-
cular/teaching distinctions. (iii) If both the above conditions are met then
very clearcut botmdaries can come to exist between different classes of

pupils ~’ithin the same year group- with pupils sharing few subjects or
teachers. Pupils within such classes will tend to increasingly restrict inter-
action to pupils within their own class. However, this need not occur. Many
subject levels/types can be "set", such that pupils from the lower classes

might be ~dlowed to take Honours English, or Mathematics, for instance;
while students from higher classes may be allowed to "drop down" to take
Spanish, or Pass Irish or Technical Drawing and so on. Such schooling pro-
cess decisions almost necessarily cumulate in an ordinal, implicative, fashion.
(iv) If, however, schools do stream and there is little such "setting" or move-
ment between classes, with very clear between-class boundaries, then other
consequences almost necessarily follow-unless the school intervenes to
prevent it occuz’ring. If subject/level decisionmaking has been so resezwed to
central school decisionmaking, then interactive decisionmaking amongst
pupils-teachers-parents over what subject/levels individual pupils should or
should not take has been very severely curtailed. However, some school
authorities may decide to leave as many decisions as possible at this level -
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through maximising optional subject arrangements and good timetabling pro-
cedures, etc. Whichever choice is taken has considerable consequence for the
interactive nature of the "search process" amongst pupils, their parents and
teachers.

So these cumulative schooling decisions have clear "implicative" relation-
ships for each other. They proceed from "lower level" decisions, which still
leax, e many options open, to increasingly more constrained choices as options
become reduced. As one organisational decision follows another, in something
like the above sequence, "later" options are cumulatively and progressively
reduced.

The procedure of Scalogram Analysis allow us, therefore, to test whethcr
a set of items are: (i) unidimensional (unmasking an tmderlying single dimen-
sion), (ii) ordinal and "reproducible" - arranged according to their cumulative
degree of "difficnhy". A "Coefficient of Reproducibility" is computed to
test tile extent to which such item scores fail into such an ordimd, cumulative
arrangement. An error level of 10 per cent is normally accepted in the above
sense - or a "Coefficient of Reproducibility" of .90 or higher.

"0/hen we restrict the scale analysis to schools where there are 2 or morc
Intermediate Certificate classes in the school and use the most strict definition
of what is: (a) rigid streaming; (b) rigid subject and (Pass]Honours) level
distinctions between classes of pupils; (c) rigid distinctions betwee,a classes
of pupils - with most/all subjects taken together as a class; (d) no or very
little choice amongst subjects/levels by pupils; and (e) little pupil/teacher
interaction over such choice making in general, a number of almost perfect
Guttman scales emerge depending on the "cutting points’’2 used for each
item. Parents’ involvement in subject choice making did not fit into this
pattern to the same extent, so it was dropped. Apparently such "external"
parental involvement in the school is not explainable by the same logic as
that determining "internal" school decisionmaking.

The following table provides the best solution -- the one with the least
number of errors. All of the following "solutimls" are achieved by hand, the
SPSS Guttman scaling procedure does not minimise either subject or item
errors.

The Guttnaan scale emerging from tile analysis of the 80 schools with 2 or
more Intermediate Certificate classes is an almost perfect unidimensional
scale, with a Coefficient of Reproducibility of .93 and a Coefficient of

2. Guttman scales are based on dichotomous items, e.g., Yes/No, True/False, Present/Absent, etc.
Where there are items with multiple responses, as in the 5 items above, these are collapsed into 2 cate-
gories. However, there are 4 possible points at which one can dichotomise a 5 category response scale
- i.e., from rigid streaming (=4) to complete mixed ability classes (= 1 }. A certain amount of trial and
error will reveal which cut-off point yields a scale with the least error. The "cutting point" then is the
point in an item scale at which one dichotomises such relponses.



Table3.8: The Guttman ~ca~ing ~f Fi~e Sch~~~ing Pr~cess Variables~ S~me "Cutting P~ints~~ which ~ndicate Very
Rigid Differentiation¢~

Variables’’

A B C D E
Extent of Extent of Extent of Extent of Extent of

Subject(Level Choice of fnvolaement "Streaming" Boundary
Distinction Subjects by of Teachers IIicrarehical Between Distribution

Amongst Classes Pupils in Junior in Pupils’ Ordering of Classes of of Schoo~ on Distribution of
of Pupils and Senior Choice Glasses of Pupils Gutlman Scale Schools on

("Subdi~t") Cycle ("?~achinv") Pupi~ ("Clascore") Based on Guttman Scale
Scale

("Choice") ("Stream "’) Schools with
Based on all

Type

X = extensi~e

X = almost X = very littla X = ~d X ~ ~d at Least 2
Inter Cert.

Schools
subjectfleve! no subject little or no streaming boundaries

Classes (N = 95)
distinctions choice teacher or banding between

involaement in of claases classes (more)
(N = 80)

pupils" choice of pupils than 5 subjects
making taken togelher)

(Score >.60) (Score > 1.5) (Score > 2) (Score > ~5) (Score > 2)
(Range 0-1.0) (Range 0-2) (Range 1.3) (Range 14) (Range 1-3)

5 X X X X X 9 9
4 0 X X X X 18 22
$                0 0 X X X IS IS
2 0 0 0 X X 16 16
1 0 0 0 0 X 12 22
0 0 0 0 0 0 12 IS

No. of"X"s 10 26 43 48 61 80
No. of errors I 3 9 8 6 27

No. of "X"s I 0 30 53 49 75 0 95
No. of errors ] 3 17 * 12* 6 0 $9

¯ These errors are particularly large partly because of distinctions between classes based on sex rather than ability.
¯ *(A) "Subdist" is a scale constr’dcted from 6 items scored 1.0 or 0 which measures the presence or absence of different subject and level
distinctions amongst classes. These are summed and divided by No. of applicable items. A score of .60 means that half of items were positive
--- indicting a high level of subject/leeel distinctions between classes. {D) "Stream" - has 4 ensues = completely streamed classes on basis of
assessed ability, 312-2 or 3 rigid bands of classes; 1.0 = completely mixed ability classes. (B} "Choice" is a scale made up of more than 10
items indexing number of optional subjects made available to all pupils/classes in the junior and senior cycle: 2 = no optional subjects; 1 s
I-4 optional subjects; 0 -- 5 or more optionaJ subjects. {C} "Teachinv" is a scale constructed from 4 items measuring teachers’ involvement

in pupU$’ choice of subjects and in their occupational choices; S = no choice or subject teachers not involved in choice -~ 1 = high subject
teacher involvement in choice. (E} "tin/core" ~ 2 item scale measuring extent to v.’hich "cla~scs" of pupils take all/some subjects together

a class, or separately as indb’iduals from different classes: $ ~ ela~ses where pupils take 6 or more subjects together -o I = only non-exam
subjects taken together.
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Scalibility of .77. In other words in reproducing any set of individuals’ exact
responses from the score assigned one, would be correct 93 times out of 100.

A Guttman scale is both implicative and "reproducible". Thus for any
school once we know its "score" or scale type, we can reproduce (with 93
per cent accuracy) its pattern of responses on each variable. Thus schools with
a "scale type" or score of 5 had as its most "difficult" item (or one least
likely, to occur) substantial subject and Honours/Pass level distinctions being
made between classes of pupils. Here the 9 schools involved generally allocated
Honours level courses to the top streamed classes, and Pass courses and some
subjects- usually technical or vocational subjects- to the bottom 1/2
classes. If schools wcre so characterised then this "implied" that such schools

also had: (a) almost no choice of subjects - almost all were allocated; (b) little
consequent involvement of teachers and pupils in choice making; (c) rigid
streaming or "banding" of pupils, and (d) had relatively rigid boundaries
between classes of pupils. In other words such subject/level distinctions
occurring in highly streamed schools have clear "implications" for subject
choice, teacher involvement in choice, and distinctions or clear boundaries
between classes of pupils. The reverse is not the case - as is obvious from

Scale Types 4 anti 3. If schools have rigid streaming and little teacher involve-
ment in the little subject choice that is available, this does not necessarily
imply, that there arc high levels of subject/level distinctions: it may only
mean the presence of few subjects or levels. The relationships between items
here tend to be unidirectional - i.e., if A then B, C, D, E; but if E, D, C and
B occur thcn A necd not occur. So schools which stream rigidly, and have
limited choice making at an individual pupil-teacher level, can still leave
some leeway in the allocation of subjects/Icvels to classes.

The most "difficult" and the most predictive items, therefore, deal with
ctm’icular differentiation and the "search process" not with pupil differenti-
ation. If such rigid curricular distinctions are present and the "search process"
is highly, routinised and rigidly interpersonally constrained within schools,
it almost universally predicts a schooling process which also uses adminis-
trative procedures or rules to categorise and segregate pupils into distinct and
hierarchically organised groupings who receive quite distinct "scbooling
treat nlel*xts"

Nine of our sample of larger schools have these very rigidly controlled
characteristics (Scale Type 5). An additional 18 schools (Scale Type 4),
with 2 or more lnterrnediatc Certificate classes, have less rigid subject/level
distinctions hut have very little suhject choice -- in most cases having fewer
subjects overall. They, have as a consequence low teacher involvement in
choice, high levels of streaming/banding and rigid hierarchically organised
"closed" classes of pupils with little between class mobility. Thcse 18 schools,
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with less rigid "treatment differences" between classes of pupils, do however
allow some "setting" for Honours level courses. Some choice of Honours/
Pass levels is left at the pupil level as are certain subjects like French, Spanish
or Technical Drawing which are "ability differcntiated" in the former Type .5
schools.

Absence or scarcity of choice necessarily constrains teacher involvement

in choice, but low teacher involvement can occur even with considerable
choice (Scale Type S). Obviously whether subject teachers get involved to a
moderate or high extent with pupils’ subject decisions dcpends also on the
school ethos and management encouragement. Even where there is a con-
siderable choice, and less rigid subject]levcl distinctions between strcamed
classes, teachers may still not get involved in thc choice process (Scale Type
S). An additional IS of the larger schools fall into this scale typc.

That rigid streanling/banding can occur in schools where thcre is at least
a moderate level of subject choice and teacher involvement in that choice is
obvious from the 16 schools which fall into Scale Type 2. Streaming or band-
ing of pupils, thcrcfore, can take place in schools which make very rigid and
major distinctions in the type of schooling process they apply to different
streams or bands, or in schools which make minor distinctions in these
respects. Considerable choice and substantial teacher-pulsil interaction around
that choice can still occur in schools which organise the pupil intake into
rigidly streamcd classes.

And even where one has either truly "mixed ability" classes or minor
banding/streaming distinction, as in Scale Types I and 0, one can do so where
there are rigid between-class boundaries or where there are not. AhlloSt a
third of all larger schools fall into these 2 scale types--equally distributed
between the 2 types. Sonic mixed ability schools allow their pupils a very
wide choice of subjects so that there are no clear class boundaries. Others,
l)artly mixed ahility because the), have few optional subjects or levels anyway,
allow little choicc and pupils take most/all of their subjects within the same

class of pupils.
This scale, therefore, allows us to categorise the largcr schools in our sample

into a highly reliable and hierarchically ordered set of schooling types. One-
third of schools have very clearly defined, rigid and hierarchically ordered
sets of classes with little subject choice and little teacher involvement in choice
and usually clear subject/level distinctions being made in the kind of curricula
applied to these different categories of pupils. These schools, therefore, havc
highly differentiated schooling processes in which central administrative
decisions structure the schooling process. At the other extreme are almost an
equally large proportion of schools which have either mixed ability or very
low "banding" amongst their pupils and low between-class boundaries. These
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schools generally have wide subject choice and high teacher involvement in
that choice. Here the decisions on schooling practice are being left to a large
extent to emerge from individual pupil-teacher-parent discussions. The
rentaining schools fell somewhere between these two polar extremes.

But what was even more confirmatory of the surprising degree of uni-
dimensiomdity of the scale was that man.), of the "errors" occurring in the
higher scale types-particularly Scale Type 4- occurred in Vocational
schools where there were 2 classes rigidly segregated by sex. In these schools
equally rigid subject distinctions occur as in ability streamed schools and
equal restrictions on individual pupil choice and in teacher involvement in
the pupil "search process" but the.), are based on sex not ability. If wc recode
these "errors" to being equivalent to rigidly streamed schools the scale gains
considerable reliability (CR = .94 and CS = .82). These are very high co-
efficients for an’), such set of relationships.

There is, therefore, a quite extraordinary d%q’ec of cohesion in the manage-
ment of the "schooling process" in Irish second-level schools and a substan-
tial degree of variation amongst schools in these respects.

When we include those schools which have only 1 Intermediate Certificate

Class this conclusion becomes even more strengthened. Although the "error"
level jnmps slightly -- as can be seen from the (extreme) marginal row and
column of Table 3.8-we still get an extremely reliable scale with CR = .92
and CS = .74. As we can see also from Table 3.8 the relative order of the
items on "streaming" (D), and the extent of teacher involvement (C), becomes
reversed - although both items are left as they were to maintain the corres-
pondence with the original scale order derived.

Of the 15 schools which were originally excluded because they had only
l class and therefore were not in a position to stream, most fell into Scale
Types 1 or 4. Although the.), usually do not or cannot stream the.), have very
little choice and little consequent involvement of teachers in such subject
decisions. Eight of these schools were Vocational schools and 7 Secondary
schools. Of course we do not know what these schools would do if their
pupil numbers were to increase substantially but their subject provision and
choice-making behaviour would suggest the.), would tend to rigidly differen-
tiate pupils and curricula.

The above set of scales provided the best "solution" - the ones with the
least number of "errors" in the Guttman scale. Of course a number of other
cutting points could have been used and some of these give only slightly
higher levels of error. Ahnost all "solutions", however, gave almost equivalent

scale forms, the rank order of "difficulty" of most items retaining their
relative position in most solutions. We can, therefore, regard most of these
scales as being almost equivalent in form, indicating a dominant unidimen-
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sionM structuring of the schooling process variablcs involved. Such schooling
process decisions "fit together" as if decisions on one schooling variable were
systematically related to decisions on other ones in terms of our hypothesised
dimension - from an increasingly "open" to an increasingly "closed" system
of schooling: from rigid pupil categorisation/streaming, to little pupil choice
and an increasingly bureaucratic "sem’ch process", and consequently ever
greater subject/level distinctions between classes of pupils.

Variants of the "Schooh’ng Process" Scale at Junior Cycle Level
As we have already seen the Guttman scale already derived is based on

measures of streaming, subject distinction and choice, etc., which are averaged
over both the junior and senior cycle. Bnt as we also have seen the schooling
process in the senior cycle is substantially less rigid than in junior cycle. For
this reason and because we shall be using the scale to examine the effects of
such schooling variation on pupils’ progress and behaviour, etc., for our
separate samples of Intermediate Certificate and Leaving Certificate pupils
we decided to do a separate scaling exercise for junior and senior cycle levels.

In the table overleaf we give the resuhs of the junior cycle scaling exercise.
Using the 5 previous variables and using the cutting points as indicated in

Table 3.9 we derived an almost pcrfect scale again with an overall CR = .93.
As can be seen from the results presented in Table 3.9. however, 2 of the
variables - "Choice" and "Teachinv" - are almost perfectly correlated. So,
with "Teachlnv" giving much higher levels of "error" and, since it does not
give us any further significant cliscrimination over and above that provided
by "Choice" we can drop it from the scale. If we do so the error levels drop
considerably and the CR increases to .97, an almost perfect Guttman scale.

In other words by taking "purer" measures of the schooling process at junior
cycle level the scale reliabilities increase considerably.

Its "face validity", of course, has also improved considerably since the
ordinal position of one of the crucial variables has changed. Now "Subdist"
and "Streaming" are almost exactly collinear-the most "difficult" (or
least frequently occurring) condition is very rigid subject/level distinctions.
This occurs only in conditions where there is very rigid streaming. It is
possible here to derive two "cutting points" for "Subdist" - rigid streaming
with extremely rigid (4) subject and level distinctions (i.e., Scale Type 7),
and less rigid subject and level distinctions with rigid streznning or "banding"
(Scale Type 6). Where both of these conditions are met there is very little
subject choice left at the inciiviclual pupil level, and there is no subject-
teacher involvement in any such choice making that does occur. Consequently.
very high interactional boundaries occur between the different streamed
classes of pupils. These "boundaries" between ranked classes of pupils are



Table 3.9: The Guttman Scaling of Junior Cycle Schooling Process Variables (*"Cutting Points" of Variables are Provided

at Base of Table)

Extent of Extent of Extent of Extent to A~mber of
Subject~Level Extent of Choice of Teacher which Pupils Schools with
Distinctions Streaming Optionad Involvement Take Subjects Total

Nu m bet of > 1 Class o/
Scale Between Classes of Classes Subjects by in Pupil Together as a Pupils at
Type of Pupils of Pupils Pupils Choice Making Class Schools

Inter Cert.
(Subdlst) (Stream) (Choice) (Teachinv) (Class Bound) (N = 95) (N = 80)

~D

No. No.

7 [2_ 4 s ~ s 7 7

5 116 2/3 ~ 2 2 25 25
4 o o 211 [2. 2 22 11
3 o o o 2 L~ s i
2 o o o o 2/1 8 6
1 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 0

Z

No. of"X"s 7/40 58 70 66 9 95 80

No. ofe~o~ 0 1 11 17 4 33 32

*"Subdlst" has 4 values (0-3). It was possible to derive 2 cutting points: at 3, with very high levels of subject/level distinctions, gave a per-
fect scale type "predicting" very rigid streaming, almost no choice, no teacher involvement in choice, and high boundaries between classes.
If "cut" at 2, slighdy lower level of subject distinction, it gave an almost equally perfect scale type but w~th slightly less rigid streaming/
choice restriction practices. "Streaming" has 4 values (1-4): 1 being completely mixed ability or a single class, to 4 which is a completely
streamed set of classes. "Choice" of subject has 4 values (0-3): 3 with none or just 1 optional choice of subject a~’allable to all classes; to
0 where there is a vet3, high degree of choice of subjects. "Teachinv" equally has 3 values (l-S); $ with no subject teacher involvement in
choice making, to 1 with very high levels of involvement. "Class Bound" has 4 values (1-4), 4 where almost all subjects are taken as a class,
to I where almost none are.
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maximised in Scale Type 7 schools- where a rigid hierarchy of streamed
classes exists with little or no leeway to give expression to individual pupil
differences which are not very highly correlated with class rankings. The
central school authorities decide who is to go where and what they are to
do, constructing a very tightly constrained educational achievement process.

In total there are 7 schools with extremely rigid streaming and equally
pronounced subject/level distinctions imposed between classes of pupils.
There are 25 schools with slightly less rigid streaming or banding and less rigid
curricular distinctions amongst classes of pupils (Scale Type 6 -- the second
row of Table 3.9). Here partly as a result perhaps of such lower rigidities
and somewhat more choice of subjects, with more sophisticated timetabling
in some cases, there is higher teacher involvement in choice making and more
open boundaries between classes of pupils - more movement up and down
to take Honours levels, for instance, or technical and vocational subjects, etc.

It is possible, however, to get "banding", particularly the less rigid banding,
without subject]level distinctions being made on the basis of which class
pupils belong to -- though some minor distinctions are, of course, present
(i.e., Scale Type 5 - Row 3 of Table 3.9). If this occurs then subject choice
and teacher involvement in choice making is much less restricted. This greater
openness in choice of subjects]levels may be brought about by having greater
provision orby better timetabling and more open options being made overall.
The boundaries between such "banded" classes, though still present, are not
as rigid as in higher scale types. Widening the choice of options and releasing
time constraints on who can take particular subjects and levels has positive
consequences on pupil-teacher and pupil-pupil interaction across class boun-
daries. There are 25 schools in this scale type. In total there are over 70 per
cent (57) of schools, thcre fore, with either rigid streaming or "broad bandings"
at junior cycle level; with varying degrees, however, of subject/level distinc-
tions between streams/classes and associated variation in subject choice and
teacher involvement in such choice making, and with a small minority of
schools (7) being very highly differentiated.

There are, in addition, 22 schools which have no such streaming or banding
arrangements but have severe restrictions on pupils’ subject choices and little
iuvolvcment of teachers in these choiccs (Scale Type 4). Half of these have
only 1 class (11); time others usually having very limited subject or level
offerings or poor timetabliug of those they have, though being large enough
to have many offerings.

As can be seen only 3 schools fall into Scale Type 3 - schools which do
not stream or band and with some subject choices, but with limited or no
teacher involvement in that choice. Two of these schools have only 1 class --
the other school having many subject/level offerings but where pupil/parent
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choice making does not incorporate subject teachcrs as advisors, etc. For
most purposes however, the scale type can be amalgamated with Scale Type 4.

An additional 8 schools fall into Scale Type 2 - schools where, despite
being mixed ability and with some subject choice and teacher involvement in
these choices, there are still substantial boundaries between classes of pupils.
Each class takes a moderate to large number of subjects together and very
few subjects]levels are "set". Timetabling also appears to be particularly
underdeveloped. Only 2 of these schools have only, 1 class - so the other 6
are not too small to allow greater mixing amongst classes of pupils.

At the mixed ability, cxtreme arc .5 schools which do not "stream" or
"band", which have wide choices, high teacher involvement in such choice
making and relatively fluid or permeable boundaries between classes of pupils
(Scale Type 1). These are the truly, mixed ability schools-but, as can be
seen, they are extremely few in number.

As can be seen from these results, when wc restricted consideration to the
junior cycle we found not only a slightly, more reliable and valid (on face
value) scale but also one which gives us a slightly different distribution of
schools. Thirty-two schools are highly streamed or banded x~fth substantial
subject/level distinctions amongst classes of pupils, with little individual
choice left, limited pupil-teacher interaction over choice-making, and rigid
boundaries between classes of pupils. The earlier results, given in Table 3.8,
provide a slightly diffcrcnt number (31) but with somewhat different and
less clearcut distinction between Scale Types 5 and 4 (Table 3.8), than
amongst Scale Ty, pes 7 and 6 in Table 3.9. The Iattcr provides a "cleaner"
and more ineaningful distinction between the two scale types.

But it is at the othcr cxtrcme of the scale where the differences are most
marked: there are only ] 1 tulstreamed or non-banded schools with 2 or more
classes which have substantial subjcct choicc and teacher involvement in the
junior cycle; whereas the cquivalcnt for Table 3.8 -- based on averaging the

junior and senior cycle resttlts - was 2,t-. It is apparent, thcrcfore, that ahhough
Scale I (Tablc 3.8) does give us an overall or average view of the schooling
pr,~cess it would be much hetter to use more specific measurcs when we are
exalnillill.q either the correlates or conseqtlenccs of such arrzlngenlents at
either the jtmior or senior cycle levels.

Interestingly also there arc clearer interprctations possible of the organisa-
tional basis of the junior cycle scale. Thc three most discrimin:lting items --
"streaming". subject/level distinctions and extent of choice-resuh from
,~rganisationally imposed decisilms. And 3 of the Scale Types (7. 6.5)resuh

from differences in the type and level of sophistication of thesc decisions
and actions. The other two items - the level of teacher involvement and the
"permeability" of class bumadaries-are by and large, outcomes or con-
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sequences of such organisationally imposed practices -- which may or may
,lot be planned for or taken into consideration when decisions to "stream"

or not, or to make rigid subject/level distinctions amongst streamed classes,
were being taken. To a large extent one would suspect that these arc social
organisational consequences which arc not initially considered. They may,
however, be as important in their educational consequences as the original
decision to stream or not.

School Size and Rigidity of the Schooh’ng Process
As we have already seen the intercorrelations amongst the various items

of these sc~des increase with size of schools - all of them apparently relating
to size constraints in the same way. As one call see, however, from the
following table this is clearly not the case.

Table 3.10: Correlation Between Number of Subjects and Number of Pupils in Schools,
and "Schooling Process" Variables

Streaming
Subject Class

Choice
Teacher Overall

Distinction Bounda~es Involvement Scale

Number of Pupils
Total (N = 95) .$0 .10 -.SI* -.2S* -.36" -.IS

(~> 1 Class at Inter
Cert. N = 80) (.II) (-.04) (-.24)* (-.27)* (-.29)* (-.11)

No. of Inter Cert.
Classes (N = 95) .15 .06 -.14 -.23" -.18 -.13

*Statistically significant at p ~ ,05, two tailed test. It should be remembered that "Choice", "Tcachinv"
and "Class Boundaries" are scored from high = 0/1 to low = S/4 (see Table 3.9 footnotc).

Obviously there is no consistent relationship between the overall scale, or
its constituent variables, to size of school. Some of the component scaled
items have clearly negative relationships to size of school: "Class Bound",
"Choice" and "Teachinv". The greater tile size of school the greater the
extent of subject choice and teacher invoh,ement in such choice, as well as
the lower the extent to which pupils take all or most of their subjects to-
gether. Bnt, as one might expect, the larger the school the greater the extent
to which schools stream and, to a limited extent, the greater the extent of
subject allocation differences amongst such streams. The constituent item
relationships are going in different directions. But in all cases this "size con-
straint" explains very little of the overall variance - a maximum of 9 per

cent in "streaming" propensity and of 13 per cent in the case of"teachinv",
for instance. Given these findings it is obvious that our scale on "schooling
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process" does not measure a simple technical-organisational response to
increase size. It is rather, we would argue, based on strategic decisions (Child,
1972) by school authorities - on the basis of their underlying assessment of
the "basic long term goals and objectives of the enterprise" (Chandler, 1962).
These are based on their underlying values and conceptions about how best
to handle their individual schooling project. It is also, however, obviously
affected substantially by administrative or organisational constraints not
indexed by size of school. It may ivell be that larger schools with greater
bureaucratic and administrative roles and procedures, and greater co-ordinative
imperatives - the division of labour being much more easily interpersonally
co-ordinated in small schools-require much higher levels of formal co-
ordination amongst different administrative arrangements. Whatever the
reason it is clear that despite these contrasting individual correlations with
school size, increasing school size clearly imposes consistencies on organisa-
tional decisionmaking, whether those strategic decisions are to strearn or not.

There is, as we have seen, a very clear set of implicative relationships amongst
these constituent variables: one decision implying another. And the larger
the school the greater this covariation, the extent of linking of decisions, or
of organisatiooal arrangements, increasing with organisational size. These
linked decisions, of course, may be either toward increasing "openness" or
"closedness" of the schooling process applied. It appears as if either certain
administrative constraints or else certain consensus seeking processes within
schools forces school management toward greater linking of these decisions
in larger schools. In any case it clearly appears that constraining "environ-
mental" variables, such as increasing school size, do not of themselves explain
the process.

As we shall see in Chapter 4 those strategic decisions are very highly struc-
tured - they vary systematically by the sex and social class of the school’s
clientele, as well as by the characteristics of the school ol~q~ing authority.
The nature of the pupil intake, and the nature of the "schooling output", or
operative objectivcs of the school, as well as its educational philosphy or
ideology, also appear to be very important. What has been most striking
about the results in this chapter is that, in most cases, such "schooling pro-
cess" outcomes clearly appear to be more the resuh of "strategic decisions"
(Child, 1972) taken by school maslagement than of any environmental
pressure or constraint - certainly not by school size per se.

In some schools, however, decisions to stream, for instance, had been
taken at least a decade earlier. In many of these schools the whole set of
schooling practices- initial enid, examinations, assignment of pupils to
classes, assignment of subject/levels to classes, allocation of teachers to
classes, the division of labour, and the co-ordinative and hierarchical struc-
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ture of the school- had become highly, routinised and entrenched. Schooling
arrangements hac! become so firmly established in their historical and well
worn paths that most teachers and school management personnel had
developed significant personal interests in the maintenance of the current
structure of the school. It would prove very difficult to change such school-
ing arrangements. Such "strategic decisions", in other words, once made have
very constraining influences on subsequent choices and behaviour.

Conclusion

The results of our analysis, therefore, clearly support a simple unidimen-
sional view of the schooling process. Very rigid streaming is almost univer-
sally associated with very rigid subject distinctions and with little subject

choice oz" teacher involvement in that choice making. But less rigid streaming
or "broad banding" can occur with little subject/level distinctions - though
not without any distinctions at all (Scale Type 5). Referring back to Figure 3.1
--AIBIC1 is the ideal type--but only a small number of schools (see
Tables 3.8 and 3.9) fit into it. But less rigid streaming or banding can be

associated with only minimal subject/level distinctions -- ahhough it is never
found without significant reductions in subject choice, restrictions in subject
teacher involvement and moderate high botmdaries between classes; i.e.,
Type Al BIC2 (in Figure 3.1) is not found.

If unstreamed on the other hand - this condition never occurs with subject/
level distinctions; i.c., A2B1 does not occur as was predicted (Figure 3.1).
Indeed, almost by definition, it cannot occur. But unstreamed schools can

occur with considerahle "closedness" in the "search process"; i.e., A2 B2Cl
can and does occur. In fact it does occur far more frequently than A2B2C2
(Figure 3.1), the type that was expected to occur most frequently. The main
reason here is the restriction on the size of the currlcuh~m. Indeed if we
exclude all schools with only I Intermediate Certificate class, Scale Type 4
with considerable "choice" and "teacher involvement" has roughly the same
number of cases as Scale Types I and 2 the most open and most "mixed
ability" schools.

With these minor exceptions, therefore, the hypotheses originally advanced
arc strongly, supported by the data - the 5 wLrlabies examined do fit together
in a highly consistent form its hypothcsised.

In the following chapter we explore the underlying reasons why different
kinds of schools arrange their "schooling process" in these quite distinct

ways. Before proceeding to explain such variation in the schooling process
we need to initially check the meaningfulness or "face validity" of the scales
used to measure it. This we do below in a preliminary way, by examining in
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some detail the characteristics of the top 7 schools which are most diftcren
tiated by pupils’ ability level and curricular allocation (Scale Type 7, Table 3.9),
as well as the bottom 1 l least streamed schools.

The Most Streamed Schools

All of the 7 schools (Table 3.9) which are most streamed and differentiated
by curricular/teaching strategies are Secondary schools. They are all owned
by male religious orders, 5 by the Christian Brothers. The other 2, originally
all boys’ schools, had recently taken in girls, one on a shared co-institutional
basis, the other on a completely coed basis. All but 1 of these schools are in
the free scheme. Five of these schools have more than 3 classes of pupils at
Intermediate Certificate level. In other words these are dominantly large
male Secondary schools with generally high academic aims and with curricula
which, in the top classes, are highly academic and demanding. Honours level

courses in Irish, English, Maths, are taught to the top streamed class(es); and
Pass level courses, and some technical subjects (usually Technical Drawing,
Spanish, Commerce or Home Economics) are taught in the lower streams.

These schools have either entrance tests or examinations soon after pupils
enter the school. And on the basis of these examinations--usually the
"Drumcondra" Irish, English and Maths tests, based on the Primary school
curriculum - they allocate pupils to the different streamed classes. Both this

assessment and allocation of pupils to classes is a highly centralised process -
involving both Principals and Career Guidance Teachers usually. Equally
centralised is timetabling, decisions on optional/core courses, and the alloca-
tion of subjects/teachers to classes.

On average these schools serve a middle to lower middle class clientele,
and are all located in urban areas -- 3 of them in Dublin. Three of the schools
are highly selective in their intake (the Dublin schools). Of the other 4 schools,
although all are formally unsetective of their intake, 2 report that they clearly
get the better pupils from the local catchment area shared with other com-
peting schools. Since 5 of these schools are either selective or highly com-
petitive in their intake they do not have any serious numeracy or literacy
problems amongst their pupil intake. So, in general, it is not greater educa-
tion’al ability variance in their intake that explains their rigid streaming
behaviour.

To conclude, therefore, these highly streamed schools are large, dominantly
male, Secondar3, schools with clearcut academic educational objectives and
with socially selective and social mobility functions. Their pupil intake is
comprised of a generally male middle to lower middle class clientele whose
dominant educational objective seems to be closely linked to achieving social
mobility. The impression one gets from these schools is that the position of
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the lower ability pupil is not being equally catered for- being generally
assigned a rather attenuated version of the academic curriculum.

Unstreamed Schools
Of the 1 I most unstreamed or "mixed ability," schools (Table 3.9) with

more than I class of pupils, all but 3 arc Secondary schools, and these are
"new" Community schools formed from amalgamating local small Secondary
and Vocational schools. All these schools sel’ve roughly the same kind of
social class mix as the highly streamed schools, though 4 are somewhat
higher social status - 2 being fee paying. They tend, however, to be smaller
schools.

But what most distinguishes these from the former schools is the fact that
they arc, with 4 exceptions, all owned and operated by female religious orders
and that are a// either girls’ schools or coed schools. One of the exceptions
is a high status fee paying Secondary school, the others Community schools.
These schools, therefore, deal with a different clientele, provide a schooling

that appears to have quite different objectives to the highly streamed schools
and are motivated by quite different values, particuIarly as these are articulated
within the religions orders or ntanagements which run these schools.

Four of the schools involved are selective in their intake, but the others
arc not only unsclective - 4 of thcna being located in "one school" catch-
ment areas- but generally appear to have a slightly higher proportion of
numcracy and literacy problems in their pupil intake than the highly streamed
schools. In fact 4 of them appear to serve a much more diverse social class
and ability range of pupils than the highly, streamed schools.

Child’s (1972) view of the role of "Strategic Choice" in determining the
working process of organisations receives some support in these findings. As
we have already seen the rigidity of the schooling process has no significant
correlation with school size.Judged in terms of extremes of schooling it also
appears to have little relationship with the social class or ability characteristics
of the pupil intake as such. But as we shall also see in the next chapter, such
"Strategic Choices" appear to be strongly instutionally influenced.



Chapter 4

IVEtY SCItOOLS VARY 1N TttE1R SCHOOLING PRACTICE: THE
hVFLUENCE OF TECHNICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

Two contrasting sets of hypotheses can be proposed as to why schools
vaO’ so much in their schooling processes - basically "technical-rational" as
against volitional and institutional forces. On technical-ratlonal grounds it
can be argucd that the degree of standardisation and differentiation of school-
ing is a resuh of rational calculation by school managements about how best
to dcal with differences in their size, the variance in the intake characteristics
of pupils, or the extent to which schools have to cope with different popula-
tion sub.t,q’oups with specific educational needs; e.g., a high proportion of
educationally deprived pupils but also a high proportion of acadcmic~dly
able pupils. Such "technical" solutions would, of eotnrse, assume consensus
on concepts, theories, appropriate methods as well as ideologies and values
in education.

Under institutional assumptions we proposed, however, that the internal
working arrangements of schools are not tecbnically determined but closely
reflect the various institutional origins and charters of different school-owning
authorities, as well as the important social placement or mobility, or social
reproduction, roles such schools play. Within this latter perspective schooling
is not seen as a straightforward rational or technical response to an unam-
biguously defined set of goals, problems and tasks which have straightforward
scientifically validatable solutions; rather it is the resuh of differences in
objectives and va]ues and strategic choices made on the basis of these different
priorities amongst school-owning authorities.

We hypotheslsed, therefore, that it is the different explicit "charters", as
well as the acquired educational and social placement functions, of schools
that accoum for the variance in the schooling process applied to a scbool’s
intake, rather than any variance in the objective "technical" characteristics
of the intake. These different explicit charters - whether characterised by
the tripartite, formal divisions between Secondary, Vocational or Community
schools, or less formally wiflfin the privately owned Secondary school sector
- usually specify, or at least imply, a particukLr educational orientation to a
specific sex or social group as well as imply a particular type of education to
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be applied thereto. These different educational charters are discussed in detail
in Chapter 2.

Besides explicit founding charters, different school organisations have
acquircd distinct educational functions over time. For example, Christian
Brothers’ Secondary schools, although explicitly founded to serve the educa-
tion of the poor, through their progressive adaptation to the State’s method
of funding second-level education and within the ambit of State regulation,
have tended over time to move away from the provision of a basic education
for the poor to an increasingly more academic grammar school education for
lower middle or upper working class boys or those from small farms, the
brightest of which are selectcd and sponsored for upward social mobility.

And, as we saw in our previous study (Hannah, Brecn et aL, 1983, pp. 188-
190) tend to provide a quite specialised science-Maths or "Commerce" cur-
rictdum to achlevc these ends.

On the othcr hand, the Mercy Order has never quitc directed its energies
to such specific achievement goals. This is partly because it mainly teachcs

girls, whose educational and occupational ~lchicvcmcnt goals are not generally
seen as being as salient as those of boys. But it is also because of other dif-
fercnccs in the basic educational goals of the religious order conccrned.

We hypothesiscd, therefore, that rigid pupil, curricular and instructional
differentiation would be most characteristic of the following types of schools:

(a) Those which teach boys rather than girls, the education of boys being
far morc class and’educationally differentiated (Hannah, Breen et al.,

983).
(b) Schools which act as sponsoring working class, small farm or lower

middlc class I)ttl~ils for upward social mobility.
(c) Schools which serve a widcr sct of cducational, social placement aod

social mobility functions. The larger Vocational and Community/
Comprehensive schools havc far more comprehensive objectives than
the more homogcneous functions of Secondary schools.

(d) Schools which serve a working class or lower middle class clientelc,
rather than an upper middle class clientele. Streaming is expected to
be least characteristic of schools which aim to consolidate the

position of the upper middle class.
(e) Secondary schools operated by certain male religious orders whose

charters, educatio,aal goals and philosolghics emphasise selection and
sponsorship of lower working class or lower middle class pupils for
upward social mobility: i.e., Christian Brothers. Presentation Brothers.
etc.
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So, institutional hypotheses indicate that three variables are of most sig-
nificance; the social class origins of pupils and the social mobility function of
schools, the sex of the pupil body, and a clear independent effect of the
educational philosophy or ideology guiding the specific school authority.
"Technical" variables, as such, arc not expected to have much effect.

Analysis and Results

The analysis of the causes of variation in the schooling process focused on
7 key variables. These are dichotomised into: (a) "technical" or environmental
variables - size of school, extent of literacy and numeracy problems in the
pupil intake, variance in other pupil intake characteristics like social class
composition or parental educational levels; and (b) "institutional" or "voli-
tional" factors- sex of pupil body, median sockd class composition of

pupil body, and the chartered educational objectives of the authority rtmning
the school.

Technical-Rational Factors
Basically the technical argument says that variation in educational pro-

cessing results from equivalent variation in intakc ("raw materials")- with
differcnt proccsses being applied to diffcring intakes. So the wider thc
variance in intake thc grcater the variancc in processing. It is presumed under
the technical argument that most school decisionmakcrs basically share the
same set of educational values and goals and the same technically rational
approach to their implementation or achievement. So larger schools and
schools with greater variances should show greater differentiation in pro-
cessing. The instittttional argument on the othcr level says that diffcrcntiation
depends mainly on the goals and values of the decisionmakers -- it is the
result of choices thcy make based on the underlying criteria thcy use in
choosing one schooling solution rather than another: internal school choicc
and policy, rather than external or environmcntal factors, being the main
in fluence.

The correlation results given below in Table 4.1 summarise the bivariate
relationship between these two contrasting sets of variables. Six variables
are selected to represent "technical" factors-size of school or number of
pupils, extent of literacy/numeracy problems in pupil intake, and the dcgree
of selectivity or competitivcness of pupil intake - all four variables measured
in interviews with school Principals; extent of variation in the social class
and educational background of pupils- which were estimatcd from thc
responses of pupils to questions about their fathers’ occupational status and
education at Inter Cert. level (see Hannan, Breen et al., 1983, pp. 23-29 for
details). We do not have any measure of pupil "ability" or "pcrformancc" at
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entry,. Ahhough most schools had results for entry examinations, or stan-
dardised test scores, these measures varied so widely from school to school
that comparable data were not available. In addition many of the examinations
or tests used were not very reliable or were of doubtful validity. It would,

of course, be preferable to use such initial entry tests. However, they are
highly correlated with the social class and educational background charac-
teristics of pupils - and are, to that extent, indirectly measured here. But, in
addition, we have included two measures of the extent to which a school’s
intake includes lower ability pupils, and two measurcs of the extent of the
ability selectivity of the intakc and of the extent to which the school is
"competitive" in its intake. These school level rneasures do clearly "tap"
the "ability selectivity," of schools. We are nevertheless only too conscious
of the absence of reliable "ability," or aptitude measures for school intake.
So, it is for this reason that we later use a very conservative method of
estimating the influence of "schooling differentiation" on school outputs.

Tile resuhs clearly indicate that the 6 individual "technical" factors are

not very hnportant predictors of the schools’ propensity to differentiate
their pupils or curricula. Except for size of schools there are no statistically
significant correlations present. Larger schools tend to be somewhat more
differentiated in the junior cycle (r = .30). And (Secondary) schools which
are highly selective/competitive in their pupil intake and get "better" or
more able pupils, are somewhat less inclined to differentiate. Both correlations
are, however, very low and statistically, insignificant. There is no consistent
correlation between schooling differentiation and the extent of literacy or
numeracy problems in the pupil intake. There is no consistent bivariate
relationship between variation in a school’s sockd class intake or variation
in the parental educational background of pupils and propensity to differen-
tiate. So, it is not the level of differentiation in intake that accounts for the
level of differentiation of schooling process. This low corrcspondcnce
hetween such technical-rational and environmental factors and schooling
practice: hoh:ls for all variables included in the overall differentiation scale
(except for extent of subject choice-where larger schools have sm’newhat
more choice).

Combined, thcse 6 "technical" factors explain less than 5 pcr cent of thc
variance in the overall scale, or 14 per cent of the v:~ri:lnce in the hater Cert.
school process st:lie (sec Table 4.2). The main tcchnical variable of significance
is size. Once size is controlled for, only the extent to which schools have zi

hu’gc lower ability intakc, retains any significance. Larger schools are, :is
hypothcsiscd, more likcly to differenti:ne their schooling process. Paradoxi:
tally, however, once size is controlled for schools which have z~ high intake
of lower ahility ptipils are somewhat less likely to rigidly stream their intake



Table 4A: Relationships Between "Technical" and "Institutional" Variables and the Propensity to Differentiate Pupils
and Curricula. (Schools > I class: N = 80 Schools; Values of ¯ = .22 or Greater. are Statistically S~’~ificant at .05 Level.

Two Tailed)

Indices/Scales Used

Overall
Scale

Indcptndent Va~hte~

Correlations ~’th e~.chooling ProcrJj
Process VariebleJ (Pea,on "s r. )

IndiuiduM Dems in Scale
Jnter.
£er:. ~2glent of
~¢~ale Streaming Subject

o/I~pils Distiattion Choice of
$uhjeetJ to

l~pllJ

0

A. Technical Variable,
Size of ~..hool

2. F-x tent o f IReracy/
autocracy problems
in intake

3. Degree of bach-
Iffound s¢l¢ctivlt y
of pupil intake

4, F..xtcnt of eariation
in the pupil’l social

(i) No, of pupih -.13 .30" .12 .13 %$1’
(it) % pupil inlake with literacy/

numeracy problcmsf .06 -.07 -. 14 -.06 -.I 6

(iii) Degree Io which s~hc.ol is
selective in intake -. 15 .03 . 05 l. I $ -. I 7

(iv) Extem to ~ich school is
compcfitlve in iss inlake~ -AO -A I -A2 -.08 -.02

(v) Soc. class ~alrianee in pupll intake
to school .05 -.01 -A I .02 -.01

ela~ and educational (vl) Variation in parental educ. level
background of pupil intake to school3 -. ] 2 -.04 -.I 7 -.02 -. 11

B. laztltutiond/
FaCtional Factors

5. Type/sex of u:hooI

6. Identhy of school
Authority

7, .’.led;an social class
and ¢ducatlonaJ
backgoan6

(vii) Boys’ Sec. schooh ,23 .29 .20 ,23 .32
(viii) Girh" Sec. school| -. 15 -. 17 -,06 -.08 -.24
(ix) Community schooh -.10 -,05 -.10 -.02 -.40
(x) Vocational Jchoob .22" -.02 .13 -.02 .28
(xi) Christian Brothers’lchools .28* .31" .23 .39 .31
(xil) Mercy schools -A 1 -.]2 -.07 -.13 -.06
(xili) Medlan soc. tins* of pupil body .15 .21 -.01 .I 2 ,I I
(xiv) Median level of patented education -.I $ -,07 .05 .01 -.09

*Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.
~’[ndices of llteracy and autocracy arc reD’ highly correlated (r " .95).
IScale which measures extent to which school is ovet-suh$crihed in intake and selects its pupils (4 ¯ hil~]y selective) or is completely un-

~ v¢ IR 0)"",

by other Iool schoois (- 0 or 1 I-
3 Vad*a tion in lathers’ educafior~al level in Inter Cert. cla~ses. Results for mothers’ education are ¢vcn less signiflc~nt.

0
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or differentiate their curricula. Variation in the social class background of
pupils is positively con’cIated with differentiation, as predicted, but the
coefficient is not significant. So, there is no evidence that variation in the
ability intake of schools -- nor in the familial social or educational background
of pupils - are independently and positively con’elated with streaming and
cun’icular differentiation. There is very little evidence, therefore, for the
"technical" hypothesis except for the effect of school size. Indeed increasing
proportions of lower ability pupils in a school appear to have a negative
effect where a positive effect was predicted.

Table 4.2: Stepwise Multiple Regression of "’Technical" and Social/Institutional School

Variables on the Tendency of Schools to Differentiate their Schooling Process

(Inter Cert.[Scale, Schools With More than 2 Classes)

A. Technical Variables
School size (No. of pupils in entry year)
Extent of selectivity in intake~

Extent of literacy/numeracy problems in pupil intake

Variation in social class intake of school

Variation in parental educational level of pupil intake

B. Institutional Variables
Girls’ school (Dummy)

Boys’ school (Dummy)
Vocational/Community school (Dummy)

Median social class of pupil body

(0 (ii)
Beta Beta

.34* .35*

-.10 -.14

-.26* -.15

.11 .06

-.06 -.18

-.33*
.12

-- 5~*

.27*

R1 = .14 .32

F = 2.2* 3.4*

No. ofschools** 74 74

*Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.
**There are 80 schools with two or more classes at hater Cert. level but only 74 with full

data on all variables in the regression.
i The other scale on school competitiveness made no additional contribution and was ex-

cluded.

The reason for some of these discrepant results and for thclow overall
level of variance explained by such "technical" factors becomes obvious
when one introduces social-institutional variables into the regression. Institu-
tional and ideological factors clearly intervene in the ways different school
authorities handle such "technical" factors. Part of the explanation, for
instance, as to why schools with higher proportions of children with literacy
and numcracy problems arc less likely to stream rigidly, is mainly explained
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by the fact that Vocational and Community schools have much higher pro-
portions of pupils with literacy and nurneracy problems (r = .45) than other
schools. They also tend to have much lower within-school wlriances in the
social class of intake of pupils. As a matter of policy, however, Vocational
schools (and Community schools) are much less likely to stream rigidly than
most boys’ Secondar~ schools, although they almost universally "broad band"
when large enough.

Social-Institutional Factors
As we can clearly see from the resuhs presented in Tables 4.3. and 4.2 -

there are much clearer relationships between institutional factors and school-
ing practice. Boys’ Secondary schools (particularly Christian Brothers’ schools)
and schools which cater mainly for lower middle or working class pupils
are far more likely to stream their pupils and differentiate their curricula
than others. Girls’ schools, and schools which cater mainly for upper middle
class pupils are least likely, to stream. Vocational and Community]Compre-
hensive schools are also somewhat less likely to rigidly differentiate their
schooling process-once all other factors are controlled for, ahhough in
their case they are more likely than others to broad band. The next strongest
relationship is with the median social class level of the pupil intake to the
school-of roughly equal importance to school size. The more working
class the pupil composition, the greater the tendency to differentiate. It is
not, therefore, the variance in the social class intake of schools, nor variation
- in so far as we can judge - in the ability, intake of pupils, that explains
variation in schooling process differentiation, but rather the average level of
pupil intake as well as the policy of the school authority.

It appears, in fact, that Secondary schools which cater mainly for poten-
tially upwardly mobile, lower middle or working class, boys are most likely
to rigidly, differentiate their schooling practice. So, boy, s’ Secondary schools
which select or "sponsor" a proportion of their more able intake for upward

mobility, appear to have the most differentiated schooling process. Many of
these schools, however, also tend to have high "dropout rates", as we shall
see later; so their schooling differentiation it also highly predictive of their
"output" differentiation. On the other hand, upper middle class Secondary
schools are least likely, to stream or differentiate their curricula. Consolidating
the advantage of the upper middle class appears to require that most of their
children are "treated" relatively equally, or that the choice of the schooling
process applied it left to the pupil and his/her parents.

For example, of the 7 most highly differentiated schools, all are Secondary,
with 5 boys’, and two coed schools. But 5 of the 7 are Christian Brothers’
schools, whose average parental occupation status varies between lower

middle to middle class. But what is equally important is that a substantial
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number of pupils in these schools were being prepared for University entry
- with 39 per cent of Leaving Cert. pupils, on average, aspiring to University
entry, and 21 per cent actually going on to University after completing the
Leaving Certificate.

On the other hand, however, just over 37 per cent of pupils who entered
these schools drop out before the Leaving Cert., most after the Inter Cert.
In other words we are dealing here with a set of schools whose schooling
processes and outcomes are very highly differentiated - ahhough the formal
curriculum is, in general, highly academic. Over a third of lower ability pupils

are early leavers and generally enter manual occupations, but at the opposite
pole between a quarter to one-third go on to University and enater profes-
sional and upper middle class positions. Lower ability streams take a "Pass"
level general curriculum; and upper streams a highly academic, Honours, and
generally specialised set of courses. These schools are clearly biased towards
sponsoring upward mobility for a select minority of pupils, and do not appear
to pay much attention to the educational or occupational achievement of
lower ability/achievement pupils.

At the other extreme are 8 Secondary schools which have completely un-
streamed or mixed ability classes with undifferentiated curricula. None of

these schools are boys’ schools - one is coed, the others are all girls’ Secon-
dary schools. Four of the schools are upper middle class schools - 2 being
fee paying. The other 4 are middle to lower middle class girls’ Secondary
schools -- 2 run by the Mercy Order, and 1 by the Presentation Order. Most

of the Principals, when interviewed, explicitly emphasised the positive values
of mixed ability classes. Mixed ability teaching appeared to be a conscious
strategy used to implement certain egalitarian wdues or to achieve certain
egalitarian objectives- some Principals emphasising the advantage of such
arrangements to lower ability pupils. In these 8 unstreamed schools 38 per
cent of Leaving Cert. pupils aspired to go to University, and 18 per cent
actually went on to University. Although third-level entry figures are some-
what lower in their case it is clear that most of the schools strongly orient
their programmes in that direction; but in ways that do not marginalise the
lower ability pupils. In this case only 14 per cent of pupils dropped out of
school before completing their senior cycle. So, taking this into considera-
tion, education~d achievement levels are, in fact, substantially higher in this
case if we take as our base the total cohort of pupils that first entered these
schools.

As we can see, therefore, environmental and technical factors are much
less important than institutional and ideological ones in determining a
school’s processing characteristics. The details of these institutional relation-
ships are made clear in the following two tables.
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Table 4.3 shows the relationship to school types and sex mix. All of the
most highly differentiated schools are boys’ Secondary schools, while none
of the least differentiated are.

Table 4.3: Distribution of Secondary, Vocational and Community Schools by Schooling

Processing Differentiation (Inter Cert. Scale; Schools with Two or More Classes at Entry,

N= 80)

Inter Cert. Schooling Differentiation Scale

Type    Type Type    Type Type Total
7 6 $    4 3,2,1 (N)

Ri~qdly Mixed Ability
Eqfferentlated Undifferentiated

Secondary schools
Boys’ 7 5 S 6 21
Cocd 3 5 2 10
Girls’ -- 6 6 -- 6 18

Vocational schools - 7 6 5 I 19

Community and Comprehcnslve schools -- 4 ,5 S 12

No. of schools 7 2‘5 25 l I 12 80

X2 = 24,‘5, dr. = 8. p < .005 (Table coIlaps~d by adding Rowl 2 + ‘5, and 4 + 5).

Almost all the larger Vocational schools are "banded" or moderately
streamed - in terms of the segregation of these pupils into different ability
groups, and they maintain generally moderate curricular boundaries between
these classes. Equally, most Community schools are moderately differen-
tiated in this way. However, on average, in neither case is the degree of ability
differentiation of pupils or of curricula, or restriction of subject choice, as
great as in boys’ Secondary schools. But in Vocational schools and in some
Comprehensive schools, clear differentiation by sex of pupils occurs - a very
rare occurrence in coed Secondary schools or in most Community schools.
There is in general a shared view amongst Community school Principals,
particularly, that rigid streaming is bad, and their ability differentiation is
constructed by much less rigid methods - mostly "broad banding".

In the following table we give the distribution of Secondary schools by the
religious order running the school. The sample is too small to show any staffs-
tically significant result, but the trends are in broad agreement with other
results.

Almost all Christian Brothers’ schools in our sample streamed their classes
to some extent -- most to a very high extent. The number of schools run by
other male religious orders in our sample is too small to make definite stare-
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Table 4.4: Distribution of Secondary Schools by Religious Congregation Running the

School and Schooling Differentiation. (Schools > 1 Class)

Other Male Other Female
Extent of ChFistlan Mercy High Status Congrega- Congregations

Rigidity of Brothers"
Congregation Congregations’ tions (Presentation, Other Total

the Schooling Schools Schools Schools (Presentation, Holy Faith,
Schools

Process
De La Snlle. etc.)    etc.)

Low {I.$) I $            2 2 0 8

Mod.(~5) 3 7 $          2 3 $     21
lfigh (6-7) S 3 -- $          5 2     21

Tot~ 12 13 5 5 l0 5 50

merits. It appears, however, from our intc~,iews with thc Principals involved
that the ideolob,T underlying a school’s goals or observable outputs, and the
processing arrangements implemented were nowhere as clearcut as in Christian
Brothers’ schools. The long established role of the Christian Brothers in Irish
education, which appears to have emphasised their selective sponsoring of
the more able working class and lower middle class boys for upward social
mobility, appears also to have been based on a strategy of selective and dif-
ferentiated schooling to achieve that objective.

Like the Community school Principals, some Secondary school Principals
clearly had consciously decided not to stream or differentiate their pupil
body and provided a more general and more open process of schooling which
would encourage each pupil to achieve their full potential through maximising
choice and minimising centralised schooling decisions. This was most charac-
teristic of convent schools and lay schools whose clientele were dominantly
upper middle class. But such corJscions organisation of schooling practice
was not the usual pattern. The extent to which most schools differentiated
their process, however, depended crucially on the social chtss characteristics
of their intake.

The Social Class Characteristics and Social Mobility Functions of Schools
When related directly to the median social class characteristics of their

pupil clientele, it is clear that the lower the mean social class of the school’s
pupils the more likely the school is to provide a rigid schooling process (r =

.21). Working class schools are almost twice as likely as upper middle chtss
schools to be highly streamed and differentiated.

It may well be that such middle class schools have substantially less "ability"
variance in their pupil intake tban working class schools have, and tbat it is
this "ability variance" imperative which is inte~,ening. Certainly the more
middle class schools have substantially lower proportions of pupils with
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Table 4.5: Percentage Distribution of Schools Catering for Different Social Classes by
Extent of Rigidity of Schooling IXrocess (~ 1 Inter Cert. Class)

Median Social Class of Pupil Body
Extent of Rigfch’ty

Middle and Lowerof Schooling Upper Middle~Lower Lower Middle/
Working Class and Total

Process Middle Middle Class Upper Working
Small Farmer

(Inter Cert. Scale) Class (&Large Farmers)
Clars

(<30 Acres) (N)

U +2) (3) (+) (5+6)

%

Low ( 1-3): 25.0 16.7 I 0.0 10.0 12

Medium (4-5): 45.8 45.8 60.0 30.0 56

High (6+7): 31.3 57.5 $0.0 60.0 32

% 100 100 100 100 100
Total

{N) (16) (24) (20) (20) (80)

r - .21, p <.05.

educational disabilities. However, once school size is controlled for there is a
negative relationship between thc estimated proportion of the pupil intake
to schools with literacy and numeracy problems and schooling differentiation
(see Table 4.2). And the positive association between the median social class
levcl of a school and its score on the schooling process scale is maintained
even when such factors are controlled for. Equ’,dly, although there is a
moderate correlation between the mcdian social class of a school’s intake
and the extent of social class variance in the school’s pupil intake (r = .23) -
the lower the social class of intake the higher the variance - there is only a
vet3, low correlation between social class variance, or parental educational
variance, and such schooling differentiation practices once school size is con-

trolled for and when all institutional factors are controlled (Table 4.2). All
of this strongly indicates therefore, that such differences between schools
in their schooling process cannot simply be explained by equivalent variances
in their ability and social class intakes. In addition schools which select their
pupil intake, or which successfully compete locally for the more able pupil
clientele, are not less likcly to stream or differentiate their curriculum - if
any relationship exists it is in the opposite direction. In any case, such school
practices are most characteristic of middle class boys’ Secondary schools,
which are, in fact, most likely to stream.

The typical social class level of pupils’ parcnts within a school expresses
not only the intake characteristics of pupils-- indexing their familial and
neighbourhood resources and influences- but also broadly indicates a
school’s goals or expected outputs. What it is that schools set out to achieve
with their inputs or, rather, what educational outputs are typically achieved
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and could, ill an ideal world, be avoided or changed if schools wlshcd, is
highly predicted by the class composition of a school’s inputs. Upper middle
class schools in our sample, for instance, ,almost universally "succeed" in
bringing all their pupils up to Leaving Cert. level, and a high proportion of
the graduating class go on to third-level education (30-40 per cent usu~dly);
with a much higher proportion (60-70 per cent) aspiring to go on to third
level. In other words these schools have quite homogeneous educational and
social placement functions - to mediate and transform high familial expec-
tations and resources into third-level entry certifications. Besides this general
uniformity in expectations, intentions, goals or expected outcomes, both the
typical familial cultures of the ul)per middle class, and the corresponding
culture of the school, emphasise those aspects of personal character and coo-

duct which raaximise individualistic achievement (see Kohn and Schooter,
1980). Sclf direction, personal responsibility and individu~distic achievement
values are maximised in such upper middle class families and in their i)atterns

of socialisation and functioning. These values can only be maximised in mixed
ability schools which allow wide Icvcls of choice and individual expression.
So, even where there may be as wide a range of ability levels in pupil intake
as in lower middle class or working class schools, prcssure to conform to
high parental expectations and to a more demanding clientele would force
such schools towards a more open schooling process arrangement.

The managers of lower middle or working class schools do not, on the

other hand, face that kind of parental or familial environment. Indeed as
Kohn (1983) and others have pointed out, working class culture tends to
emph;csise passivity, conformity and obedience, as well as substantially lower
expectation levels. Where such schools, therefore, attempt to rnaxim ise educa-
tional mobility chances for the more able of their pupil intake they can do

so through a much more selective procedure than in schools where parents
would be better in formed, and more vociferous and active. So ability variation
could, in these circumstances, be translated into formed ability groupings and
school determined curricular allocation and institutional procednrcs.

When we attempted to classify schools by using a more complex sel of
"input" and "output" variables combined - including the average social class
level of the pupil intake, the extent of "dropout" before pupils took the
Leaving Cert., and the extent to which Leaving Cert. pupils subsequently
went on to University - we get a much more informative and revealing clas-
sification as given in the following table. Ahhough this new classification is
highly correlated (r = .75) with the median social class of the school intake it
provides a clearer picture and is almost self-explanatory.

To some extent, however, this classification, although highly illustrative is
not unambiguously interpretable. The point selected to dichotomise the
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schooling process scale ma-ximises the differences. To a limited extent also,
as we shall see in the next chapter, streaming per se appears to be a significant
causal factor in dropout rates. The table, however, is so illustrative of the
relationship between social class of origin, the social class of "destination"
of pupils and the schooling process applied that it is worth producing it here.

At one extreme are 6 Secondary schools (3 fee paying) with a predominantly
upper middle class clientele. There is almost no dropout problem in any of
these schools. Almost all pupils stay on to do the Leaving Cert. and, of those
who complete the Leaving Cert., between 30-50 per cent go on subsequently
to University. Three of these schools have basically mixed ability classes with
wide choice of subjects and levels and the least centralised direction of
schooling choices, as well as maximum subject-teacher involvement in this
choice-making behavionr, etc. Of the 3 schools which show most schooling
differentiation none belong to the most highly streamed or differentiated
category.

At the other social class extreme are 13 working class schools, 12 of which
are highly streamed. These have high subject/level differentiation, with high
central direction of the schooling process. Nine of these schools are Vocational
schools, the rest girls’ or coed Secondary schools. There are very high "drop-
out rates" from these schools (between 40-90 per cent of intake) and, except
in the Secondary schools where a small number did go on, almost none of the
Leaving Cert. pupils went on to University. Obviously, a quite differentiated
set of outputs is being provided for in these schools. At the top are a tiny
proportion of University entrants (<5 per cent). Next are Leaving Cert.
pupils -- mostly female - being positioned for entry to cleric,’d or related
lower non-manual occupations. The high performing boys are being prepared
mostly for skilled manual apprenticeships. But at the bottom of the achieve-
nlent scale most boys are dropping out of these schools into unskilled or
semi-skilled manual employment or, in nearly half these cases, into unemploy-
ment. Although, therefore, the average level of achievement in these schools
is much lower than in the former case the salient range of educational and
occupational destinations for which pupils are being prepared is much greater.
’Whatever about the objective situation it is obvious that such "output objec-
tives" are being perceived as much wider in scope and, therefore, are thought
to require substantial differentiation in the schooling treatment applied. The
extent to which there is school m,’magement centralisation of decisionmaking
in this case, of course, is substantially aided by the lower level of expectations

and more quiescent or less demanding behaviour of working class parents.
Between these two extremes are most schools which, although showing a

clear trend towards greater differentiation in lower middle or working class
schools exhibit remarkable variation in schooling practice even within the
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Table 4.6: The Relationship Between the Social Class Origins and Destinations of Pupils
in School and Schooling Practice (N = 70 Schools, with > 1 Class and with Leaving Cert.

Classes Where Full Information is Available)

Social Clods Origins of Pupil and Social
Mobility Functions of School

Level of Schooling

Differentiation (1. C Scale)

High Levels of
Low-Moderate Pupil and

Differentiation Curricular

Differentiation

0"4) (5- 7)

Total

1. Upper middle (I-2)* class pupils with very
low dropout** rates (< 5%) and high 3

educational achievement levels (Univ. (.50)
entry levels > 30%)

2. Middle class schools (2-3) with low drop-

out rates (< 20%) and high educ. achieve- 6

ment levels (20-35% to Univ.) (.60)

3. Lower middle class schools, with moderate
to high dropout rates (30-40%) but 6

moderate educational achievement (.29)

levels (15-25%-’~ Univ.)

4. Lower middle class schools (3-4) with
moderate to high dropout rates (40-60%) 2

and low educational achievement levels (.25)

(10-20% ~ Univ.)

5. Working class schools (4-5) with moderate 3
dropout rates (c.40%) and low achievement
levels (5-10%)

(.25)

6. Working class schools (4-6) with moderate [
to high dropout rates (40-90%) and very low (.08)
(< 5%) or no University entry

3      6

(.50)    (1.00)

4 10
(.40) (l.O0)

15 21
(.71) (l.00)

6       8
(.75)    (1.00)

9 12

(.73) (1.00)

12      13
(.92)    (I.O0)

TotM 21 49 70

R =.25;p <.05.
*The figures in parenthesis after social class code indicate the median social class or, more
accurately, the socio-economic status, catego~, involved.
**"Dropout rates" refer to proportion of original entrants who leave school before the
Inter. or Group Cert. or before the Leaving Cert. level.
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same social class/mobility category. The sex of the school, the religious order
or secular organisation running the school, and the size of the pupil body
appear to be the most differentiating variables involved. Girls’ schools, schools
run by female religious orders and smaller schools are least differentiated.
Boys’ Secondary schools, particularly Christian Brothers’ schools, are most
differentiated. And while both Vocational and Community schools rarely
use mixed ability classes with wide pupil choice of subjects and levels they
rarely also stream as rigidly as boys’ Secondary schools.

The consistetacy with which certain school authorities stream or band or
centrally control the schooling process does not appear, however, in most
cases to flow from consciously articubttcd strategics by individual school
managers or decisionmaking elites within schools. They appear to be based
on shared or taken-for-granted conceptions amongst corporate school au thori-
ties of both the role or function of the school within the wider educational
system or the accepted societal placement function of the school. In many,
if not most cases, therefore, the "decisions" to stream and to treat or process
each stream in a distinct way are now of historical interest only: the practice
has become c~,stallised and completely taken for granted.

Conclusions

Clearly, social and institutional factors, not technical-rational ones, are the
most important in explaining differences in the schooling process. Part of
this effect is "environmental" - the particnlar social/institutional niche that
a school may come to occupy in its local community. But this, of course, is
mainly a chosen niche- it is not determined by factors external to the
school. The sex, soeiM class and pupil intake of schools and the social class of
destination of school leavcrs appear to be the main structuring variables in
this respect; if one conceives of this influence operating through the demands/
expectations of parents and pupils and the demands/expectations of "output
customers" -- employers, third-level colleges, etc. However, it is quite clear
that the schooling process decisions arc not simply matters of such external
"environmental" influence or even of individual PrincipMs’ decisions, but ~tre
of wider corporate or institutional construction. The quite distinct "choices"
made by Vocational and Community schools’ Principals, as well as Christian
Brothers and Mercy Sisters, clearly indicate the corporate nature of such
decisionmaking which reflects the distinct charters of those schools.

Greater pupil and curricular differentiation is most characteristic of boys’
Secondary schools, particularly Christian Brothers’ schools, or schools which
teach working class and lower middle class pupils. It is particularly charac-
teristic of boys’ working class (or small farmer) schools which select or sponsor
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a smMl proportion of the pupil intake for upward educational and social
mobility. It is also characteristic of the more "comprehensive" schools which

both attempt to maximise educational achievement for an academic elite,
but also attempt to provide a vocational education for the able pupils: i.e.,
schools, particularly Community/Comprehensive and tile larger Vocational
schools with quite diverse operative goals. Whether such dispersion in the
go~ds of schools - whether unintended as in some boys’ Secondary schools
or planned as in most "comprehensive" schools - and consequent differen-
tiation in the schooling process applied to pupils, has equivalent polarisation
effects on the output of schools is examined in the following chapter.



Chapter 5

SOME EFFECTS OF RIGIDITY hV THE SCHOOLhVG PROCESS

Introduction
If early selection into elite classes or tracks in a post-primary schools -

"allow time for schools to prepare the recruits for their elite positions", as
Turner (1960) says, it also allows them sufficient time to socialise those not
so lucky... "to accept their inferiority". Both this elevation of the "most
talented" and the placement of the less well endowed in vocational streams
is based on theories and methods of "meritocratic selection"-generally
based on wlrious intelligence and achievement tests. These methods allow
schools to di fferentlate pupils at a very early age and allocate them to strati fled
"tracks" or "streams" on the basis of "objective" allocation criteria and, by
and large, to hold them to those ranked classes for most of their schooling.
To a large extent, these allocations, as Rosenbaum (1976) puts it, are a
"school arbitrary". Even the best measures of academic merit or talent are
not 90 per cent reliable or valid as rneasured at any single point of time.
Individu,’ds also mature at different rates and StLch underlying capabilities, in
any case, change over time. Most schools, however, which stream use a much
less reliable and highly variable set of "ability" measurements.4 Finally, even
where the most stable and most predictable measures, such as "IQ" or "verbal
reasoning ability", are used, they explain less than one-third of the variance
in later examinations (Greaney and Kellaghan, 1984, pp. 159-162). In prac-
tice, however, the assignment of pupils to streams or tracks is rarely based on
such rigorous criteria as standardised ability/aptitude tests alone: pupils’
social class characteristics, their personal motivation and application, the
organisational needs and constraints operating within a school - for example,
the distribution of teachers’ qualifications and of school curricular and

3. In our sample of most streamed schools at least 2 of the 7 Secondar’~, schools involved had attached
Primary schools in which classes were streamed from age 8 or 9.

4. Of the 7 schools which are most highly streamed, 5 have Career Guidance Teachers who gave
formal pre- or post-entry assessment tests - mostly the Drumcondra range of performance and assess-
ment tests. But a range of other formal aptitude, verbal reasoning, mathematical and reading tests are
also used. Most other schools use formal entrance exams based on the courses in Irish, English and
Maths in the Primary school curriculum, or post-entr~, examinations based on the first year curriculum.

122
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physical resources, and student management and discipline constraints-
are almost equally important (Shavitt, 1984; Ban" and Dreeben, 1983; Nach-
rajas, 1980; Hout and Garnicr, 1980; Rosenbaum, 1976). In other words
streaming is used to serve many other schooling objectives than merely
efficiently and fairly segregating pupils by their capabilities and talents so as
to maximise their differentiated achievement potentials.

Once such decisions are taken, however, such stream or "track" placements
tend to be permanent, with most of the few changes that do occur moving
clown a stream, not tip (Rosenbaum, 1976). As is clear from the review of
research in Chapter l there is no consistent evidence that "streaming", or the
use of honlogeneous ability groupings, is more effective in raising the average
achievement levcls of pupils than the use of mixed ability or heterogeneous
ability groupings. Such differential allocations to streams, however, have been
shown to have important influences on the subsequent educatlomd achieve-
ment of individuals, even controlling for individual pupil ability and aptitude
differences, or differences in socio-economic backgrounds, etc. (Rosenbaum,
1976; Alexander and McDill, 1976; Alexander, Cook and McDill, 1978;
Nachmias, 1980; Shavitt, 1984). In other words, streaming or tracking not
only does not fully mediate valid "ability" or"pcrformance"potential-in
that it accurately categorises, orders and processes pupils by their potential
-it severely constrains the mobility of the wrongly placed and strongly
reinforces the interpersonal ranking of pupils both between and within such
streamed classes (see Pcterson, Wilkinson and Hallinan, 1984, for review).
Streaming tends to "artificially" increase thc differences or variances in
achievement amongst pupils.

This process of incrcascd differentiation within streamed schools can occur
in a number of ways. A number of research studies have shown that early
dropout rates are higher in lower "vocational" streams or "tracks" in schools,
even controlling for all relevant ability and social variables (Shavitt, 1984;
Halsey et al., 1980). So rigid streaming does appear to discriminate against

the lower achieving/ability classes. At first sight this wonld suggest that the
;werage level of achievement of entry cohorts is depressed by rigid differen-

tiation of schooling. Howevcr, this need not be so if the higher "ability"
classes in such schools h:lvc compcns:lting higher levels of alchievement.

Such processes as tracking or streaming have been shown to enhance the
con’elation between social origins and educational achievement (Heynes,
1974; Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Alexander et al., 1978). The correhltion
between socio-economic factors and scholastic aptitudes is normally so high
that tracking placcment tends, on average, to reinforce and enhance, rather
than attenuate that correlation (Shavitt, 1984). The structural differentiation
iml)osed by cun"icular tracking and streaming, therefore, mediates and, in
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many studies, accentuates the effects of background factors on academic
achievement - with "tracking" and sorting processes within schools substan-
tially and independently affecting educational achievement levels (Alexander
et al., 1978; Yuchtmann and Samuel, 1975). One of the most comprehen-
sive British studies (Newbold, 1977) found that lower ability pupils gained
more in mixed ability classes without any evidence that high ability pupils
were held back. There was evidence of greater variance in achievement in
streamed schools - with lower achievement, higher dropout rates and more
disciplinary problems in streamed classes (pp. 42-72).

As a structural arrangement which differentiates total year groups, there-
fore, such potential polarisation effects of curricular differentiation are best
measured by both the average attainment levels of the total entry cohort
and its total within-group variance in attainment. It is quite possible for
streaming, as is obvious from the above example, to have no discernible effect
on the average attainment or achievement levels of all pupils first entering
schools - such as the average number of years completed by all first year
entrants before leaving post-primary schools, or the proportion successfully
passing the Intermediate Certificate examinatlon-but yet to have a sub-
stantial effect on the total (entry) year group variance in achievement.
Indeed the "polarisation thesis" suggests that the greatest effect of streaming
and curricuhu" differentiation is to increase the variances - perhaps to push
the top achievers tip in some cases, but also to push the achievement of the
bottom classes downwards (see Halsey et al., 1980; Shavitt, 1984).

in conclusion, therefore, the main hypotheses being explored in this
chapter are that (i) streaming has t+~o disceritible or consistent effect on the
average educ~itional attainment or achievement levels of pupils, controlling
for all relevant social background and ability variables; and (ii) that streaming
significantly and substalltia]]y affects the variances in levels of educational
achievement, with highly streamed schools having significantly greater vari-
ances in these respects than unstreamed schools, all relewmt variables baying
been controlled for.

Before we proceed to the analysis, however, we need to examine some
particuhir characteristics of irish post-primary schools which clearly differen-
tiate them from American, British, Northern irish or Israeli ones--where
most of the relevant research work adverted to has been carried out. Com-
prehensive non-selective post-primary education has proceeded much further
in Britain than here although the residues of selective schooling are still
substantial. But in the British case such schooling takes place tinder the aegis
of a local education authority which in earlier times in Britain tested, evalu-
ated and assigned 11 year old pupils to selective or unselective post-primary
schools; although there was always a smzill proportion of "public" schools
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free from such corporate allocation. To a large extent Northern Irish post-
primary education still retains much of the earlier British pattern. American
high schools are usually "stand alone" comprehensive schools, again under
the aegis of a local education authority. In Ireland, however, there is neither
universal local provision in a single post-primary school, nor a superordinate
local education authority to "objectively" sort and assign pupils to different
schools on some universally applicable criteria. No published data are available
on the extent of selectivity or "free-market" competitive allocation to local
schools. Obviously such "bctween-school" differences have clear implications
for what happens within schools -- both those who win and those who lose
in the local education market. We have some limited information on this in
our study and, since this is important for the subsequent analysis, it is provided
in the following section.

The Selectivity of lrish Schools and their Variances in Output
As the results in the following table make clear only a small minority of

second-level schools face no effective local competition- at most around
20 per cent, usually in remoter rural communities. The rest face wtrying
degrees of competition-- with parents and schools "free" to allocate chil-
dren to one or other local school.

Table 5.1 : The Number of Second Level School "Centres" by the Characteristics of their
Catchment Areas 1978179

Characterlstlcs of Aron-Urban Catchment Areas
Large Urban No. of "Centres"

Areas
At least 2

(Dublin, Secondary One One
Cork. and 1 Secondary Two Secondary Community/ One One

Limerick, Vocational and 1 Schools (Roy$’ Comprehensive Secondary Vocational
[Faterford. etc.) School in Area Vocational and Girls ’) School School School

No. of Schools

230 128 5 55 29 14 70

Sources: IFhite Paper on Educational Development, 1980, p. 6; and List of Recognlsed Secondary
Schools, 1978179, Stationery Office, Dublin.

The usual resuh of that local competition is quite pronounced in terms of
class, sex, ability, aptitnde and social and cultural differences in pupil com-
position in the different local schools. This local, and usually hierarchical,
division of labour has generally emerged over time into ;.in uneasy and
jealously gmarded local equilibrium. The effects of differential streaming
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practices in this kind of schooling system -where some schools will not
take lower ability pupils and other schools (mostly the smaller Vocational
schools) have a concentration of all the lower ability and problem children
in the local community- may be quite different to those found in the
school environments of most American or British studies.

In the following table we provide the results of interviews with school
Principals of their assessment of the extent to which their school suffers or
benefits from such local competition as well as linked data on the extent to
which the school has actually been in a position to select its intake - the
extent to which the school had more first year applicants than places available
and actu’,dly did reject applicants. In total 26 schools had rnore applicants
than places and had to turn away some applicants - 9 schools being substan-
tially over-subscribed. The third column contains information supplied by
the Department of Education and estimated from published statistics5 on
the actual extent to which schools within officially defined "catchment"
areas have shown relative growth or decline when compared to other schools
within their area.

Only 1 in 4 schools in the sample are in official single school catchment
areas, hut less than 1 in 6 Principals reported that there was no other local
competitive school as such (Col. 1). In examining the official figures on
relative changes in a school’s pupil numbers over the decade from the early
1970s to the early 1980s, around one-third of schools had fared badly in
this competition - either losing numbers, or increasing their numbers at a
substantially lower rate than all other local schools. Interestingly, 36 per cent
of Principals reported that in such local competition their own schools had
suffered "a lot" or "somewhat" from such local competition. So somewhat
over one-third of schools suffer in their intake-both in relative numbers
and in the ability-range of their intake. Most Vocational schools are in this
position.

At the other extreme are 23 schools (almost all Secondary) which are
highly competitive. These have done much better than other local schools in
gaining pupil numbers over the 1970s. In addition there are 5 fee-paying
Secondary schools, of their nature being highly class selective schools: i.e., a
total of 31 per cent of moderately to highly selective schools. The Principals’
assessment of the situation gives somewhat similar results: 18 schools (i.e.,
20 per cent) gain considerably by "creaming off" the "better" pupils locally
- having more applicants than places and generally using entrance examina-
tions or tests to select pupils. Using another measure there are 25 schools
which are moderately to highly selective from an over-subscribed potential

5. List of Post-Pn’mary Schools: 1978, 1981. Published by the StationeW Office, Dublin.



Table 5.2: Distribution of Sample Schools (for Which Complete Data are Available) by Extent to Which the School Faces

Competition from Other Local Schools Within the Catchment Area

(1) Extent of "Competition ’" Amongst
Local Schools: 15n’ncipals’ Assessment of

Extent to Which Own School Suffers from
"Cream Off"

(2) Extent of "Selactioity "in Pupil Intake:
Principals’ Assessment of Selectivity of

Intake; and Actual Extent to IVhich School
Can Select from an Applicant Population

Iehlch is Greater than Number of Places
Available

(3) Actual Local Competition. Extent to

Which There are Other Local Schools. and
Extent to Ilrhieh These Haue Been Doing
Better or Worse than Sampled School in
Pupil Numbers Growth Over the 1970s

(calaulated from Departmental records with-

in official school catchment areas)

Variable Aro. oJ" ScAoois Variable No. of Schools

1. School suffers "a lot" 21
from local "cream off"
(school gets more
lower ability pupils)

2. School suffers "some- 15

what" from "cream off"

3. No other school in area 14

1. Completely unselective
schools fall taken who
apply)

’tO

2, Very little salecdon - 2,5

some discouragement of
over supply of applicants

S. Moderately selective 16
schools -- of an over-
supplied applicant
population

4. Other schools in area 22 4. Highly selective schools
but do not suffer from from a substantially over-

"cream off" supplied applicant
population

1. School faces a lot of 29
local competition and has

lost numbers (1971 to 1981)

~. Faces some local corn- 10
petition but has maintained
numbcrs

5. Faces local competition but 2S
has done better than othcrs
(i.e., has increased numbers
at a greater rate than other
local schools)

4. Highly selective fee-paying 5
schools

5. Own school gets better 18 5. School is on its own in local 2S
pupils                                                                                    area

Total 90 Total 90 Total 90

7~
.,,j
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intake. Of the 26 schools who do not accept all applicants only a minority
use assessment tests alone to select their entry, 10 do use an assessment test
but most of those schools also apply other selective criteria, like locality,
presence of siblings in the school, etc. The majority, therefore, use rather
particularistic criteria - like rehitives having been at the school or locality or
ability to pay the fees in a small number of cases.

So, overall, only around one-fifth of schools are "stand alone" schools.
Over a third suffer to some extent from a rather destructive local competition

in that they get the poorer and less able pupils. This is true particularly of
Vocational schools. At the other extreme are between 20 to 25 per cent of
schools - almost all larger Secondary schools - who gain from this selectivity,
some considerably. The remaining schools hold a relatively neutral position.

So, even before pupils get into second-level schools a considerable degree of
segregation and differentiation has already occurred - for which individual

school Principals or management take no responsibility, and over which, in
fact, they individually have little control.

As we have seen already the extent to which an individual school actually
differentiales its own pupil body in applying its schooling process bears
almost no rellJtionship to the extent to which it is selective in intake, and has
a very limited relationship to the extent to which its intake includes a large
proportion of lower ability l)upils or even a wide variance in its social class
composition. Such within-school differentiation is only to a limited extent,
therefore, the outcome of an application of a widely shared rational-technical
model of school level decisionmaking. Certainly social class or ability dif-
ferences per se do not appear to be important variables in predicting such
cun’icnlar differentiation. But the sex and class of origin of intake and the
presumed class of destination of output are very important discriminators,
as are certain institutional characteristics of school authorities.

Even though such selectivity factors may have little power in predicting
whether and how severely schools stream they m~y have substantial effects
on the outcomes of streaming. So in the following analysis we control for
these effects.

As we have already seen, streaming and "tracking" practices within schools
clearly segregate and order pupil groups by not only their "ability" but by
the nature of the assigned curriculum. This "ranking" of pupils, on the basis
of their general ability or achievement and schooling "treatment", tends to
restilt in a clear stratification of pupils and of pupil-teacher interaction. This
is particularly so where there is a very rigid segregation of such ranked classes
of pupils, as in Scale Types 7 and 6 for example. Such differences in ewduations
and expectations of pupils and teachers are likely to have very significant
effects on both teachers’ and pupils’ achievements and general behaviour (see
Rosenbaum, 1976; Oakes, 1985).
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As we shall see rigid streaming and curricular differen.tiation has ~ small
negative effect on dropout rates in the junior cycle. Such effects on dropout
rates could normally be expected also to have direct consequences for the
average level of education achieved by all pupils who first enter schools.
Higher dropout rates should normally result in lower average years of school-
ing completed by an entry cohort. However, high dropout rates might be
compensated for by disproportionately high educational achievements by
the residual high ability classes. In some of the boys’ Secondary schools we
studied this implicit polarised school strategy was clearly in evidence: all
efforts were directed to maximising the achievement of the high achievers
while the low achievers were effectively ignored. However, in other schools,
rigid streaming did increase the overall wtrlance in achievement without
affecting the early dropout rates: the achievement of the higher ability
classes was increased without any negative effect on the lower streams. I1"~
this case, of course, the mean achievement level increased. So the means and
variances can be affected in a number of different ways by streaming.

The following 6 examples of the "outputs" of highly streamed schools
illustrate clearly how both the average attainment as well as dispersion in
pupil attainments can differ widely from school to school, as well as indicat-
ing some of the main factors that influence these outcomes. The total entry
cohort (1976/7) to each school is classified according to the level at which
pupils subsequently left full-time education. Ordinal scores are assigned to
each of 4 terminal attainment levels (see Figure 5.1) which roughly corres-
pond to the number of years that the relevant pupils have spent in school
before leaving, or the minimum they are expected to spend for those achieving
a CAO (University) place.

The two lower-middle class boys’ Secondary schools (A and B) have low
early dropout rates and relatively high Leaving Cert. completions and Univer-
sity "place" achievements. They have roughly the same average attaimnent
levels -- but the dispersion or variance in "output" of School A is somewhat
wider than in School B. Both Vocational schools (C and D) have dominantly
lower working class recruitrnents and very high early dropout rates. They
have consequently very low Leaving Cert. and University "place" achieve-
ments. Both have dispersions or variances in output that are substantially
lower than School A -- with achievements concentrated between the 2 lower
attainnaent categories. The 2 working class girls’ Secondary schools (E and
F) have both substantially higher average attainrnent levels and somewhat
greater variances in output, being roughly equivalent to School B. But their
distributions of attainments are quite different to those of School B, with

both having substantially lower average attainment levels and substantially
lower schooling completion rates.



Figure 5.1 : Percentage Distribution of the Total Entry Cohort to Six Highly Streamed Schools in 1976/77, According to
the Subsequent Level of Education Achieved Before Leaving School
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Schools, therefore, vary widely in both their average attainment levels and
in their overall variances in pupil output or achievement. The extent of
streaming or curricular differentiation practised is only one of a number of

factors which influence these outcomes: the average and range of the social
class of intake of pupils, the extent of ability selectivity of that intake, the
sex of pupils and the type of school attended arc of equal or more importance,
so that these effects need to be controlled for if we wish to examine the
independent effects of streaming.

Some of the main effects of such schooling differentiation arc examined
in the following sections. The main hypotheses being explored are that rigid
pupil/curricular differentiation by schools has no consistent effect on average
attainment levels but has a significant polarisation (or variance) effect on
attainments or "outputs", irrespective of, or "holding constant", all (or
most} other independent variables that would be likely to have the same
influences. We first examine its effects on the overall average or mean
achievernent levels of the total entry cohort to schools. We use 4 measures of
average attainment levels- (i) the average standard (number of years) of

schooling achieved by the total entry cohort; (ii) the proportion of the entry
cohort achieving at least 5 Ds in "Pass" subjects at the Leaving Cert. examina-
tion; (iii) the percentage achieving at least 4 Honours at Leaving Cert. level;
and (iv) the percentage achieving a (CAO) University place. In addition we
examine its effect on early dropout rates.

Finally, we examine its effects on school "output variances" - specifically
the standard deviation and coefficient of variation (the standardised variance)
in the distribution of the total number of pupils originally entering individual
schools over the subsequent total number of years (and standards) completed
before leaving school. In addition we examine other more specific "output
w~rianccs", particularly those for Intermediate and Leaving Certificate exam
results. In almost all cases these outcomes are estimated or measured at the
total school level - or rather at the individual (entry) year group level. These
achievement measures are, therefore, based on all pupils who first entered
schools.6

6. Of course, if all the relevant information had been available for individual pupils the analysis could
bare been done at both pupil and school level. In our case, however, relevant pupil level data are not
available for those pupils not survivblg to Intermediate Cert. level- particularly so in Vocational
schools and working class Secondary schools. Using such residual data for the main junior and senior
cycle examinations, for analysing the effects of pupil and school level, would therefore give quite
biased results. Schools, for instance, with high dropout rates show higher average achievement levels
and lower within-school variances for both Intermediate and Leaving Cert. examination results, con-
trolling for all other relevant variables. Although, therefore, ~s’e would ideallr prefer to model both
pupil and school level effects as indicated br Aitken and Langford (1986) we are quite confident of
both the validity and generalisabiilty of the analyses carried out here.
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The purpose and consequence of streaming is to differentiate amongst
students - to "create" differences amongst them. If one wants to examine,
thcrefi~re, the overall effects of such pupil and curricular differentiation, and
particularly our hypothesis as to the polarisation effects, one first needs to
measure these at the total school or yeargroup level. Examination performance
data :ire usually only, avaihible or comparable for particular examinations -
Intermediate or Leaving Certificate for instance. Such examination results,
however, are available only for that part of the entry cohort surviving to that
level and, therefore, may give a quite biased picture of what has happened to
the total entry cohort.

Our measures of pupil attainment are, however, limited in a number of
ways. We cannot measnre the potential differential effects of the schooling
process on higher and lower ability pupils, for instance, since we have not
measured the ability of pupils on entry to schools. We cannot then separate
the effects of streaming from initial differences in ability, or aptitude for
individual pupils. So, in general, we cannot assess whether pupils allocated
to homogeneous higher ability classes in streamed schools gain an advantage
over equally able pupils allocated to mixed ability classes in other schools;
nor indeed test for the opposite effects on lower ability pupils (see Alexander
and McDill, 1976; Newbold, 1977). Nor can we measure the effects of stream-
ing and curricular differentiation at :l class level rather than :it a total year
gronp or school level for intich the same reason (see Kellaghan, iMadaus and
Rakow, 1979). We cannot separate the effects of initial ability/aptitude
differentiation from the effects of pupil allocation practices by schools
which are based on assessing ability/performance. Since streaming is a school
organised allocation of pupils to chisses on the basis of their assessed "ability",
highly streamed schools will have much greater between-class variance in
achievement than will mixed ability schools. Indeed if done effectively
mixed ability schools should show little or no difference in average perfor-
mance amongst classes.

Because, however, we have data on the attainments of :ill pupils entering
schools- for the first year entry cohort in 1976/77-we c;.tn measure
the average attainmef~t levels and the variation in attainment levels for these
pupils. Since pupils leave post-primary schools at different stages there are
no comparable examinations or tests that are or can be available for all
pupils. The only comparable measure applicable to all entry pupils is the
total number of years or standards that pupils have completed before they,
leave school, and this is the main measure we will use in this research. Per-
formance at the lntermediatc and Leaving Certificate examinations will
also be used, but it should be remembered that, if high pupil/curricular
differentiation practices by schools have a significant "cooling out" cffect
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for lower ability, pupils, the I)ottom tail of the ability/performance distri-
bution will be cut off at an early stage in such schools. It is clcar from our

own results, for instance, that high dropout rates are associated with reduced
variances and increased grades in the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate
examinations. So if streaming is associatcd with high dropout rates as some
research indicates, then rneasuring its effects from junior, or worse, senior
cycle examination results, would give quite biased estimates of its effects.

Results

The Effects of Schooling Differentiation on the Average Achievement Levels
of all Pupils who Enter Schools

We use 4 main measures of the average outcome effects of a rigid and closed,
versus liberal and open, schooling process: the avcrage number of years corn-
pleted by an entry cohort to schools, the proportion of the entry cohort
who achieved at least 5 Ds as well as the proportion getting at least 4 Honours
in the Leaving Certificate examination, and the proportion of the entry
cohort who achieve a University (CAO) "place". In all cases, as we shall see,
wtriation in the severity of the schooling differentiation applied has no sig-
nificant positive effect on those educational outcomes-tending to have a
slight overall negative effect.

In assessing the effects of streaming we decided to use the most conservative
statistic~d method of testing for the effect - that of hierarchical regression.
Using this method we tcst for the effect of streaming (its additional contri-
bution to the explained variance) on various measures of average "cohort"
achievemeut (or of variances in achievement) after the effects of all available,
relewmt and causally prior explanatory variables have already been controlled
for. The null hypothesis is that the "streaming" variable does not add sig-
nificantly to the wtriation already explained by the preceding "causally prior"
variables. This is a conservative statistical test in that any "shared variance"
effects streaming may have with any of the preccding control variables are
arbitrarily assigned to these preceding variables. We use this method for a
number of reasons. First, many of these variables are actually causally prior
- like family background of pupils, etc. But the main reason is that we do
not have any measures of the actual "ability", etc., distributions of pupils to
the different schools, although we do have a number of measures of the
extent of ability selectivity of schools, as well as estimates of the proportion
of low ability pupils in school intake. In addition social class variables-
like the occupational status and education of parents - are moderately to

highly correlated with "ability" measures and these we can control for.
We also control for "school type" - Vocational or Comprehensive/Com-

munity schools versus Secondaw schools - so that the undoubted additional
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ability selectivity that has been observed to occur for Vocational schools can
"also be controlled for (Kellaghan and Greaney, 1970; Greaney, 1973, Rudd,
1972; Swan, 1978). We are not, therefore, testing for the effectiveness of
Secondary versus Vocational schools - Breen (1986) has already done that
for senior cycle performance and shown that there is no significant difference
in effectiveness between Secondary and Vocational schools for boys, and
only a slight difference for girls (pp. 57-90). Used as additional control vari-
ables, therefore, "school type" partials out any additional variance beyond
that attributable to pupil intake and school selectivity factors, and that can-
not be clearly attributable to the extent of differentiation of the schooling
process itself. We are confident, therefore, that we have been able to control
for the effects of most of the confounding variables in the analysis. By so
weighting the cards against ourselves in testing the main hypothesis we are
confident that the results achieved can be taken its valid estimates of, at
least, the minimal effects of streaming.

Before we investigate the effects of streaming on the over~dl average achieve-
ments of the entry cohort to schools the first measure examined is that of
early school leaving or "dropout" rates which can affect both the average
achievement levels of a cohort as well as the overall variance in achievement.

Early School Leaving Rates
Early school leaving or "dropout" rates are calculated for a single year

entry cohort (1976177) for each school. Reliable figures are available for
the number of pupils who entered in 1976/77, and the number who survived

to take the Intermediate Certificate examination in 1979, or the number
entering in 1975176 for those who took a 4-year Intermediate Cert. course
or a 3-year Group Cert. course. The junior cycle "dropout" rate then is the
proportion of the entry cohort who left between entry and Inter Cert.
examination stage. The senior cycle "dropout" rate is equivalently calculated.

Although early school leaving can generally be evaluated negatively in that
leaving without qualifications leads to disproportionately high levels of
unemployment (Hannan, 1986) a much higher proportion of those who leave
after the Intermediate Certificate get jobs and apprenticeships; indeed many
leave so that they can take tLp apprenticeships. The latter would be par-
ticularly true of those leaving Vocational schools. Nevertheless in all cases
job opportunities improve with level of educational qualifications so it seems
reasonable to treat senior cycle "dropout" rates as unwelcome.

School leaving rates are substantially greater during the senior than at the
junior cycle level. For the 90 schools for which we have reliable rates, the
average dropout rate per school before Inter Cert. was 10.9 per cent, with a
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wide variance (standard deviation of /4.3). Between Inter and Leaving Cert.
levels the average dropout rate (N = 85) was 32 per cent, with an almost
equally pronounced variance (standard deviation = 26). The following table
provides a breakdown by school type.

Table 5.3: The Average Dropout Rates and the Range in Dropout Rates for the 3 School

Types at Both Junior and Senior Cycle Level

Total No, Secondary Vocational
Community/

of Schools Schools Schools
Comprehens~be

Schools

Dropout rate in funlor C~cle

Average dropout rate* (per
school) -10,9 -7.7 -16.5 -18.7

Standard deviation of school
dropout rates 14,3 11.9 15.4 13.5

Number of applicable schools 90 55 25 10

Senior Cycle Dropout Rates

Average (per school) dropout rate -31,9 -19.8 -57.8 -41.1

Standard deviation of school
dropout rates 26,0 20.5 18.2 19.0

Number of applicable schools 85 52 25 10

*Unweighted by school size.

Vocational schools and Community schools have substantially greater
dropout rates than Secondary schools at both junior and senior cycle levels
- bcing more than twice as great at junior cycle, and Vocational schools having
about 3 times the rate of Secondary schools at senior cycle level. As pointed
out, however, Vocatiomd schools particularly suffer from ability selectivities
and the traditional edocation~-occupational paths of Vocational school
pupils- from the Group or Intermediate Certificate into apprenticeships,
etc.- still holds in a substantial proportion of Vocational schools; although
over time this particular Vocational stream has also come to stiffer increasing
competition from Leaving Certificate pupils (Breen, 1984). For the purposes

of this study, however, we use "school type" only as a "control variable"
- using the Vocational school category, for instance, as an additional con-
trol on ability selectivities - with no implication that Vocational schools per
se cause increased "dropout" rates.

As we might expect high dropout rates are most characteristic of schools
with predominantly working class compositions and of schools, like Vocational
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schools, in which low ability/performance pupils are concentrated. And it is
these intake differences amongst schools that mainly acconnt for differences
in dropout rates. Correlations with social class and ability selectivities are
muc]3 stronger at the senior cycle level than at the junior (see Appendix
Table 5.1). Obviously early dropout (before the Inter Cert.)is a more prob-
lematic and less predictable phenomenon than at senior cycle - though the
same set of independent wtriables predict in the same fashion in both cases.
Only 5 independent variables have statistically significant relationships with
the junior cycle dropout rate. It is substantially higher in schools where the
median social class composition of the pupil body is predominantly working
class, in Vocational or Community schools, in schools which have high
literacy/numeracy problems in their pupil intake, and in schools which stream
and rigidly differentiate their curricula. On the other hand, schools which are
highly selective in their intake are less likely to suffer from dropout problems.
All of these correlations become greater at the senior cycle level.

Of course many of these independent variables are intercorrelated (see
Appendix Table 5.1) so that their combined effect is not asgreat as their indi-
vidual effects suggest. The median social class level of a school is moderately
to highly correlated with school type. Vocational schools are predominantly
working class schools, for instance, with high ability and social selectivities
in its intake. And the extent of literacy and numeracy problems in a school’s
intake is highly correlated with the social class composition of its intake as
well as with school type. Besides these shared variances amongst the indepen-
dent variables, one other pair of variables is highly correlated- size of
school and size of commtmity. The larger the school the larger the size of
town or city in which it is located. Combined in a multiple regression equation,
therefore, these relationships change (see Table 5.4).

The relevant significant test used to evaluate the effects of (9) the "school-
ing process" (streaming) scale, is one based on the incremental variance that
resulted when variable 9 was added to the regression equation: whether it
adds significantly to the variation in dropout rates not already explained by
the independent variables 1 to 8.7 In neither case is the coefficient statis-

ticzdly significant (p < .05), though in both cases it is negative. It is, how-
ever, significant at the 10 per cent level for both the junior cycle rates and
senior cycle level results.

Clem’ly the major influence on dropout rates is accounted for by the social

(Ray.l.9- R2y.l.8)]l
7. F= (1 - R2y.I.9)/N-K-I

where N = No. of cases and K = No. of variables.
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Table 5.4: Stepwise Regression Results (Standardised) of School Dropout Rates with
(i) the Social Class and Related Characteristics of Schools; and (i0 Controlling for These,
the Effects of Schooling Process on Dropout Rates. The Dependent Variables are Scored
from -. 70 (70 Per Cent Dropout) to +10 (Where Nu tubers Grew up to Intermediate Cert. ~)

(Schools with 2 or more classes at Inter Cert. level. N = 75 for Inter and N = 73 for
Leaving Cert.)

Dropout Rates to Dropout Rates to
Inter Cert. Leaving Cert.

(i)
(ii) (0 (ii)

Beta Beta Beta Beta

1. Size of school .20 .24* .01 .06
2. Median social class level of school -.33** -.24* -.58"* -.19"*
3, Extent of literacy/numeracy levels

in pupil intake -.09 -.12 -.03 -.06
4. Extent of competitiveness of school      -.04 -.04 ,01 .01
5. Vocational or Community schools

(=1) (else : 0) -.33** -.39"* -.27"* -.33**
6. Boys’ Secondary school (--1) (else = 0) -.19 -.16 -.12 -.10
7. Girls’ Secondary school (=1) -.01 -.07 ,08 .02

8. Size of place (1 = Dublin; 8 = open
country) .33** .32** ~01 .01

9. Schooling process scale (IC Scale) -- - . IB.1 -. 17" i

F = 4.8* 4.7* 11.9" 11.4"
R2 =                     .36 .39 .60 .62
N = 75 75 73 73

*Using ordinary F test significant at 10 per cent level.
**Using ordinary F test significant at 5 per cent level.

J’In a small number of private fee-paying schools, additional pupils were taken on after
first year and very few pupils left school.

1 The F test employed to test the effects of (9) the "schooling process (streaming) scale"

is that based on the incremental variance explained when variable 9 was added to the
regression equation: whether it adds significantly to the variation in dropout rates not
already explained by the independent variables i to 8 (see footnote 7).

class composition of the pupil intake - working class schools have substan-

tially higher rates of school leaving. This effect increases in significance at

senior cycle leveh Even controlling for such class factors, however, Vocational

and Community schools have substantially higher rates of dropout than other

schools: primarily reflecting the substantially greater ability and social

selcctivities of their intakes. Larger schools tend to do better, as do schools

located in smaller towns and rural areas, though in both cases this holds only

for jnnior cycle dropout. Clearly, therefore, the larger middle class girls’
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Secondary schools have little or no dropout levels; while the smaller working
class urban boys’ schools, and particularly Vocational schools, have the

highest dropout rates. Although these independent variables are moderately
intercorrelated, they have significant independent effects. Combined they
explain 36 per cent of the overall variance in dropout rates in the junior cycle,
and just over 60 per cent of the dropout rates at the senior cycle. It is, there-

fore, surprising to find that the extent of schooling differentiation practised
has an additional small negati,,’e effect at both junior and senior cycle levels,
even when all these predisposing variables are controlled for. This additional

effect is, however, significant only at the l0 per cent level. Although neither
coefficient reaches statistical significance at the conventional 5 per cent
level the fact that both coefficients are negative and almost reach significance
does give some, though not unambiguous, support to the hypothesis that
streaming increases the dropout rate. This effect appears to impact almost
exclusively on the lower ability streams or bands. Whatever the underlying
reasons -whether the negative "labelling" effect, or the differential effective-
ness of the schooling process on high and low streams, pupils in streamed
schools - controlling for :dl relevant factors - are then somewhat less likely
to remain in school than in mixed ability or less rigidly hierarchically arranged
systems. This result holds even when we have excluded all the "shared vari-
ance" that this measure of schooling differentiation has with the preceding
control variables. This finding, though not statistically significant, does con-
form closely to many research findings in other countries (see Schafer and
Olexa, 1971; Newbold, 1977; Halsey et al., 1980; Shavitt, 1984).

At senior cycle level over half of the variance in schools’ dropout rates is
accounted for by two variables: social class composition and whether the
school is a Vocational]Community school or not - much of the latter variance
being accounted for by their greater ability and social selectivities. The main
variable, however, is the social class composition of the school, which shows
a much greater impact at senior cycle level. At this level when all of the above

predisposing variables have been controlled for, the schooling differentiation
scale still retains a slight negative effect; though again this effect does not
reach statistical significance.

As an additional test we ran separate regressions for the larger Secondary
(N = 47) and Vocational (N = 17) schools. In both cases we get almost the
same pattern of results - with a more substantial impact of schooling dif-
ferentiation within Secondary schools. Because of the substantially reduced
degrees of freedom, however, only one of the schooling differentiation co-
efficient is significant at the 10 per cent level - that for senior cycle dropout
rates for Secondary schools.

To conclude, therefore, rigid streaming and curricular differentiation prac-
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tices appear to have a slight consistent, though statistically insignificant,
effect in increasing junior and senior cycle dropout rates. This effect is
present, however, even where the effects of all other relewmt factors have
been controlled for. As already discussed this would normally have the con-
sequence of reducing the average achievement levels of the total entry cohort.
However, rigid streaming may have a compensating positive impact on the
upper streams in such schools, such that the overall averages are not affected
- though the variances would necessarily be increased. What these effects are
on average achievement levels is examined next.

Average Number of Years of School Completed by Entry Cohort
First, the effects of a set of family background and school selectivity vari-

ables on the average level of educationM attainment (average number of years
completed in school) of the 1976/77 entry cohort is assessed. These measure
differences amongst schools that are due to their social class and ability
selectivities. As can be seen from Table 5.5 variations in these school input
variables are the best predictors of the average output- combined they
explain over 54 per cent of the wtriance in the average number of years of
schooling achieved. The social class composition of pupils and the average

level of education of parents, combined with the extent of ability and social
selectivity of schools, explains most of the variance in average school output
achievements. The addition of the three school type variables adds substan-
tially to the explained variance with Vocational schools having a consistent
negative effect. Boys’ SecondarV schools also have a slight negative impact -
that is compared to coed schools or, particularly, girls’ schools. Two "back-
ground" factors- rather than the specific "effects" of the school itself--
are taken to account for both these results: the greater propensity of boys
in general to leave school early - even in coed schools -- and the substantially
~eater ability selectivity of Vocatiomd schools (Rudd, 1972; Greaney,
1973; Swan, 1978). Vocational schools themselves are also expected to have
an additional "negative" impact on average attainment levels due to their
customary role in preparing boys for apprenticeships, etc. The negative
effects of both school types, therefore, cannot be taken as evidence of their
education;d ineffectiveness. They are merely used here as additional control
variables -- not as tests of their educational effectiveness.

The combined effect of school input characteristics and school type
variables explains 65 per cent of the total w~riance in the overall average
attainment level of the school entry cohort. Schools of low socio-economic
and parental educational composition (and with low variance in these respects),
and particularly Vocational schools, have low average levels of achievement.
Upper middle class Secondary schools, and particularly girls’ Secondary
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Table 5.5: Regression of Average Schooling Completion Level - Average Number of

Years Completed by Entry Cohort to School- With Pupil Intake Characteristics, School

Characteristics and the Severity of the Pupil/Curricular Differentiation Process Applied

by Schools
(N -- 71 schools; standardised regression coefficients)

Independent

(i) (ii) (iii)

IVith Input Input ÷ School Type
Input + School Type

Variables Characteristics
+ Schooling Process

Variables
Beta Beta

Beta

School Input Characteristics

I. Median social class of pupil
intake per school

2. Average parental level of
education

3. Extent of competitiveness and
selecti,’ity of school intake

4. Ex tent of literacy/numeracy
problems in pupil intake

School Type Characteristics

5. Boys’ Secondary schools
6. Girls’ SecondarT schools

7. Vocational schools

Severity of Schooh’ng Process
Differentiation

8. Schooling process scale

-.51’* -.54** -.52**

.13 .11 .00

.12 -.07 -.05

-.11 -.12 -.14"

-.20’* -.16"
.12 .11

-.28"* -.23"

-.14"

N = 70 70 70
F = 19.2"* 16.7"* 15.4"*
R2 = .54 .65 .67

*Statistically significant at the 10 per cent level.
**Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.

schools, have high average levels of achievement. Controlling for socio-
economic input composition effects, as well as school selectivity effects still
leaves a substantial negative impact on Vocational schools and boys’ Secondary
schools, however, with no consistent effect for other school types. In both
cases there may well bc specific negative "school effectiveness" impacts,
over and above those duc to the obvious selectivity and apprenticeship roles,
of Vocational schools particularly - but for this study’s purposes we are not
concerned with explaining why both school types have such negative effects,
merely using them as control w~riables to exclude effects that cannot be
directly attributable to streaming and curricular differentiation.
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Once these school input and school type variables have been controlled
for, differences between schools in the rigidity of their schooling process still
retain a slight negative effect oll average levels of achievement, ahhough this
effect is not significant at tile 5 per cent level. It is, however, significant fit
the 10 per cent level. Again we ran separate regressions for Secondary and
Vocational schools and got equivalent results to those of Table 5.5 - neither
of which are statistically significant, however, because of the reduced degrees
of freedom. We repeated this same procedure with subsequent regressions,
but only where we get different restllts will we subsequently discuss these
additional analyses.

This slight negative, though statistically insignificant, impact of streaming
and curricular differentiation is consistent with the earlier effects on dropout

rates - suggesting a consistent negative impact. However, it may well be that
there is a compensating growth in the numbers graduating at the other end
of the educational ladder - the proportion achieving Pass or Honours grades
at Leaving Certificate level, or going on to University. This possibility is
examined in tile following two sections.

Proportion of the School Entry Cohort Reaching Leavhlg Certificate Level
and Achieving at Least 5 Ds in the Examination

The proportion of all entry pupils who attain the minimum "passing"
mark at the Leaving Certificate examination is a good measure of a school’s
overall academic achievement level - its success in both retaining pupils in
school and ensuring they achieve a minimum level of senior certification.

As we can see from the following regression restllts, however, most of the
between school variance in this respect is accounted for by the input charac-
teristics of schools themselves - although some of this, of course, is partly a
reflection of tile direct and indirect selectivity of schools. The average socio-
economic level of the pupil intake cohort, and tile extent of its educational
and social selectivity are the main variables predicting the school’s level of
"academic achievement": upper middle class, selective Secondary schools,
with no literacy/numcracy problems in the intake have very high levels of
achievement; while lower working class or small farm schools who stiffer
from the "cream off" effects of such local selective schools, find who have
consequently a disproportionate fraction of the local lower ability pupils
have the lowest level of "achievement". Such "output achievements", there-

fore, :ire primarily functions of input social class and ability selectlvities -
their combined effect explaining almost two-thirds of the variance in senior
certificate output.

The addition of the three school types (dummy) variables to the regres-
sion adds substantially to the explained variance. Controlling for previous
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Table 5.6: Hierarchical Regression of the Percentage of the 1976~77Entry Cohort
Achieving 5 or More Ds in the Leaving Cert. Examination by 1981 - by School Input

Characteristics, School Type and by Schooling Differentiation Scale
(iV = 70 schools with greater than I class at Leaving Cert. There were 8 schools with
incomplete information on Leaving Cert. results, or in 2 cases, where schools had no

senior cycles)

Independent Variables
(i) (it) (iii)

Beta Beta Beta

(i) Pupil Input Characteristics

1. Median social class level of pupil body -.48** -.52** -.51"*
2. Average level of mother’s education .14 .12 .12
3. Extent ofliteracy/numeracy problems

in pupil intake -.17" -.16" -.16"
4. Extent of competitiveness and selectivity

of in take .16* -.02 - .01

(it) School Type

5. Boys’ Secondary school
6. Girls’ Secondary school
7. Vocational school

-.09 -.08
.25** .25**

-.19" -.18"

(iii) Extent of Schooling Differentiation

8. Schooling process scale -- -- -.04

N = 70 70 70
F = 26.7** 25.2** 21.9"*
R2 = .62 .74 .74

*Statistically significant at the .10 level.
**Statistically significant at the .05 level.

social background and selectivity factors, girls’ Secondary schools have

snbstantially greater success than all other schools-particularly boys’

Secondary, Community and coed schools. And Vocational schools have

somewhat lower achievements in these respects than all other schools. Com-

bined, the three additional school type variables add 12 per cent to the

explained variance- so that both pupil input and school type variables

together explain three-quarters of the variance in the minimum Leaving Cert.

achievement level of the entry cohort per school.

The addition of the schooling process variable in this case adds nothing to

the variance explained- it has no discernible independent effect on such

average achievement levels. Certainly, judged in terms of the proportion of
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the entry cohort it succeeds in getting as far as the Leaving Cert. and obtaining
a minimum level of achievement in the examination, it has no discernible
average effect. Whereas, therefore, such schooling process effects do appear

to influence early dropout rates and the overall average attainment level -
though none of those effects is individually statistically significant - it has
no independent effect at all on the proportion achieving minimal Leaving
Certificate grades,a However, it may very well increase the small proportion

achieving very high standards at the Leaving Cert. level - one of the main
rationales used by schools for using rigid streaming methods. The proportion

of the entry cohort achieving 4 or more Honours level grades in the Leaving
Cert. examination is a good measure of such elite achievement. The results
of a regression using this as tbe dependent vari,lble are given in Appendix
Table 5.2. Here the social class of intake of schools, parental educational
level, tbe extent of selectivity of intake, and school type are highly predictive

of school achievement levels. However, once the effects of such school input
and school type variables have been controlled for the extent of pupil/
curricular differentiation used by schools has no effect on output. So schooling

process differentiation is not predictive of such elite achievement levels.
However, it may well be that elite segregation of the highly academic

streams in rigidly differentiated schools may have positive social and social
psychological effects for them, independent of any purely academic effect.
Such effects might still influence such elite aspirations and achievements as
third-level entry. This possibility is examined in the following section.

Proportion Achieving University Entrance Levels
As a measure of the academic "success" of a school tile proportion of its

entry cohort of pupils who achieve University entry is not, of course, an
unambiguous measure of a school’s effectiveness - since so much depends
on tile particular social class characteristics of a school’s prospective University

students. Unfortunately, we do not have any estimate of technical college
(or RTC) entry, a much less socially selective flow. Nevertheless, like our
preceding measure of academic "success", this measure does give some
additional information on the relative effects of streaming or curriculum dif-
ferentiation on the overall academic effectiveness of schools. Table 5.7 pro-
vides the relevant multiple regression results.

As can be seen the family background socio-economie characteristics
explain two-thirds of the variance in academic achievement levels-with

8, Scparatc regressions run for Secondary and Vocatlon~l schooJs gave similar results for Secondary
schools but showed a slight, though statistically insignificant, positive cffcct for Vocational Schools
(N = 17).
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Table 5.7: Hierarchical Regression of Proportion of the 1976/77 Entry Cohort Who
Achieved Acceptance to University (CAO) Place, with School Input Characteristics,

School Type, and Schooling Differentiation Scale

(Standardised regression coefficients)

Independent Variables
(i) 6# (iii)

Beta Beta Beta

(i) Pupil Input Characteristics

I. Median social class level of pupil intake -.48" -.46" -.43"
2. Average level of mother’s education .40* .33* .32*
3. Extent of literaey]numeracy problems

in pupil intake -.03 .00 -.01
4. Extent ofselecOvity of school intake -.01 -.01 .01

(i0 School Type

5, Boys’ Secondary school -- .23* .27"
6. GirIs’ Secondary school - .04 .04
7. Vocational school -- -.00 .05

(iii) Extent of Schooling Differentiation

8. Schooling process scale -.15"

N = 72 72 72
F = 32.5* 21.0" 19.9"
R2 = .66 .70 .72

*Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level. (In the case of variable 8 this is the "in-

cremental F" test.)

parental educational variables (partictdarly mothers’) being almost equally

as important as socio-occupational variables. Once these are controlled for,

other school selectivity variables retain no effect. However, the addition of

the three school type variables adds another 4 per cent to the cxphdned

variance- primarily due to the substantial positive effect of boys’ Secondary

schools. Even controlling for such social class background variables boys’

Secondary schools are substantially more likely to have higher rates of

University entry than other schools- even though girls’ schools are more

likely than boys’ to bring pupils up to at least Pass Leaving Cert. level. Their

pupil composition is, of course, much more selective than girls’ schools.

Given that roughly the same proportion of each sex goes on to University,

this finding suggests a much stronger seIf-selective academic bias within

boys’ Secondar3, schools, as well as greater school "effectiveness" in this

respect. However, as we saw earlier, this elite achievement may well be

purchased at the expense of lower achievers within these schools, as boys’
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schools also show evidence of higher dropout rates and lower average attain-
ment levels for the total entry cohort.

Controlling for all these schools’ inpnt and school type variables leaves 30
per cent of residual variance. The school process scale does add another

2 per cent to the explained variance. Ahhough small this is highly statistically
significant. As in the preceding cases, the sign of the coefficient is also
negative: tile greater tile rigidity of pupil curricular differentiation the lower
the achievement level. Clearly this, and the previous resuhs, indicate that,
considered at a total school level or from the point of view of all pupils who
initially enter, there is no overall positive attainment effect of rigid streaming.
The hypothesis of a positive effect can be clearly rejected, while that of a
negative effect receives some consistent support. Such differentiated school-
ing, therefore, has no apparent effect on increasing the average levels of
education received by a school’s entry cohort, nor the proportions meeting
minimum standards at the Leaving Certificate examination; and it has a
slight, though statistically significant, negative effect on the proportions
going on to University.9

In conclusion, therefore, the argument put forward for streaming or
"tracking" by schools-that it allows them to maximise the educational
achievements of their student intake, can be clearly rejected - particularly
for that proportion achieving elite standards as well as for lower achievers.
Certainly in terms of the average attainment levels of a cohort, or in the per-
centage of an entry cohort who attain moderate to high levels of Leaving
Cert. resuhs - and clearly in the percentage going on to University, "stream-
ing" has no consistent and independent positive effect. So one cannot support
it on that basis. Nor does streaming, on average, minimise early dropout
rates. Assigning low ability pupils to special homogeneous ability classes and
using particular curricula to suit their needs - again one of the main arguments
put forward for streaming-also, on average, does not work either. The
hypothesis of a positive effect oll dropout rates can be clearly rejected. In
fact, there is some consistent though statistically insignificant evidence that
it is inclined to increase their alienation and early dropout.

On most grounds, therefore, one has to reject as invalid the posited claims
for "streaming" that it maxlmises the achievement potential of both the
high and low ability pupil. Indeed, by and large - though not strongly so -
we would have to come to the tentative conclusion that it tends, on average,
to depress achievement levels within schools. We examine the extent to which

¯ it influences polarisation or wider differentiation in achievement in the
following section.

9. In the separate regressions for school types the effect of schooling process differentiation in
VocatlonaJ schools was even more clearly negative, though not signilicant.
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The Effects of Streaming and Curricular Differentiation on School Output
Variances

The main hypothesis being tested in this section is that the use of streaming
and curricular differentiation by schools increases the variation in attainment
amongst pupils over that occurring in its absence, controlling for all other
relevant factors that affect variation in achievement. The null hypothesis is
that of no independent effects. We first use two overall measures of school
output variances. Initially the standard deviation in output is used as the
main dependent variable. Tiffs measures the dispersion of individual school
leavers over the years or standards of education reached by the time they left
school. The standard deviation in attainments of the total entry cohort was
calculated from school records and Principals’ interviews for the total number
of pupils first entering schools in September 1976 up to the time of com-
pleting the Leaving Cert. examination in June 1981l° (see Figure 1.1 for
illustrative examples). Since the average number of years completed by entry
cohorts varied widely from school to school the standard deviation is not the
best measure of relative within-school inequalities in attainments, so the co-
efficient of variation - as a measure of relative variation - is also used: i.e.,
the standard deviation divided by its mean (see Blalock, 1960, pp. 67-74).
Both measures are distributed normally with the coefficient of variation
being more satisfactory (see Appendix Table 5.4). For variables like age or
educational level, etc., the coefficient of variation is a very satisfactory, scale
invariant, measore of inequality (see Allison, 1978). It allows us to compare
the within-school inequalities of attainment/achievement on a scale which

uses the same units of measurement but which is standardised by the average
level of attainment/achievement, allowing us to compare inequalities in
attainment between schools which vary, for instance, from ones with very
high Leaving Certificate completion rates to ones with very low; or those

with higher or lower average grades in the Leaving Certificate. However, stan-
dard deviations do provide measures of absolute differences between schools
- along the same scale - so it is worth examining first.

These two measures of within school variance or inequality in achievements
refer to the total population of students who first entered each school
Whether, however, streaming also brings abont wider variances in achieve-
ment at both the Intermediate and Leaving Certificate examinations is also
checked. Of course, both examinations are taken by increasingly more selective
components of the original entry cohort of pupils. Nevertheless, the process
of streaming and currictflar differentiation is also applied to them - ahhough
less rigidly so as one moves up to the Leaving Certificate level.

10. Schools with 5-year cycles. Schools with 6-year cycles were measured from September 1975 to

June 1981.
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Standard Deviation in the Number of Years of Schooling Completed
There were 71 larger schools - with more than 1 class at Inter Cert. level

-- for which we had complete information on all wlriables relevant to this
analysis. Fifteen schools were excluded because they were too small. Two
additional Vocational schools were excluded because they did not operate a
senior cycle programme - their junior cycle leavers going on to other schools.
And there were 7 schools for which we did not have sufficient reliable infor-
mation on all the variables concerned to include in the regression. These 71
schools are used in the rest of the analysis. Independent checks - using less

stringent criteria for inclusion -- carried out indicate that the results can safely
be generalised to the total relevant sample.

The family and social background characteristics of pupils first entering
schools combined explain a quarter of the variation of within-school variances

in output. The social class characteristics of the school are the main discri-
minating variables-particularly the median level of social class of intake
and the extent of class differentiation of pupil intake, as well as the degree
of ability and social selectivity applied by the school. Lower middle class or
working class schools and particularly those with wide social class variability
in intake-the newer "open" and more comprehensive schools--have
substantially larger wtriances in output, as one would expect. However,
greater direct selectivity in intake is not reflected in lesser variance in "out-
put"-in fact quite the reverse. The more "seIective" schools- generally
among the boys’ Secondary schools - have, in fact, wider variances in output
once social class and related variables are controlled for. At the other extreme,
to the more open or more "comprehensive", schools are the upper middle
class, generally fee paying, schools with very little variance in output-
usually only between those who leave after completing the Leaving Cert. and
those who go on to University.

The addition of the three dummy variables for school type adds 7 pet" cent
to the total variance explained, which is highly statistically significant. How-
ever, none of the individual school types shows any statistically significant
relationship to output variance once the preceding social class and ability
selectivities have been controlled. Combined, these two sets of variables
explain around a third of tile variance in output, with boys’ Secondary
schools and Vocational schools showing somewhat greater output variance
than the girls’ or Community or coed Secondary schools (the controls), and
girls’ Secondary schools in particuhtr having somewhat less variance.

The addition of tile school process variable substantially and significantly
increases the variance of output by almost 8 percentage points even with all
the preceding variables controlled for. The null hypothesis can be clearly
rejected: rigid streaming and curricular differentiation substantially increases
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Table 5.8: Regression of "Variance in Output" of Schools - the Standard Deviation in

the Number of Years of Schooling Completed Before Leaving School by 1975/76 Entry

Cohort - on Pupil Intake Characteristics, School Characteristics and Extent of Streaming
and Curricular Differentiation Within Schools. Schools > 2 Classes

Independent Variables "

(i) (ii) (.i)
With Input Input + School Input, School Type Plus

Variables Type Variables School Process Variables

Beta Beta Beta

(Standardised) (Standard=~ed) (Standardised)

(1) School Input Characteristics

1. Variance in fathers’ level of
education .18 .29** .S0**

9. Variance in fathers’ occupational
status .27** .26’* .24"*

S. Median social class level of
pupil intake .24* .26** .24"

4. Average level of maternal
education of pupil intake -. 18 -. 19 -. 17

5. Extent of selectivity of intake .SO** .36** .39**

6. Extent ofliteracy]numcracy
problems in intake .07 .08 .12

(ii) SchoolCharacteHst~$

7. Boys’Seconda~schooh

8. Gids’Secondaryschools

9. Vocafionalschools

.13 .04
-.11 -.11

.25 .16

(ill) Seventy of Schooling Process
Differentiation

10. Schooling process scale .29**

N = 71 71 71
F = 3.29** 3.02** 5.7**

R2 : .24 .31 .38

*F statistically significant at lO per cent level.
**Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.
Variables: 1 = Variance in fathers’ level of education (1 = Primary school only; 8 = University

degree), based on responses by pupils in Inter Cert. classes in schools.
2,3 = Fathers’ occupational status as reported by pupils in Inter Cert. classes in school

(1 = professional ~ 8 = unskilled manual). Variance and median estimated from
responses of pupils in Inter Cert. classes.

4 = Average measured from same ,-ariables as in 1.
5 = Selectivity of school (1 = school is "creamed off" substantially ~5 = school gets

better pupils and is selective).
6 = Literacy/numeracy levels from Principals’/Career Guidance Teachers’ estimates (I

= <5%, 4 = >25%).
7-9 = Dummy variables.
10 = School process scale for both junior and senior cycle -- Guttman scale (see Chap-

ter 4).
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output differentiation. This strong conclusion supports a lot of more recent

research work on the effects of streaming and tracking which show that

although these practices have no "main effect" on student achievement, they

have significant polarisatlon effects - tending to create greater inequalities

between students at tile ends of the ability and social class continuum (see

Hallinan, 1987, pp. 41-69 for review; and Peterson, Wilkinson and Hallinan,

1984, pp. 229-240).

Coefficient of Van’ation in School Output -A Standardised "’Withht School"

Measure of lnequality

The following table gives the equivalent regression analysis for the coef-

ficient of variation measure. As can be seen much more of the variance is

explainal)le using this more discriminating inequality measure.

Table 5.9: Hierarchical Regression of "Inequality in Output" of Schools- Coefficient
of Variation in the Numbers of Years Pupils Spend in Individual Schools - on Pupil Input
Characteristics, School Characteristics and Extent of Streaming and Curricular Variation

in Schools
(N = 71 schools with > 1 Inter Cert. class)

h, dependent Variables (0 (ii) (iii)
Beta Beta Beta

(i) School Input Characteristics

(All measured for pupils in Inter Cert.

classes)

1. Variance in fathers’ level of education .19 .28* .29*

2. Variance in fathers’ occupational status .14 .17 .15

3. Median social class level of school intake .36* .38* .36*

4. Average level of mothers’ education of
school intake -.18 -.18 -.16

5. Extent by selectivity in school intake .13 .31" .27*

6. Extent to which literacy/numeracy
problems occur in school intake .10 .1 l .14

(ii) School Characteristics

7. Boys’ Secondary schools -- .18 .11

8. Girls’ Secondary schools - -.11 -.11

9. Vocational schools - .36* .28*

(iii) Severity of Schooling Process

10. Schooling process scale -- - .26*

N = 71 71 71

F = 4.4* 4.9* 5.4*

R2 = .30 .42 .48

*Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.
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Again there were 71 schools with 2 or more classes in the Inter Cert. for
which we had full information on all variables included in the regression.
School input characteristics explained almost one-third of the variance in
output - mostIy due to the social class composition of the school: the lower
the median social class of the pupil body and the general level of education
of parents, and the generally greater the variance in botb of these respects,
the greater the relative variance in output. Upper middle class schools with
pupils whose parents have high levels of education - and with little variance
in both these respects - have very little variance in output. Almost all pupils
who first enter these schools complete the Leaving Cert. and the only variance
remaining is due to the dichotomy between those who leave education at that

stage and those who go on to University. At the other extreme, schools with
a lower working class intake, with poor parental educational characteristics,

but with wide variance in the social class and education,’fl mix amongst
parents, experience very wide variance in output.

The addition of the three "school type"variables to the regression equation
adds significantly to the amount of variance explained- by 12 percentage
points. But only Vocational schools show a significant effect- by ahout
10 per cent on their own. So, to a large extent, independent of intake factors,
Vocational schools have a significantly greater varkmce in educational output.
Given their historical vocational charters and their recently acquired more
academic functions- attempting to maximise Leaving Cert. achievement
with a highly unselective pupil intake, hut at the same time to maximise
the vocatiomd opportunities (apprenticeships, etc.) of those leaving after
junior cycle exams- this is hardly a surprising finding. Nevertheless, tbis
dispersion in the objectives and outputs of such schools --Group and Inter
Cert., technical and apprenticeship objectives of boys, girls’ commercial]
secretarial objectives, and a small academic Leaving Cert. strcam, etc. - may
have serious consequences for the organisational effectiveness of such small
and unselective schools.

It is interesting that, when one controls for the effects of school type,
"school selectivity" becomes highly significant; controlling for most relevant

pupil intake and school type variables" schools that select also significantly,.
differentiate their output.

Even with all these statistical "controls" the effects of rigid streaming and
CUITicular differentiation are quite pronounced. The introduction of the
"schooling process" variable into the regression equation adds a substantial
6 per cent to the amount of variance explained in the over’all inequality
measure.

Of course, we have not controlled for all the rclcvant pupil composition
variables- particularly ability variables. However, given the various social
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class and edtlcational input characteristics controlled for, as well as variables
measuring school selectivity and type, the quite substantial addition to
variance explained by the introduction of the streaming/differentiation
variable provides very strong support for the polarisation hypothesis.

So, both measures of the level of inequality in attainment within schools
show that to the extent that schools stream, and make clear distinctions
amongst categories of pupils in the type of curriculum and teaching process
applied, they substantially increase the variances in educational attainment
over mad above that which occurs where schools do not use such methods.
That these organisationally created distinctions in achievement are not to
the overall or average benefit of all pupils is clear from the resuhs given in
the previous section; they tend to increasc the early dropout rate, do not
increase the proportions achieving Pass or Honours grades lit the Leaving
Cert. level, and tend to have a slight negative effect on the proportions of
the origin~d cohort going on to University. Before coming to final conclusions

on this issue, however, it seemed worthwhile to check whether such rigid
school processing has an eqttal polarising effect at the Intermediate and
Leaving Certificate levels for those selectivc proportions of the initial entry
cohort who surx, ive to these levels.

Intermediate Certificate Examination Performance
For those who SUlwive to the Intermediate Certificate examination level

differential allocation to academic or Pass level "general education" or
vocational "tracks" within highly streamed schools has an obvious and direct
effect. But whether this formal school allocation process actually creates
greater variances in, for example, the number of higher or Honours papers
taken lit the Intcnncdlate Certificate level than actually occurs "spontane-
ously" in unstreamed schools -- where the interaction of pupils, parents and
teaehcrs at individual classroom level mainly determines which level of Irish,
English or Maths is taken from the "set" of Honours and Pass level courses

taught -- is an open question. Most recent research work carried out abroad
(Shavitt, t984; Nachmias, 1980; Hout and Garnier, 1980) shows both that
the allocation process tends to have clear social class and ethnic biases inde-
pendent of abillty/performance, and that greater output variances occur
where such formally determined curricular allocation processes occur (see

also Alexander, Cook and MeDiI], 1978).
At the Intermediate Certificate level we have three relevant measures of

variance in performance: variation in the number of Honours levels taken,
and variation in the number of "acadcmic" subjectsIt ;is well as variation in

1 1. Academic subjects are defined as Honours Irish, English and Maths and the recognised academic
subjects of French, German and other languages, History, Geography, Science, ~Xrt, Music.
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the takeup of vocational subjects.12 Pupils were interx, iewed in the Christmas
to Easter term before they took the 1981 Intermediate Certificate examina-
tion - so we do not have the results of that examination.

There are 7l schools with 2 or more classes for which we have complete

data for the regressions. Tile average standard deviation in the number of
Honours subjects taken is 1.1 per school, but there are very wide differences
amongst schools in this respect (standard deviation = .28). The variable is

again normally distributed, although the distribution is tightIy clustered
around the mean. There is, of course, a high correlation (r = .71) between
this variable and within-school variation in the total number of academic
subjects taken by pupils in the Intermediate Cert. course. The average
school standard deviation in this case is very wide at 5.1, but showing wide
differences amongst schools in this respect (standard deviation = 1.4). Both
variables are normally distributed. We first examine the absolute differences
amongst schools in the discrirninations they make between Pass and Honours
students at Intermediate Certificate level.

School input or pupil composition effects account for over a third of the
differences between schools in their extent of Honours]Pass level distinctions
(see Appendix Table 5.5). This is mainly due to the extent of social selectivity
of schools: schools with wider social class and parental educational intake

have substantially greater distinctions amongst Pass and Honours pupils. But
schools that select their pupils on ability grounds and that, in fact, get pro-
portionately fewer pupils with literacy and numeracy problems have also
much wider variances in output. The absohlte differences in the level of

Honours]Pass distinction are not, therefore, due to a large intake of lower
ability pupils. The addition of "school type" variables adds substantially to
the explained variance: boys’ schools, but particularly Vocational schools,
have significantly less within-school variance in these respects than girls’ or

coed Secondary schools or Community schools. The Honours/Pass distinctions
within Vocational schools is usually between those who take 1 or no Honours
course, whilst within the more selective boys’ Secondary schools the distri-
bution of those taking Honours courses is very much biased toward the other
end of the distribution.

Adding in the schooling process scale to the regression contributes somewhat
to the explained variance, but very moderately and not significantly so, highly
differentiated schools showing only minor additions to the within-school
variance. The process of streaming and curricular differentiation by schools,
therefore, does not tend to create significantly greater achievement differences
amongst hater Cert. pupils than would otherwise occur.

| 2. "Vocational Subjects" = the three technical subjects, plus Domestic Science and Commerce.
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With two important exceptions we get much the same results when we use
the variance in the number of academic subjects taken at the Intermediate
Certificate level as the dependent variable (see Appendix Table 5.6). In this
case the average familial social class and educational backgrounds of the pupil
body clearly have a much greater impact - the more working class the com-
position of the school the greater the variance amongst pupils in their uptake
of ac:ldemic subjects. Schools with wider socio-economic intakes do have
much wider output vari;mce, but the differences are not statistically signifi-
cant once school type is controlled for. As in previous cases schools which
have a high intake of low ability pupils, or pupils with serious literacy/
nttmeracy problems, ztlso havc lower variances in output; primarily because
they arc located in Vocational schools and these teach relatively fewer
:~cademic subjects and have much lower variances in these respects.

The addition of two school type variables has much the same effect as in

the previous ease, substantially increasing the variance explained. Controlling
for all the preceding variables, boys’ Secondary schools and Voeationzd
schools show substantially less vari;mce in the uptake of academic subjects

than girls’ or coed Secondary schools or Community schools. Everything
else being eqtud, boys’ Secondary schools maximise the number of academic
subjects taught to most pupils - not surprising since they teach few vocational
or :testhetie subjects- and Vocational schools minimise such takcup or
indeed, provision.

With all of the preceding pupil input and school type variables controlled

for school differenti~ltion, however, does add substantially and significantly
to the explained val’iance. Streaming and its associated curricular differen-
tiation clearly polztriscs academic subject takeup, as is the primary intention.

Pcculiarly, within-school variation in the number of vocational subjects
taken by Intermediate Cert. pupils has no independent rel~ltionship to the
rigidity of streaming and its :~ssociated curricular differentiation. Almost all
thc exphfincd vari~ttion is accounted for by the type of school involved-
Vocational zmd Comprehensive schools show substantially more variation

than all others while Secondary schools, and particularly girls’ schools, show
substantially less. But, controlling for all relevant variables, the rigidity of
the streaming process retains no statistically significant effect; any effect
present being negative.

As ~dre~tdy discussed the standard deviation is not a good measure of
rehltive within-school inequality. Although it does provide a me~lsure of the
absolute inequality differences amongst schools. Since, however, the mean
attainment levels differ radically from school to school a much more effec-
tive measure of relative inequality is the "coefficient of variation" (see
Allison, 1978). In the following table, therefore, we regress within-school
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inequality in the number of academic subjects taken on school input, school
type and schooling process variables.

Here the effects of social class are much more pronounced than with the
(absolute) standard deviation- so that it dominates all other effects. Working
class schools show substantially greater inequality in the uptake of academic
subjects even when all other relevant variables have been controlled or allowed

for. Combined, the pupil input variables account for a third of the wtriance
in this school inequality measure - with working class schools showing much
greater inequality in these respects than others. Of course working class
schools are also far more likely than others to be Vocational or Community

schools, and slightly more likely to be coeducational Secondary schools. All
of these provide much more "comprehensive" curricula - a wider mixture of
technical/vocational and academic subjects- than Secondary schools¯ The
latter, of course, usually have more Honours and academic subjects. So
given the "elite" academic sponsorship role that such schools possess they
also obviously create much greater inter-pupil differentiation in the uptake
of acadernic versus vocationld subjects.

Once social class and other pupil intake variables are controlled for only
boys’ Secondary schools exhibit any significant difference in the provision/
uptake of academic subjects- exhibiting significantly less inequality in
academic subject uptake than others. Of course boys’ Secondary schools
also display significantly less variation in academic/vocational subject pro-
vision than other schools. Combined pupil intake and school type variables
account for 38 per cent of the variance in this school inequality measure.

Once, however, pupil intake and school type variables have been controlled
for, the schooling process scale does add substantially to the explained
variance- an additional 8 per cent in fact- which is highly statistically
significant. Even with ~dl of the preceding statistical controls, schools that

rigidly differentiate their pupils and curriculut,a exhibit significantly greater
inequality in academic subject provision]uptake. Such schools, therefore,
irnpose greater inequality than would otherwise occur. The sltme tendcncy is
evident when inequzdity in the number of Honours subjects is used its the
dependent variable, though in this case the effect is only statistically significant
at the 10 per cent level.

Even at the more selective Interrnediate Certificate level, therefore, school
imposed pupil/curricular differentiation processes clearly have an impact on
academic inequality within schools. Such school policy effects are most
obvious in increasing inequality in academic subject takeup, and to a less
significant extent in Honours level subject takeup. Other variables, however,
are more important-particularly the social class of intake and type of
school. Working class schools and Community]Comprehensive schools as
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Table 5.10: Hierarchical Regression of Inequality in Junior Cycle Academic Uptake-
the Coefficient of Variation in the Number of Academic Subjects Taken up by Pupils - or

Pupil Intake, School Type and Schooling Process Variables
(At = 71 schools with > 1 Inter Cert. class)

Independent Variables

(0         60 (iiO
With School

School Input School Input,
and School School Type and

Input
Type Schooling Process

Variables
Variables Variables

Beta Beta Beta

(i) School Input Characteristics

1. Median social class by pupil
intake .50*

2. Average level of mothers’ edu-
cation of pupil intake ,06

3, Variance in social class of
intake of pupils .17

4, Variance in parental educa-
tional level of pupil intake -.01

5. Selectivity of schools -.13
6. Extent of literacy/numeracy

problems in pupil intake -,10

(ii) School Types

7. Boys’ Secondary schools
8. Vocational schools

.47* .41"

.19 .25

.16 .12

.01 ,08
-.15 -.13

-.15 -.09

-.27* -.36*
.05 -.13

(ii0
9. Schooling process scale -- -- .31 *

N= 71 71 71
F = 5,4 4.9 6.0
R2 = .33 .38 .46

¯ Statistically significant at ,05 level,

well as cocd Secondat’y schools have greater variation and inequality in

academic, Honours ~md vocation,’d subject takeup. This is partly a function

of subject provision (which, of course, is policy determined) but also a
function of what appears to be, in some schools, : tie r s)olso’ship "ole

being adopted for an elite of upwardly mobile lower-middle or working class

pupils. That this is likely 1o be a "school determined" rather than an "environ-

mentally imposed" outcome is suggested by the finding that the non-selcctlve
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schools and schools with lower proportions of educationally disadvantaged
pupils exhibit higher absolute levels of withln-school variation in the takeup
of Honours and academic subjects. That such school imposed policy has a
substantial impact on subject takeup is vm3.’ evident when the independent
effects of streaming/curricular differentiation were examined - where such
practices clearly increased inequality in academic subject takeup.

Inequality Effects at Leaving Certificate Level
Measured tit the Intermediate Certificate level, when very little dropout

has occurred in most schools, the effects of rigid pupil/curricuklr differen-
tiation are, in general, polarising -- even when we control for most relevant
pupil composition and school type variables. By Leaving Certificate level,
however, we tire left with a quite selective sub-population of pupils in most
schools: the average school dropout rate to Leaving Certificate level is 39
per cent but it varies extremely widely across the different school types-
with an overall standard deviation of 25. So, althmlgh such rigid streaming
and cun’icular differentiation may have quite discriminatory effects at
junior cycle level the experience of the quite selective cohort reaching Leaving
Certificate level may be quite different. In addition, as we saw in Chapter 3,
streaming and ctuTictdar differentiation is much less pronounced at senior
cycle level.

As can be seen from the results presented in Table 5.11 these expectations
are, to a large extent, met. Variations in the schooling process variable have
no independent effect, once the main school composition and school type
variables have been controlled for. With this restricted Leaving Certificate
sample, however, the combined set of independent variahles has somewhat
different effects than tit Intermediate Certificate level or earlier. Altl~ough
schools with wider socio-cconomic variance in intake have somewhat wider
variance in output, working class schools and schools where the parental
educational level of the pupil intake is low have significantly less variance
than middle class ones. Presumably by Leaving Cert. level, with the very high
level of dropout suffered by working class schools (see Tables 5.3 and 5.4),
only a limited range of the more able of the initial student group is left;
whereas, with almost no dropout amongst the upper middle class schools the

total initial range of student ability is still present. As a result, working class
schools show little variation around a generally low average level of achieve-
ment, whereas middle class schools exhibit much wider variance around a
generally higher average level of achievement. The more selective schools
again, ,as previously, experience somewhat more variance in examination
results. So the more "middle class" schools, who retain their more compre-
hensive ability ranges and particularly those with wider socio-economie
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intakes, experience much greater variation in examination achievements at
the Leaving Certificate level.

Table 5.11: Regression of Within-School Differentiation (Standard Deviation) b~ Leaving

Cert. Grades Received on the (i) School Input, (ii) School Type, and (iii) Schooling

Process Variables

(N = 71 schools)

Independent Variables

(i) (ii) (iii)

Effects of School Effects of School Input Effects of School Input
Input Variables and School Variables and School Type and

Schooling Process
Variables

Beta Beta Beta

(i) School Input (Pupil) Variables

1. Median social class of pupil
intake -.34* -.30* -.32*

2. Average maternal educational
level amongst pupil intake .30* .12 .14

3. Variance in social class of
pupil body .09 .10 .09

4. Variance in fathers’ level of
education of pupils .12 .03 .05

5, Extent ofselectlvlty of school .26* .20 .20
6. Ex tent of llteracy/numeracy

problems in pupil intake .09 .13 .16

(ii) School Type Variables

7. Boys’ Secondary schools -.. .19 .16
8. Vocational schools -- -.29" -.27*

(iii)

9. Schoollng process scale - - .lO

N= 71 71 71
I"= 11.1" 10.1’ 9.1’
R2 = .31 .56 .57

*Statistically significant at the .05 level.

Boys’ Secondary schools, however, show somewhat greater variation in
output than all other schools, even controlling for all preceding variables.
Vocational schools show substantially less. While the hitter conforms to our
findings for the Intermediate Certificate results, the former does not. Why
the much more selective boys’ Secondary schools should show more variance
in this respect than the much more "comprehensive" girls’, coed Secondary
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and Community schools is not at all clear. The bivariate correlations, how-
ever, with school type are very pronounced at Leaving Certificate level, sub-
stantially more pronounced, in fftct, than for any of the Intermediate Cer-
tificate variance measures. Although much more selective at that stage than
girls’ schools, in boys’ Secondary schools the top achievers tend to do better,
but the bottom worse than in other schools. As for Vocational schools they
show consistendy less wtriance than any other schools - for reasons already
discussed. Middle class boys’ Secondary schools, of course, suffer minimally
from dropout and are most likely of all schools to stream rigidly when large
enough. But streaming is not the full explanation: even controlling for the
rigidities of streaming, boys’ SecondaW schools still show substantially
~’eater variance in examination performance than others.

However, when we control for school type, and for pupil composition
effects, the rigidity of streaming retains no additional, statistically significant,
effect. By this stage the worst of such streaming effects have worked them-
selves out of the system and streaming in any case is much less rigidly
enforced.

We get mucb the same result when we use the more accurate, coefficient

of variation, inequality measure (see Appendix Table 5.7); except in this
case the only variable that retains any significant effect on within-school
inequality is the ability/selectivity of schools - where schools with a high

intake of lower ability pupils exhibit substantially greater inequality in
examination achievement. Although boys’ Secondary schools tend to exhibit
higher inequality than girls’ or coed schools and VocationM schools less, and
while highly differentiated schools also exhibit somewhat greater inequality
than mixed-ability schools, these effects are minor and trot statistically
significant. So that by the end of the senior cycle, when substantial selective
dropout has Mready occurred, such school-imposed discriminations appear
to have little additional effect.

Conclusions

1. Both main hypotheses proposed are supported by the analysis of
results: streaming and curricular differentiation does not increase the
average level of educational attainment of an entry cohort to schools.

There is, indeed, some tentative evidence that it decreases average
attainment levels. The process of pupil and curricular differentiation,
however, does increase the variance and level of inequality in the
achievement levels of the total entry cohort over and beyond that
which would occur in its absence, ha dropout rates, in the average
number of years or standards of schooling completed before leaving,
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and in the percentage of the entry cohort to schools attaining University
entrance levels--a rigid schooling process tends to have a slight but
consistent negative impact. And in terms of all measures of differenti-
ation or polaris~ttion of overall pupil attainment or achievement, a
differentiated schooling process also has a consistent polarisation effect.

2.      At the Intermediate Certificate level - when some dropout has already
occurred, particukirly in working class schools- such rigid schooling
differentiation has clearcut polarising effects on the takeup of academic
subjects and some, though statistie~dly insignificant, effects on the
number of Honours subjects taken. Again there is no evidence here that
it increases average achievement levels.

3.      For that select proportion of the cohort, however, who survive to do
the Leaving Certificate examination there is no statistical support for
the hypothesis that streaming increases polarisation in levels of examina-
tion achievement; although it does tend to decrease the proportion of
the entry cohort going on to University. Clearly, therefore, by this stage
the maintenance of rigid distinctions amongst ranked classes of pupils,
constructed of "homogeneous ability" groups, neither maximises
examination achievements nor minimises academic and social distinctions
amongst pupils. It does, however, tend to decrease University entry
proportions.

4.      Appendix Table 5.8 contains the relevant regression of each individual

pupil’s over~dl level of Leaving Cert. examination performance (scored
using the UCD, CAO, method) on individual level family background
variables, preceding educationzd performance level (Intermediate Cert.
resuhs), and school type variables, as well as the schooling process
scale. The latter has no independent effect for either boys’ or girls’ level
of cxmnination performance. This holds even with preceding examination
performance excluded from theequation. So, being in a streamed versus
unstreamed schnol has no average academic advantage for pupils at
Leaving Cert. level. For any measures of average academic achievement
we have used, therefore, streaming has no discernible positive academic
effect for the total number of pupils attending school; or even for the
selective sub-popuhttions that remain in school until Leaving Certificate
level; indeed in many respects it tends to have an overall negative effect.

It has, h()wever, a clear and consistent polarising effect -- particularly
at junior cycle level.

5. In a later paper we will examine the effects of streaming or "tracking"
(m individual pupils who ;ire placed in upper or lower streams or bands
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at senior cycle level, where schooling is highly differentiated. Most pre-
ceding research has shown a clear negative impact of being placed in a
lower stream controlling for all relevant family background and ability/
performance wtriables; as well as a positive effect for placement in a
higher stream. Unfortunately we do not have all the necessary informa-
tion to test these hypotheses at junior cycle level, where streaming
appears to have its greatest impact. Some preliminary work at senior
cycle level - using the Intermediate Certificate results as a proxy measure-
ment for the preceding ability[performance characteristic of pupils--
shows some support for these hypotheses. This is a very "strong" find-
ing given that "streaming" is likely to have its greatest effects at junior
cycle level and these effects are controlled for by holding Intermediate
Certificate resuhs constant. If upheld in later work this finding would

help to explain how differentiated schooling brings about greater dif-
erentiation and inequality in educational attainment.



Chapter 6

SUMMA R Y, CONCL USIOAtS A ND IMPLICATIONS OF STUD Y

In tro duct ion
This study had three objectives: (i) It investigated the nature and extent

of distinctions made by school authorities amongst their pupils, as well as
distinctions in the type of curriculum and teaching process applied to different
pupil categories. (ii) It sought to identify the reasons why different kinds of
schools differ so widely in the nature and severity of the schooling distinctions
madc. (iii) And thirdly, it examined some of the main consequences of these
school-imposed distinctions on pupils’ educational attainments.

The majority of Irish second-level schools "create" distinctions amongst
categories of their pupils by "measuring" their presumed educable capabilities,

by assigning them to different "streams" or "bands", and by making clear
distinctions amongst these categories of pupils in the type of curriculum and
instructional process applied to them. The nature and extent of pupil and
cu*Ticular differentiation varies widely amongst schools, but there are clear
underlying structural and cultural, or ideological, reasons why this is so. In
making these distinctions school decisionmakers do have objectives - although
many of these are more clearly implied in school practice rather than being
expressions of conscious policy. In m,’my schools such schooling distinctions
have been in place for a long time, the objectives and outcomes of which
are so taken for granted that they are accepted as "natural" and inevitable.
Many studies have shown that such school practices as "streaming" or
"tracking" have substantial differential effects on the educational perfor-
mance and subsequent occupational achievement of individtmls who :~re
placed in different streams, taking into account all initial ability differences
amongst pupils. So these practices operate in many cases to transmit and
even amplify social class and related inequadities from generation to gener:*tion;
yet in many eases again school decisionmakers appear not to see or be con-
cerned about these consequences even though they may be quite obvious to
well informed outsiders.

These and related policy issues surrounding such school imposed differen-
tiation have been the subject of considerable public controversy in the United
States, Britain and many European countries since, at least, the mid-1960s.

161
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In Ireland, however, thcrc has bcen barely a murmur above the leveI of the
individual school. Conferences of teachers’ unions, religious orders involved
in teaching, school-owning and managerial authorities, policy discussion
documents emanating from the Department of Education, or the recently
established Curriculum and Examination Board, have not deah at all with
these issues. Why? The way in which a school applies its curriculum is ahnost
as important as the content and structure of the curriculum itself. Yet the
process by which schools apply or organise their curriculum and instructional
processes - not to mention the actual pedagogical practice within the secrecy

of the chtssroom - have not been the subject of any discernible open dis-
course or dispute. Why? It is clearly not because school decisionmakers and
the teaching profession all agree with each other on this question- such
decisionmakcrs, in fact, vary widely in their practices and relewmt philosophy.
It is not because there is no platform for debate - the relevant annual con-
ferences are well attended and have attentive conference and mass media
audiences. Clearly these matters are not issues that have high agenda priority.
Why?

There is a closely related school practice that has equal importance for
pupils’ life chances and that has equally low priority - the socially prejudicial
allocation of pupils amongst schools. This issue of selectivity versus "com-
prehensivisation" has equally been the subject of much research and of heated
debate and political controversy in the United Kingdom (see Oxford Review
of Education, 10, I, 1984), as has the issue of selective academic schools in
the United States (Coleman, 1982; see Harvard Educational Review, 1981
for reviev,, of earlier edition).

There are, we believe, five main reasons why this public inattention exists.

1. There is almost no Irish research on the subject which could be used
as a stimulus to the debate. (An exception is Kellaghan, 1967.)This
in itself, of course, is even more puzzling, since academic researchers
should be very open to the international literature and be less ideo-
logically influenced. There is, however, very poor funding of educa-
tional research at second level and no apparent central policy on the
matter.

2. The schooling processes involved and their educational consequences
are not, however, publicly visible - so pupils and parents who suffer
from the current system have no way of publicly comprehending and
registering their dissatisfaction. Those who suffer most in any case
are likely to be least influential.

3. The State, either at central or local level, does not accept responsibility
for the way schools are operated: either for the allocation of different .
categories of pupils to different types of schools, or for differential
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streaming or tracking within schools. State policy, indeed had, at an
earlier stage, implicitly colluded ill the development of "selective"
schooling: i.e., in the expansion of the Vocational school sector - by
"filling in the gaps" so to speak, left by the selective provision of
Secondary schools. Only in recent times by the development of
Comprehensive/Community schools in newly developing urban areas,
or in the few comprehensive amalgamations occurring in the smaller
towns, has the State operated an effective local comprehensive pro-
vision policy. The more vigorous policy of comprehcnsifisation pursued
in thc early 1970s was so successfully fought off by local vested
interests that thc State effectively withdrew its earlier policy. This is
-- or used to be - in marked contrast, for instance, to the bchaviour
of the British state; except, peculiarly, in Northern lrehmd where
comprehensive schooling appears to be almost equally unpoptdar.

Schools, the great majority of which are privately owned, do have
to conform to State regulations in regard to the nature and content of
the currictdum applied - though this still allows schools considerable
degrees of freedom (Hannan, Breen et al., 1983). Schools also are
centrally regulated by timetables anad by attendance and public
examination requirements as well as certain certification procedures.
And they have to conform to partictdar organisational rules in order
to be publicly funded. There is also a minimal monitoring inspectorial
arrangement. But, by and large, second-level schools, althougla funded
almost completely by the State, are, within these broad parameters,
free to run their own affairs untouched by external State authority.
They are also, by and large, free to compete with each other for local
academic talent.

By and large, the ideological "climate" and class forces within Ireland
are such that the pursuit of egalitarian citizenship rights has no ,active
political priority or urgency. Partly as a resnlt, the educational pro-
cess over the past 20 years has clearly worked to the benefit of the

majority of middle class, and moderate to large farmer class, as well
as upper working class faro ilies - the majority of families and voters, ts
Consequently any deleterious effects it might have had on the minority
of working class or poorer families (only 8 per cent of childrcn come
from the fantilies of unskilled manual workers) are not publicly

13. In 1981, 20 per cent of children under 15 years (N = 1.043,729} were present in families of
non-mmmal workers. I ~t per cent in families of farmers, 24 per cent in the families of skilled manual

workers, and 17 per cent in families where the chief breadwinner ~¢as a semi-~killed manual worker or
a service worker {other non-manual}. Only 8 per cent ".’ere in families of unskilled manuzd workers,
Census of Population of lrelantL 1981, Vnl. 7,
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"seen" or projected and have been ignored. So any dissatisfaction
present is publicly voiceless and unorganised.

Equality of opportunity was certainly a stated goal of reform of
the 1960s but it has never been actively pursued by the State in the
same way that it has in Britain, the Scandinavian countries or even
the United States, for instance. In tile former countries equal educa-
tional opportunity had a high priority in successive pnst-war social
democratic politics. In the United States equality of citizenship rights
and equality of opportunity also has had a long history of interven-
tionist political and State action, ahhough not based on successful
class movements as in the UK or Scandinavia. Given inconsequential
class politics and a low priority in the agenda of successful populist
movements, political forces have never been committed enough nor
strong enough to even attempt the institutional reforms necessary to
initiate serious equality of opportunity reforms.

The philosophy underlying and legitimating the State’s considerable
expansion of educational provision since the mid-1960s, has been
rooted in theories of "human capital" formation, within the context

of a pragmatic economic and technical rationale about the means to
obtain these ends (Investment in Education Report, 1966). The main
educational objectives paid attention to, have been those of technical
knowledge and skill acquisition or socialisation; i.e., the traditional
view that the main objectives of schooling are the socialisation of
individuals, with priority attached to cognitive development (see
Dreeben, 1968). Here the main social effects of schooling are thought
to result from the aggregation of individual effects - having no, or
unimportant, institutiomd or organisational intervening effects. As
Meyer (1977) or Ramirez et al., (1980) indicates, this view ignores
completely the social allocation functions of schools, which may

operate to consolidate or even amplify processes of transmission of
social inequ,’dities from generation to generation. Schools have sub-
stantial institutional powers to allocate pupils and certify pupil
achievements. Both different types of school, and streams or bands
within schools, publicly differentiate and wtlidati~ the educational/
occupational achievement paths of different pupils. This institutional
power of schools to control or channel the future life chances of their

pupils (Meyer, 1977) has thus far remained unexamined and tmcon-
trolled. Educational achievement has been found to be the most
predictive variable of occupational and economic attainment in
industrialised countries (Cummings, 1979; Treiman and Terrel, 1975;
Blau and Duncan, 1967). And in newly industrialised countries this
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corrclation is even more pronounced (Meyer, Turner and Zagorski,
1979) as well as in Ireland (Whelan and Whelan, 1984). Variations in
the institutional power and effectiveness of highly structured schooling
in these respects need to be paid much more attention.

Examinhtg Schooling Differences
Our conceptual approach to the study is based on models used in the study

of organisations. The main approach is that of Perrow (1967, 1970) which
cmphasises that the determining characteristics of organisations like schools
is the way they process their materials - i.e., their "technology": the way
they select ~md c~ltegorisc their pupil intake-the number and complexity
of the types of categories into which pupils are sorted, and the extent of
standardisation aud centralisation of decisions as to what kind of educational
process is approprinte to each category. At one extreme are schools which
sort their pupils into a small number of categories whose distinct natures are
perceived to be rather similar and well understood, thus enabling each category
to be separately processed with few individual exceptions occurring. This is
an organisational "solution" characteristic of highly streamed schools with
highly programmed, routinised and ceutralisetl schooling processes. At the
other extreme, are a small number of mostly upper class, mixed-ability
schools whcrc each pupil is an "exceptional case"; and "schooling process"
decisions are left for negotiation between individual pupils, teachers and
parents. As Perrow (1970) points out, the inherent nature of the materials
does not determine the organisational process. This is, as Child (1972) points
out, mainly a matter of the "strategic choices" made by decisionmakers
within orgauisations, within the set of environmental constraints present.
Child’s (I 972) work cmphasises the role of choice amongst alternative organi-
sational solutions-i.e., in "choosing" and in categorising pupils, in the
choice of curricula and teaching resources, and in their deployment to the
different categories of pupils; as well as in structuring relationships amongst
teachers, pupils and parents and so on.

This voluntaristic conceptnal approach is used not only to guide the way in
which we categorised our own research materials but also to determine the
main hypotheses proposed to explain why different schools adopted different
"schooling process" solutions. Two contrasting sets of hypotheses were
proposed: (i) Such strategic schooling decisions are determined largely by
technical-rational or environmental considerations. (ii) They are influenced
largely by "institution’,d" and voluntaristic factors - i.e., highly structured
differences in the founding charters or "missions" of different school-owning
authorities, as well as in their historically acquired roles in the schooling and
social placement of each succeeding generation (Meyer, 1970; Kamens,
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1977). The former set of hypotheses stresses these commonsensc theories
which are usually employed by school decisionmakers to explain why they
stream or rigidly differentiate their pupils and curricula. The latter stresses
the institutional and voluntaristic factors which are proposed here as the main
explanatory factors.

Under "technical-rational" and commonsense assumptions the degree of
differentiation of the total schooling process is seen as a function of:

(i) Size of school: the larger the school the greater the differentiation.

(ii) Extent of variance ill the ability level of the pupil intake - the larger
the wtriance the greater the differentiation.

(iii) Comprehensiveness: the more comprehensive the local catchment of
the school the greater the differentiation.

Under "Institutional/Volitional" assumptions we hypothesised that the
extent of schooling differentiation was directly related to:

(a) The explicit founding "charter" or "mission" of the school or group

of schools; mad the inspirational philosophy guiding the attthority
(community) which governs or owns the school(s);

(b) Social class of the clientele and the social placement (mobility)
function of the school - both often acquired rather than planned;

(c) The sex of the pupil body - with boys’ education hypothesised to
be much more instrumentally differentiated than girls’ education.

The Structure and Charters of lrish Second-Level Schools
Irish post-primary schools vary widely in their "objectives" - both those

stated and consciously pursued, and those which fire clearly implicit in the
kind of educational "inputs" chosen and "outputs" produced. Schools vary
widely in their "choice" of the social characteristics of persons/pupils they
educate - mainly by sex, social class, religion and ability selectivities. To a
large extent these "choices" are institutionally determined- given in the
founding charters or State legitimated functions assigned to the different
school types. But these different educational "missions" have also emerged
as strategic adjustments by individual school-owning authorities to changing
national and tocM environmental opportunities and constraints. Given a
range from the upper middle class Protestant or Catholic fee-paying Secon-
dary schools to Christian Brothers’ selective boys’ Secondary schools or
Mercy or Presentation "comprehensive" and coed schools, to "selective"
lower working class Vocational schools, it is obvious that the charters or
"missions" of different school-owning authorities wiry widely and systemati-
caly. As a resuh, within most communities a highly stratified system of
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selective schooling emerges from the free competition between the different
school types in each local catchment area. Tile analysis of such local selec-
tivities by different school authorities within our own su~,ey of schools
showed wide social class and ability selectivities amongst schools which were
highly structured and institutionally determined (Chapters 2 and 4). As
became quite clear in Chapter 4 these marked differences in the rote and
functions of different schools were the most predictive of their "school
processing" decisions.

The Extent and Structure of Pupil/Curricular Differentiation
We used five separate measures of pupil and curricular differentiation in

the analysis: (i) the extent of "ability" differentiation of pupils amongst
classes ("streaming"); (ii) the extent of curricular differentiation by class of
pupil -between Honours and Pass level and by type of subject; (iii) the
extent of choice of subject and level options available to pupils; (iv) the
extent l.o which suhject teachers were involved in subject/career choices;
and finally (v) the extent to which cIear boundaries existed between different
classes of pupils within schools.

A majority of schools practise some form of "streaming" - with around
40 per cent of schools having relatively rigid streaming at Intermediate Cert.
level, and only 1 in 4 schools having mixed ability classes as such. And ahnost
40 per cent of schools allocate Honours and Pass levels, and differentiate
subject types, by the pupils’ class rank within streams or "bands". Although
almost ;dl schools have substantially more subjects than are taken by the
average pupil in the school, most schools place considerable constraints on
subject and level choices. In fact, around 40 per cent of schools allow almost
no choice at atl ;it junior cycle level. In most cases this is not due to the
scarcity of subjects]levels available. Even where subject/level choices are
present, however, the process is often organised by school "management"
rather than by subject teachers. It is no surprise to find, therefore, that in
only 1 in 4 schools are subject teachers highly involved in such choice mak-
ing, or parents facilitated in discussing subject/level "choices" with subject
teachers. As a result of these processes of school-imposed pupil/curricular

differentiation, over a third of all schools (with more than 1 class) maintain
very rigid boundaries and distinctions between ranked classes of pupils on
the basis of their presumed "abilities" or educational potential.

The relationships amongst these 5 crucial "schooling process" variables
are highly structured. On average there is a moderate to high level of inter-
correlation amongst the 5 variables. But what is equally significant is that the

larger the school the greater these intercorrclatlons become. This does not
mean that the larger the school the greater the tendency to differentiate pupils
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and curricula, to reduce pupil-parent choice and to increase the boundaries
between classes. What it does mean is that if a choice is made to "stream"
pupils, then certain curricular, "choice", pupil-teacher-parent relationship
characteristics and distinctions between ranked classes of pupils necessarily
follow: i.e., that once a "streaming" choice is made it has organisational
effects which appear to follow almost inevitably. On the other hand, where
schools decide to relax their rigid streaming practices this decision also has
an opposing set of "knock-on" organisational consequences.

Of the 80 schools in our sample with 2 or more classes at Intermediate
Cert. level, 7 were extremely rigidly streamed with all the above organisa-
tionally differentiated characteristics: rigid streaming of pupils, rigid curricular
distinctions, little choice, no subject-teacher involvement in any choice making
that occurs, with very little parental involvement, and very high resistant
boundaries between ranked chtsses of pupils. An additional 25 schools had
less rigid streaming or had 2]3 "bands", with some "mixed ability" classes
within each "band". There were less rigid, but still substantial, subject/level
distinctions between the streamed/banded classes, somewhat less restricted
pupil-teacher-parent choice making as well as less rigid boundaries between
classes. At the other extreme were 12 schools which were "mixed ability",
5 of which allowed such wide choices that almost no pupil-cktss distinctions
existed.

There is a small direct and positive correlation between school size,
tendency to stream, differentiate the curriculum, and organisationally stan-
dise and regulate the schooling process. So, at least to that extent, such
schooling differentiation is directly environmentally determined. The cor-
relation, however, is very low - explaining less than 6 per cent of the variance
in the schooling process scale; and the relationship of school size to "choice"
and to the strength of between-class boundaries is actually of the opposite
sign.

Why Differentia te ?
Other than school size other "technical" variables-such as the ability

,and social selectivity of schools, and the extent of variation in the social and
cultural backgrounds of pupils - do not predict the extent of schooling
differentiation practised. With other variables controlled school size does
have a moderate effect - about double that of its direct effect. But almost
all the other "technical" variables have actual negative effects. Schools which
select their intake, that have a larger proportion of literacy/numeracy pro-
blems amongst their intake and have wider overall variation in the social]
educational background of pupils, are less likely to stream rigidly. So, other
than size, the "technical" hypothesis has to be clearly rejected. The propo-
sition put forward by most school decisionmakers for streaming -- that the
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wide variance in the ability and aptitnde levels of their pupil intake forces
them to rigidly differentiate thc schooling applied - receives no support in
this study.

On the other hand, thc hypothesised effects of institutional and social
class factors receive major snpport. The median social class level of the
pupil intake, the sex of the pupil body and the type and identity of the
school authority are the main variables predicting wtriation in the extent
of differentiation of the schooling process applied. Boys’ Secondary schools
(particularly Christian Brothers’ schools), and working class or lower middle
class schools are far more likely to stream and differentiate their curricula.

Vocational and Commtmity schools, largely by explicit policy, do not stream
as such but almost universally "broad band" their wider ability intake when
largc enough and do not make as rigid distinctions in applying their curricula.
It is boys’ Secondary schools - which cater for a lower middle class, small
farmer or upper working class clientele and which select or "sponsor" a
proportion o f their more able pupil intake for upward social mobility - which
have the most differentiated schooling process. These schools, however, also
tend to have moderate to high "dropout" rates so that clearly the lower
ability/aptitude pupil is not being equally catered for. These schools maximise
the achievement of the top while appearing to "cool out" the lower achievers,
socialising them for failure (Willis, 1977).

At the other extreme upper middle class Secondary schools, particulz, rly
those catering for girls, are least likely to differentiate their schooling process.
The cultural consolidation of the advantages of an npper middle class back-

ground is being achieved by a highly individualised schooling in which a lot
of autonomy is allowed, or developed, at the individual pupil level.

The differcnce in the schooling "treatment" of boys and girls can perhaps
best be understood within Bernstein’s view that the increasingly instrumental
and rational-technical orientation of education (for boys) has led to an

increasing pressure to differentially sort, instruct, certify and legitimate the
different types and qualities of edncational output, or "market slots" being
aimed at by schools (see Chcrkaoui, 1977). At its most extreme, in some
Secondary schools educational achievements and examination success are
defined narrowly, instrumentally and externally. Here the "better pupils"
are being selected and sponsored for upward mobility into the higher "places"
availablc. Those who do not succeed in this narrow and unidimensional
achievement game are being "cooled ont"in the bottom classes, where the
education provided is not being specifically geared to any particular "market
slot".

Within many working class schools, or schools catering mainly for the
children of poorer farmers, etc., whether Vocational or Secondary, a very
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severe process of schooling differentiation is applied which succeeds only ill
sponsoring a small minority of the pupil intake for upward mobility - in
terms of good Leaving Cert. results and third-level entry - but who have a
large group of low achievers who either drop out early or fail their junior
cycle examinations. Here again clear evidence of disproportionate attention
to the top and relative inattention to the lower achievers was obvious.

At another pole are the girls’ convent Secondary schools where the
"expressive-moral" functions of education are assigned equal value with the
instrtunental-achievement ones. Here socialisation into the wider moral order
is a much more important goal than in boys’ schools. As an organised "moral
milieu" such schools are very important in Ireland, whose integrative goals
place high priority on socialisation with the moral order as well as on the
personal development of their pupils. Here schooling differentiation is mini-
raised. This gender-based division of labour along the instrumental/expressive-
moral axis broadly reproduces distinctions present in the larger society.

This social class, gender, and wider institutional basis to schooling differen-
tiation indicates both the "pressure" of external, highly institutionalised
expectations on school authorities as well as the importance of the "strategic
response" of school decisionmakers to their external environment. As an
example, it is clear that upper middle class parents are far more demanding,
more informed about their children’s schooling, and less intimidated by
school authorities than working class parents. Yet it is clear that many middle
class schools do formaily differentiate or differentially "sponsor", the
brighter children of the middle class while the less able-and such "less
able" pupils may well be :it or near the average ability level for the total
cohort in many selective Secondary schools- receive a very attenuated
academic type education: i.e., school policy actively intervenes despite
parental pressure. At the same time many working class and lower middle
class schools- particularly convent schools- with comprehensive ability
intakes do not differentiate their intake as a matter of policy. Indeed many
of these schools had specifically rejected it as a policy. So, both these wider
institutional forces ,and schools’ strategic choices are clearly involved in
schooling process decisions.

The Effects of Streaming and Curricular Differentiation
The research literature reviewed suggested two main hypotheses: (i) no

consistent effect of streaming and curricular differentiation by schools on
the average attainment or achievement level of ai1 pupils first entering
schools; (ii) that increased schooling differentiation would have a significant
polarisation, or increased inequality, effect on the attainments of such an
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entry cohort controlling for, or holding constant, all other relevant variables.
"Holding constant all other relevant wtriables" is a statistically necessary

reqt~ircment since schools vary so much in their pupil intake characteristics.
It is not easily achieved, however, and is not fully satisfactorily achieved in
this study. In their social class intake schools vary from the 1 in 12 which
arc tipper middle class, mainly fee-paying schools, with little social class
variance and minimal nunlbers of pupils with serious numeracy and literacy
problems, to the very comprehensive class and ability intakes of a substantial
proportion of convent Secondary schools and Community schools. At the
other extreme are the majority of Vocational schools with intakes pre-
dominantly from working class or even lower working class families and,
suffering from the "cream off" effects of other local schools, having high
proportions of lower ability pupils. These school intake differences do not
appear to have changed much from the early 1970s (Kellaghan and Greaney,
1970; Rudd, 1972;Greaney, 1973).

We do not unfortunately have measures of the "ability" characteristics

of pupils on entry to post-primary schools - although wc do have relatively
good measures of the extent of ability and social class selectivity of schools.
To some extent, therefore, our results have to be treated with some caution.
However, we do use a very conservative method of assessing the relative
effects of streaming and curricular differentiation which, if used where
evidence was available of the actual "ability" characteristics of intake pupils,

would underestimate the full impact of the schooling process variable.
Taking ,all these points into consideration, plus the robustness and con-
sistency of the main results, we remain confident of the generalisability of
our results.

The restllts of extensive analyses of the effects of streaming and curricular
differentiation within our sample of schools and pupils strongly support both
sets of hypotheses: controlling for most relevant variables such schooling
differentiation has no consistent effect on the average achievement level of
the entry cohort--although there is a tendency toward increased early
dropout rates as well as redticed proportions going on to University in highly
differentiated schools; but sncb school-imposed differentiation substantially
increases the inequality in output of schools, both for the total entry cohort
but also for that part of the entry cohort which survive to Intermediate Cer-
tificate level. For the most selective part of the cohort that survived to the
Leaving Certificate, such variations in the schooling process applied had no
consistent variance or inequality effects.
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Implications

(i) It is clear that the differentiation of pupils and curricula is a school-

imposed "arbitrary" that mainly reflects the values, goaIs and "operative
objectives" (or "avoidable outcomes") of school-owning and managing
authorities. It is not given or determined by purely objective and technical

considerations. This schooling policy or approach, however, has not generally
resulted from explicit, conscious and thought-through strategies by school
decisionmakers to achieve a chosen set of ordered objectives. In many cases,
in fact, such "decisions" are of historical rcIewmce only, the persistence with
streaming and curricular differentiation having more to do with the functions
or interests it serves for the more important or influential actors involved -
e.g., school management, teacbers, parents and pupils in upper streams and
SO on.

From a school management or from teachers’ points of view there is no
doubt that "streaming" and its associated practices is an easier schooling
solution than *nixed ability teaching, and that it can be clearly and "objec-
tively" explained or ration~dised by taken-for-granted "commonsense"
ration,ties. The centralisation and "objectification" of schooling decisions,
the routinisation of schooling procedures, the concentration of the teachers’
role on "knowledge transmission" to homogeneous ability classes, and the
difficult-to-avoid consequence of this process of streaming classes along one
single academic performance dimension, are all organisational tendencies
characteristic of rigidly streamed schools. Where present at its extreme the
;flmost explicit denigration of the educable capacities of pupils in lower
streams results in high dropout and failure rates. But the habitual practices
of such schools allow most of its workers to overlook or ignore these out-
comes. And when streaming of pupils is accompanied by streaming of teachers
the outcomes are even more severe (see HMI, Mixed Ability Work in Com-
prehensive Schools, DES London, 1978).

Given that such rigid streaming practices bring about greater educational
inequalities than would otherwise occur those presumed schooling rationales
need to be vigorously questioned.

(ii) However, it is clear that the greater inequality in educational attainment
observed in streamed or rigidly banded schools can occur in a number of
ways. Within the same set of streamed or banded schools- holding most
other relevant social and educational variables constant - their greater vari-
ation in educational outcomes occurs despite significant differences in the
average achievement levels occurring within each category. For instance,
amongst the most highly streamed boys’ Secondary schools, which have lower
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middle class (average) clienteles, the modal attainment level for some schools
is the Leaving Certificate level, while in others it is the Intermediate Cert.
category. The dropout rate in the former schools is substantially lower than
the latter. In lower working class Vocational schools using stringent "banding"
,arrangements, the modal attainment level in "all cases are those who completed
the Group or Intermediate Certificate level. In some of those cases, however,
the early dropout rate was extremely high and the Leaving Certificate achieve-
ment level was minimal; while in other cases the early dropout rates were
rninimal and Leaving Certificate attainments were moderate. Overall, how-
ever, average achievement levels were not increased, while high achievements
for a small elite were "paid for" by the very poor attainments of the low
achievers.

Nevertheless, although in almost all streamed or banded schools the variances
were much greater thai’* in mixed ability schools these greater within-school
inequ~dities can occur in ways that either benefit or damage lower ability
pupils. There is almost as much difference in achievement means and variances
withbz each schooling differentiation category as there is between them.

It appears, therefore, that what schools actually do with, or how well
they use, streaming or curricular differentiation practices is almost as impor-
tant as the choice of one form of streaming or mixed ability schooling rather
than another. Both the objectives actively pursued by schools and the organi-
sational ethos and management effectiveness of schools within each "schooling
process" category are also very important "choices". So, the importance of
strategic decisionmaking as well as management effectiveness extends far
beyond the choice of whether to stream or not.

It may appear somewhat paradoxical to report the case of at least l school
which chose "streaming" to maximise the achievement of their lower ability
pupils - but it is put forward to illustrate the important role of enlightened

and committed human action in the achievement of important and agreed
go:ds. This particular Secondary school - using the word schooI mainly to
denote the community of teaching and management personnel involved--
having jointly discussed and worried about their high ear}’), dropout and exam
failure problems for some time, decided to start streaming their intake with
the objective of directing maximum teaching effort to the lower ability
pupils. To this end they (teachers and management staff combined) decided
to: (a) allocate a much higher teacher-pupil ratio to the bottom two classes
(1511) than to the top (30 to 32 to 1); (b) allocate teachers who were
committed to or were most suitable and effective in teaching lower ability
pupils; (c) institute special remedial classes in English, Irish and Maths;
(d) develop an approach toward teaching the conventional academic junior
cycle curriculum which maximise pupil interest/involvement; (e) expand
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contact with parents, etc., to increase home support, etc. As a result, after
5 years the dropout and failure rates had been substantially improved and
the whole ethos and effectiveness of the school had substantially improved.
The roles of planning, staff discussion, teacher commitment and effective
leadership and "management", etc., were central to this successful innovation.
The example also illustrates the central role that such conscious, planned,
ration’,d and committed human action plays in an effective organisation. This
example also illustrates, of course, some of the consequences of the opposite
organisationM syndrome: of taken-for-granted, routinised or habitualised
roles, conventionM practices and imbeddeci special interests in maintaining
rigidly and conventionally streamed schooling processes. So that, when
school authorities change from conventional streaming practices to mixed
ability teaching procedures without substantive planning, preparation, train-
ing and teacher commitment to the new process it will not work (HMI, 1978,
op. cit., pp. 27-34, 57-62).

(iii) One cannot, therefore, unambiguously recommend moving directly to
"mixed ability" teaching to all highly streamed schools as a solution to their
"dropout", discipline or rnotivational problems with pupils in the lower
streams, not without considerable rethinking, reorientation, retraining and a
substantive change in teacher-pupil-parent relationship. Even where a school
does not change completely from streaming over to "mixed ability" teaching
-e.g., by retaining "remedial classes" (by withdraw, a[ from the normal
classes) and "setting" of Honours]Pass levels- the school as a "teacher-
learner community" will need to undergo substantial change in attitudes and
behaviour before a successfuI transition can be managed. This transition may
be felt quite severely by some teachers and school Principals. As we saw in
Chapter 3 the organisational processes involved in proceeding in a "streaming"
or "mixed ability" direction are quite different and quite complex. So if a
school decides to proceed toward mixed-ability teaching the change will
demand not only willingness to change but teacher commitment and manage-
ment effectiveness in managing the process.

Where the ability range of intake is very wide, of course, loose "banding"
with remedial classes and with considerable "setting" of levels and subjects,
using malleable class boundaries, might be easier and more attainable goals
than completely mixed-ability teaching. These schooling arrangements con-
siderably increase learning opportunities, avoid rigid boundaries between
classes, and minimise the rigid stratification of classes (and teachers) that is
characteristic of highly streamed schools. In general it would be better to
"unstream" gradually and successfully than fail gloriously at mixed-ability
teaching.
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(iv) Rigid streaming appears to have almost inevitable effects on the nature
and organisation of teacher-teacher and teacher-pupil, and even pupil-pupil
relationships. It tends to isolate the pupil-teacher relationship to that of the
rather technical classroom teacher-pupil role. It tends to centralise decision-
making and reduce teacher and pupil-parent interaction. It would, therefore,
tend to make it more difficult to create that organisational climate and ethos
that appears to be most characteristic of highly effective school organlsations.
Where schools have been rigidly streamed and wish to go in the opposite
direction they face substantial "inertial" forces which will be very difficult

to overcome. Good and effective schooling does appear, however, to require
that kind of organisationzd climate and structure that is almost incompatible
with rigid streaming. From the result of this research we would unambiguously
recommend that schools move away from that pattern. How far they should
go toward full mixed-ability teaching will depend on management and teacher
commitment as well as skilled help and advice.

(v) The dearth of advisory services on management training courses for
school managers and Principals in their pursuit of more effective teaching]
schooling processes is a major lacuna in Irish education. Given the substantial
decline since the [ate 1970s in the number of school inspectors14 as well as
the continued diversion of their time and energies to other non-school roles,
there is apparently less help available now to individual schools or teachers
from this source than at the beginning of the 1970s. There have been some
in-se~,ice courses on school management - but very few and infrequent. We
would, therefore, recommend strongly that such services/courses be provided
- even by the provision of some funding for in-service courses or training
workshops provided by outside "experts". In the context of an expenditure
provision of ahnost IR.£450 million for post-primary education in 1986 a
modest expenditure of even £50,000 to £60,000 pa - one eighth of I per
cent of the annual budget-on such schooling management programmes-
in concert with the school owning/managing bodies - would, we feel, have
a substantial impact.

(vi) There is no singIe educatiomd forum in which school decislonmakers

can discuss schooling issues and problems, and develop policy responses such
as are dealt with here in this report. The absence of any local or national
educational authority, or even voluntary Schools Council, means that there

14. In 1980 there were 86 inspecto~ concerned with all of post-primary education on the Depart-
ment of Education’s list, with I 1 additional vacancies listed. By 1986 these had been reduced to 73
with olfly 1 vacancy listed. (State Director-/, 1980; 1986). Even between 1979 and 1984 the number
of second-level teachers had increased by over 2,000. (See Statistical Report, Department of Education,
1979180, and 1983184.)
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is no single forum which facilitates and encourages management development
or planning and policy-making functions at any level higher than the individual
school, religious order or VEC, etc. Up to this point neither the CMRS nor
the IVEA, as national representative school-owning bodies, have devoted
much attention to these issues. In its expenditure decisions the Department
of Education does not accord these issues much importance. The remit of
the Currieulunl and Examination Board does not cover this area of schooling

practice. In fact the terms of reference implicitly accept a rather narrow and
technical view of schooling practice -- concerned with the content of what is
taught or the formal procedures of provision and examination, etc. Indeed
most direct State educationa/ provision generally seems to be based on such
a technical, "objectivist", formal instructional viewpoint- since it makes
such little provision for developing the management competencies of school
authorities, hits retained a minimal monitoring or management role for the
State itself, and makes such little provision for in-sel’vice courses.

The resuhs of this research clearly indicate the importance of such school
organisational processes. Without changed State policy, however, we cannot
expect much change in individual schools’ behaviour.

(vii) Finidly, the scarcity of research on second-level schooling in Ireland is a
serious impediment to the development of good policy-making. This research
itself is a by-product of other work which had received major funding from
the Department of Education, however, the State needs a much more active
policy in stimulating and funding policy relevant research.

The absence of a central monitoring and policy development body and the
poverty of educational research at second level both indicate an extraordinary
degree of institutiomdisation of traditional or conventionld schooling/teaching
arrangements in Ireland, such that what schools do are very widely accepted
as "natural" and historically given processes which have no viable ahernative
- they have such a concrete "objective reality" in most people’s conscious-
ness that current practice is completely taken for granted (see Bourdieu and
Passeron, 1977, pp. 1-69). The role of research is to question that "reality"
and reveal its underlying nature, meanings and consequences. Without that
critic’a/ examination of everyday, taken for granted, practice, policy making
cannot be very effective. But in the absence of effective policy-making and
decisionmaking bodies even the best and most policy relevant research is of
academic interest only.
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¢) ~ Why nott

I.C. Cla~s:
lgo0/8]

L

4.

5.

1.

5.

$.

4.
5.

COPE
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66. {I) At wh~,t point do students dectd© on their I~nlot cycae tubjectsl

$’L (a) Arc ~+ey given zny suhJancc in ~:ll e~o[ce ~ ~ No ( )
i i,

i( YES* wh~t form dolt this ~tti~=n¢¢ t~kel

b) Who It Involved In giving t~ gulda,~t)
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(b) Oiw:a s con~b~u=:lon of dic ImpOssible I 1 I

lchooI ° itudcnK ~rnhcgs, Vc;y dime. 2 2 2     2

l~achcrl, c]as~ooms etc. DI f[lcuh 3 3

bow ~Ifflcuh would i( bc to

¢hln~c The w~y lhc cc¢¢ |nd
E.ss)~ ( 4 4     4

opdOOal packaGC~ arc a~lanGcd

f! yo~ wAntcd to~

(C) WhA[ b t]1¢ r~s[n conKta~t on

ChanCing Ihc corer

(d) whal fs tt, c m~ln comuslat L~

dlzn~in~ Ihc opdcm zl

Vcty sadsficd l 1 1

plcscnt scl of ¢o;c/opgic~lml

psck~cc~
Satisfied 3 3

Ncl udsficd 3 3 $
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Pupil Chatactell~ticl

14. |Non’~’c Poyfn~ ItCh) AIc palentt a$kcd m dona~ annua]]y to the IchooD

YCI( ) NO( )

a) If yES. how much are they alkcd to donate I

b) FOl what purpote ale the donatJont used

’~$. a) Ale there any ol]~:; lOCal schools to vh[ch pupils hct¢ might SO)

NO( )
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Are p.~icr+t ot parcttI-tcach¢l mccttn~s held [n thc .~I,~oI 7
Yes(          ,~o( )

If YES. (b) how often a:e :hey I~}d~

OBcc¯ t~tm        )

Trice a ye~tl      )

C~¢e ¯ yc¯z         )

Othe:

If I¯ 0. (¢) do patent1 is ¯ group have Ioamal mcc~ng~ "~’lth the pt~cip¯l or olhcl Ltaff?

Withpllncip~h yes( ) NO( ): ?/tthStaf/:Ycs ( I    No( )

(d) IIO~ ofz©n~ once ¯ yc~ ( ), ’Z/3 times ¯ y~s ( ). m~© often ( ).
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Council ( )

It Y£S, whal it I[~ fuflctlon?

rio ( )

Iluw long h¯v¢ you been ptindp~l In [h[l schooD

?9. . ’~,’cKe you principal in ¯nofl¢l school before you came hclc~

I
ToI how Iong~

No ( )
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f~. Taldng the c~rrcnt p.tck=gtng of co~et Ind option.~l subjccLt bl the, junior and senim ~/clc

levels: Itf no opt~CIla[ tuhicct~, take- "¢~¢" to mean subjects ,~lvcnI.

64, D0¢1 thc ~h~L h=v¢ ~ ~cncra[ Itandatd of ctas~zoor~ dlt¢lpHn¢)

if YES. Is tJictc ¯ v:[ttcn act of "Scl’,ooi RuSes° £i~¢n to pupils ( ) and parcnu ( JI

(b) ^Ic pared;st asked to sign these "RuSes’) Ycs ( ) No ( )
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Appendix Table 4.1: lntercorrelations Amongst Independent Variables in Multiple Regression (Table 4.2)

1     2 3 4 5     6 7 8 9 10

Vat.Size of    Select Compet. Lit.
Soc.

Var. Ed. Boys’ Girls’ Vo¢]C. Soc.
School School School Probs.

Parents Schools Schools Schools ClassClass

I. Size of school 1.00

2. Selectivity in school intake 1.00

3. Competitiveness of schools .12 1.00

4. Extent of literacy problems
of pupil intake .12 -.10 -.32 1.0O

5. Variation in social class
intake of pupil intake -.27 -.26 -.30 .24 1.00

6. Variation in educ. level
of parents of pupil intake -.10 -.09 +.25 -.07 .16

7. Boys’ school .13 .19 +.13 -.92 -.20

8. Girls’ school .05 .27 .03 -.16

9. Voc./CommuaJty school .14 -.20 -.59 .45 .22

10. Median social class of
pupil body .13 -,30 -.46 .52 .96

1,00

.04 1.00

,13 -.35 l.OO

-.31 -,28 -.37

-.12 -.55 .01

1.00

.51

0
0

Z

m

n

1.00



Appendix Table 5.1: Intercorrelations Amongst Independent Variables as in Table 5.4
(N -- 76 schools, junior cycle)

Independent Variables

Correlations With
Dropout Ratest

(a) (b)
Junior Senior
Cycle Cycle

Independent Variables

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Median social class of I.C.
class in school

2. Vocational/Community
school**

3. Extent of literacy/numeracy
problems in pupil intake

4. Extent of selectivity of school
5. Boys’ Secondars, schools**
6. Girls’ Secondary schools**
7. Size of schools (no. of pupils)
8. Size of community
9. School process scale (ICSCALE)

-.45* -.68*    1.00

-.45" -.58"     .sg 1.00

-.33* -.38* .53 .44 1.00
.34* .46* -,51 -.21 -,33 1.00

-.02 .13 -.33 -.28 -.32 .13 1.00
.14 .23* .04 -.37 .04 .27 -.37 1.00

-.01 .11 -.04 -.07 .01 .02 .10 .27 1.00
,14 -,17 .14 ,12 -.04 ,03 -,23 -.21 -.67 1,00

-,21" -.21" .13 -.05 -.10 -.06 .27 -.18 .20 -.14 1.00

*Coefficients significant at the .05 level.
**Dummy variables: 1 -- Vocationa2 or Community school; 0 = other.

tDropout Rates: At junior cycle the denominator is the total number of pupils who entered first year in schools in

1976/77, the numerator being the number who left before reaching the Inter Cert. level/year. It is scored from -60 per
cent (where 60 per cent of the entry cohort had left by Inter Cert.) to 0, where none had. Therefore, the higher the
numerical value the lesser the dropout rate. The same procedure is used for calculating the senior cycle dropout rate
with the denominator here being the number of pupils in school at the Inter Cert. year. Here there are some positive
numbers when there was a flow into senior cycle classes in some private fee-paying schools.

>
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Appendix Table 5.2: Hierarchical Regression of Percentage of School Entry Cohort
Achieving at Least Four Honours Grades in the Leaving Certificate Examination by a Set

of School Entry (Pupil) Characteristics, School Type Characteristics and School
Differentiation Scale

Independent Variables

(i) (ii) (iii)

School School Input School Input

Input and School
and School Type

Effects Type Effects
and Schooling

Process Effects

Beta Beta Beta

Pupil Input Effects:

1. Median social class of
pupil intake -.38* -.40" -.41 *

2. Extent of literacy/numeracy
problems in intake -.06 -.07 -.07

3. Extent of selectiviW in
intake .20** .07 .06

4. Average level of mothers’
education .24"* .17 .17

Type of School:

5. Boys’ Secondary schools - -.09 -.10
6. Girls’ Secondary schools - .11 .11
7. Vocational schools -- -.20** -.21"*

8. Schooling process scale - - .05

N = 70 70 70
F = 15.4" 10.3" 8.9
R2 = .49 .54 .54
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Appendix Table 5.4: Distribution of Schools With More Than Two Classes According to

Their Standard Deviations and Coefficients of Variation in the Number of Years of

Schooling Completed by Pupils Before Leaving School

Standard Deviation in the Number of
Years of Schooling Completed by Pupils

Within Schools

Coefficient of Variation in Number of

Years of Schooling Completed by Pupils
Within Schools

Number of Number of
Values

Schools
Values

Schools

.25-.49 = 3 .053-.09 3

.50-.74 = 1 .100-.149 5

.73-.99 = 11 .150-.199 10

1.00-1.24 = 22 .200-.249 17

1.25-1.49 = 19 .25~.299 14

1.50-1.74 = 15 .300-.349 12

1.75-1.99 = 3 .350-.399 10

2.00-2.41 = 1 .400-.449 5

Total number of schools 76 Total number of schools 76

Kurtosis = 1.12; Skewness = -.120 Kurtosis =-.55; Skewness = -.088
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Appendix Table 5.5: Hierarchical Regression of Within-School Differences (Standard

Deviation) in the Number of Honours Papers Taken on the Intermediate Certificate Course

by (i) Family Background, (ii) School Type and (iii) Schooling Process Variables

(Standardised Betas: N= 71; Schools > 1 class)

Independent Variables

(0 (iO (iii)

(With School Input    (With School Input
(With School
Input, School

Characteristics)
and School Type

Type and
Characteristics) Schooling Pro-

cess Variables)

Beta Beta Beta

A. Pupil Composition Variables

1, Median soda] class of pupil
intake -.05

2. Average level of mothers’educa-
tion in pupil intake -.10

3. Variance in social class of pupil
intake .13

4. Variance in parental level of
education of pupil intake .34*

5. Extent o f selecti~fit y o f schools ,25"

6. Ex tent of literacy/numeracy
problems in pupil intake -.27*

-.03 -.06

-.19 -.15

.15 .13

.21 .25*

.14 .15

-.27* -.24*

B. School Types

7. Boys’ Secondary schools -.14 -.19

8. Vocational schools -.35* -.31’

9. Schooling process scaJe ll6

N = 71 71 71
F = 4.6 4,6" 4.4*
R2 = .30 .37 .39

*Statistically significant at the 5 per cent level.
**Statistically significant at the l 0 per cent level.
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Appendix Table 5.6: Regression of the Within-School Standard Deviation in the Number

of Academic Subjects Taken in the Inter Certificate on the School Input, School Type

and Schooling Process Variables

(IV = 71 schools > i class)

(i) (ii) (iii)

Effects of School School Input and
School Input and School

Independent Variables Input Variables School Type Variables
Type Flus Schooling

Process Variables

Beta Beta Beta

(STY)

School Input Variables

1. Median social class of
pupil body .83’

2, Average maternal educa*
tional level of pupil body -,15

8. Social class variance in
pupil intake .I6

4. Variance in parental educa-
tion level amongst pupil
intake .24*

5. Selectivity of pupil intake
to school .13

6, Extent of literacy/numeracy
problem in intake -.40*

.33* .27*

-.10 -.17

.17 .13

-.08 .15

-.05 -.08

-.43" -.37"

School Type Variables

7. Boys’ Secondary schools -.85* -.44*
8. Vocational schools -.4"/* -.40*

9. Schooling process effects -- .80"

N = 71 71 71
F = 3.4* 6.0* 6.0*
R2 = .24 -.43 .30
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Appendix Table 5.7: Regression of Within-School Inequality (Coefficient of Variation)
in Leauing Certificate Examination Results on Pupil Intake, School Type and Schooling

Process Variables

(N = 71; larger schools)

(i) (u) (ill)
tVith Pupil With Pupil Intake With Pupil Intake,

Independent Variables Intake and School Type School Type and Schooling
Variables Variables Variables

Beta Beta Beta

A. School Intake Characteristics

1. Median social class of pupil
intake -.19 -.15

2. Average parental education level .22 .09
3. Variance in social class intake .03 .04
4. Variance in parental education

level .12 .04
5. Selectivity o f schools .19 .14
6. Extent of literacy]numeracy

problem in pupil intake .25* .28*

B. School Type Variables

7. Boys’ Secondary schools -- .12
8. Vocational schools -- -.24

C. Schoollng Proees$ Variable

9. Schooling process scale

-.17
.12

.02

.07

.14

.30*

.08
-.21

.13

N = 71 71 71
F = 2.9* 2.5* .24*
R~ = .21 .24 .26
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Appendix Table 5.8: Regressions of Individuals’ Leaving Cert. Grades on Certain Family
Background, School Type, Preceding (Inter Cert.) Performance, and Streaming Charac.
teristics of School Attended (Separate Regressions for Boys’ and Girls’ Schools With

Greater Than 1 Class at Leaving Cert. Level)

Boys                       Girls
Independent Variables (i) (ii) (O (iO

Beta Beta Beta Beta

.07" .07"

.01 .01
-.02 -.02
-.02 -.02

.03 .03

.00 .00

.02 .02

.75" ,75"

A. Family Background Variables
1. Fathers’ education level .02 .02
2. Mothers’ education level .04 .04
3. Fathers’ occupational status -.04" -.04"
4. Number of children in family .01 .01

B. School Type
5. Boys’ Sec./Girls’ Sec. school -.05" -.05"
6. Vocational school -.05" -.05"
7. Extent of selectivity of school

intake -.Ol -.01

C. Preceding Performance Level
8. Grade at Inter Cert. .75* .75*

D. Extent of School Processing
9. Extent of streaming/differen-

tiation at Leaving Cert. level -.00 -.01

R2 = .61 .61 .60 .60
D.F. = 8/1091 9/L090 8/1556 9/1555
F = 215.4" 191.3" 259.0* 233.0*

*Statistically significant at .05 level or less.
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